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Introduction 

There are some people in the truthing community that seek to be positive in the face of 
serious problems coming down the line. They declare that, ‘We will win’, in the face of the 
oppressors that rule over us, affirming that this or that victory is about to occur. 

This reminds me of the paper I wrote recently explaining the dangers of unfounded 
positive thinking. Such false hopes do no good and actually harm people when their hopes 
are dashed and the disappointment sets in. We must always focus upon the truth and 
reality of a situation, not what we want it to be. 

In facing the truth, we can thus prepare for what is coming and ensure that we survive, 
even in the face of overwhelming odds. Hiding our heads in the sand will do no one any 
good. 

Much as I love and respect these over-positive truthers, I must dissent and explain that 
what is being prepared by the cabal for this year is very serious and we must all prepare, in 
a variety of ways, now. The Elite cabal are engineering depopulation, a world war, food 
scarcity, medication shortages, outlawing of supplements, energy poverty, sudden death, 
exacerbation of serious illnesses, infertility, radical censorship of information, growing 
totalitarianism, persecution of truth-tellers and more. Not much to be positive about. 

If possible I want to keep this paper concise. I have written on many of these subjects 
before and multiple issues have to be played out yet and may take twists and turns. Here I 
simply seek to point you to issues that you need to look into for yourself. 

The cut-off point for news data in this paper is around the beginning of March 2024. 
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Background 

Key element: depopulation 

The next few years are critical for the plans of the Elite cabal. 2030 is the year when a 
number of issues on the Elite agenda fulfil the first phase of global reconstruction (as per 
UN Agenda 2030). Some of their plans are behind schedule. 

Key to achieving their goals is planetary depopulation. The target of the cabal is a world 
population of around 500 million (not 7.5+ billion). I have explained this with proof and 
quotations1 many times so I will not rehash that here. A UN document called the years 
2024-2026, ‘the killing times’; this caused such a furore that it was removed.  

The Deagal2 website (a source of and for intelligence agencies) stated that all western 
continents would see huge drops in population by 2025;3 again this raised so many 
eyebrows that it too was removed. Clearly, those in power plan to eradicate large portions 
of the global population in the next two years. The UK population will crash by over 70% 
by 2025 according to authorities. Do you realise that, if true, this means that out of every 
four people you know, three will die in the next year.                   

This explains why crazy policies are being enacted (such as crashing the food supply chains 
and eradicating farmers). Here is a short list of methods by which the cabal slowly kills 
people. 

• Poisoning the air you breathe through stratospheric aerosol injection (chemtrails). E.g. 
using aluminium oxide, which causes Alzheimer’s. 

• Poisoning the drinking water supply with additives like fluoride or not properly 
filtering out harmful contents, like parasites, particulates and chemicals. 

• Poisoning the food supply. There are multiple aspects to this, most of which cause 
cancer. For example, GMO-derived foods contain high levels of glyphosate (nearly all 
Western corn, oats and soy contain high levels of glyphosate). 

• Toxic medications. There are multiple variants of these including vaccines which give 
you cancer, drugs that lead to heart attacks, drugs that suppress the immune system 
and so on. The Covid vaccines alone had scores of ingredients that all caused different 
maladies, such as myocarditis, pericarditis, deafness, paralysis, heart attacks, 
blindness, strokes, anaphylaxis, stillbirths, and death. Vaccines are, and will be, the key 
trigger for depopulation (see later, ‘Sudden death’). 

• Toxic household products. All sorts of items contain harmful chemicals. Even talcum 
powder was proved to cause cancer. 

• EMF radiation. All digital devices using broadband, Blue Tooth and Wi-Fi emit 
radiation. For example mobile ‘phones cause gliomas (brain cancer). 5G is highly 
dangerous and can kill if output power is high enough. 

 

 

1 E.g., ‘A total world population of 250-300 million people, a 95% decline from present levels would be ideal.’ 
Ted Turner, (founder of CNN) interview in Audobon magazine. 
2 The Deagal Corporation works with the US NSA, the UN and the World Bank. The 2025 depopulation 
forecast involved the CIA. The post was removed in 2020. It can be found on the Wayback machine. 
3 The UK population was forecast to drop by 77.1%; the US by 68.5%. 
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The people in power ruling over governments, far from being benevolent, are psychopaths 
intent on depopulation and a new world order. The factors examined in this paper must be 
understood in light of the cabal’s aims. 

Summary of the cabal’s aims 

• Overall goal: a new world order ruled by a global totalitarian empire. [‘The age of nations 

must end. The governments of nations have decided to order their separate sovereignties into 

one government to which they will surrender their arms’. UN World Constitution.] 

• This empire will be Fascist (the state plus corporatocracy). 

• It will be Satanic. They call it Luciferianism, with Lucifer as the bringer of light and 
wisdom. Luciferianism is endemic in Talmudic and Kabbalistic Judaism, Paganism, 
New Ageism, Gnosticism, Freemasonry and Jesuit religion. 

• It will be Technocratic. Its administration will be dominated by digital technology, AI, 
algorithms,  and robotics. 

• World depopulation. The cabal is Malthusian – it believes that the world cannot sustain 
more than 500 million people successfully. 

• Eugenics. Undesirable people types will be eradicated. This includes all Black people.4 
Black people have been targeted for sterilisation through vaccine programmes, such as 
a Bill Gates polio vaccine in Kenya. 

• Discriminatory. The cabal will ruthlessly persecute Christians but also religions that 
will not adopt Luciferian syncretism. 

• It will promote a unified world religion based upon Satanism. 

• The remaining population (after depopulation) will be the serfs of the new ruling class 
(the global Elite) in a neo-feudal system. These serfs will do the work that robots cannot 
do (which is very little). 

• The serfs (slaves) will be located in huge megalopolis urban areas connected by super 
highways. They will have small apartments in tall buildings. Services will be by drone 
and robots. Serfs will not be allowed into rural areas but restricted to small zones (15-
minute cities). 

• Every aspect of a serf’s life will be monitored and controlled remotely (Internet of 
People). This will be achieved through Transhumanism, which will make people into 
cyborgs, part human, part digital machine. This will be implemented through constant 
vaccines that update the internal operating system. CBDC’s will control a person’s 
finances and suspend them for disobedience. Every home appliance will surveil all that 
happens in the home (Internet of Things). 

• The countryside will be rewilded and forbidden to all but the Elite. 
 

Current aspects of the war against ordinary people as part of 
cabal control agendas. 

• The war on petrol / diesel cars and on personal mobility. 

• The war on meat eating. 

• The war on farmers. 

 

4 ‘We want to exterminate the Negro population.’ Margaret Sanger. She was an eugenicist that established 
Planned Parenthood Federation of America, which focused on abortion. Clinics were set up primarily in 
Black neighbourhoods. 
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• The war on Christianity. 

• The war on foundational British principles and values. 

• The war on free speech. 

• The war on medical autonomy. 

• The war on the traditional family unit. 

• The war on privacy. 

• The war on national sovereignty. 

• The war on democracy. 

• The war on beauty and aesthetics. 

• The war on rational thinking. 

• The war on biological sex. 

• The war on children. 
 
Note that these follow historical agendas, such as those by the Sabbateans, Illuminati, 
Jacobins, Talmudists, Protocols of the Elders of Zion, and Marxists:  

• Destroy Christianity and all religion. 

• Destroy all nations and replace them with internationalism (globalism). 

• Subdue all people as slaves to a ruling cabal. 

• Eradicate private property of the people.5 [NB. The WEF: ‘You will own nothing’.] 

• Elimination of the intelligentsia (to prevent revolts).  

• Denial of human rights.  

• Eradication of the family. 

• State control of children. 
 
This was modelled in prototype Marxist states, such as the USSR, Khmer Rouge Cambodia 
and Communist China; all of which killed millions of people. 

Expressions of the Elite cabal’s power in corporate terms 

Bear in mind that all of these are really focused on the implementation of fundamental 
goals of the Elite cabal, such as depopulation and establishing global government. 

Big Pharma 
The global pharmaceutical companies based on the allopathic medical system6 created by 
the Rockefellers after 1901.  

These wield enormous power and some giant firms on their own rule over national 
governments and the mainstream media. In the Covid hoax crisis Big Pharma dominated 
state government and controlled the media narrative to spread lies and deception to create 
fear for the purpose of making people take vaccine products which killed and maimed, and 
still do. Vaccines are a key means of depopulation,7 sterility and sickness. 

 

5 In reality this is the transfer of private property to the state, and thence to the ruling individuals. Note how 
the Soviet leaders like Lenin stole aristocrat palaces. 
6 Medicine based upon synthetic drugs. 
7 The so-called Spanish Flu pandemic was caused by Rockefeller vaccines. 
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Mainstream media 
All mainstream media is controlled by the Elite through various institutions. One of these 
is Big Pharma but there are others. For example, the CIA has a history of controlling the 
media to follow political programmes. This has been confirmed by whistleblowers and 
political scrutiny over many years. Media outlets have become government propaganda 
tools.8 

Big Aggro 
The giant concentrated farming corporations. 

These huge farming firms focus upon GMO products, pesticides, herbicides, industrialised 
farming methods and patented seeds. They use systems which are dangerous to human 
health and also hazardous to animal welfare, such as concentrated populations of chickens 
or cattle inside industrial sheds fed processed rubbish. Intense agriculture using chemical 
fertilisers produce slurry, which finds its way into watercourses. 

The military industrial complex 
Through their control of the US federal government these corporations ensure that huge 
amounts of taxpayer’s money is spent every year on military contracts. This results in the 
need for constant wars and military operations in order to boost profits and test products. 
One of the chief reasons for the Vietnam War was to make money from military contracts. 
President LB Johnson personally profited from his contacts with defence contractors, as 
did the Neocons behind the Iraq War, Afghan War and the War on Terror. 

Banking 
Central banks are at the forefront of the Elite control system. These dominate national 
governments, which now depend upon them to provide currency, creating national debt.  

In America this was initiated by a conspiracy in 1913 leading to the creation of the Federal 
Reserve, which is a private company. Shareholders include the Rothschilds, JP Morgan, 
the Warburgs and others. The Founding Fathers and the Constitution sought to avoid the 
usury associated with central banks and have currency issued by the government with no 
debt. 

Central Banks spread to almost all countries. Nations which sought to rebel against the 
central bank system found themselves being victims of illegal wars (Iraq), military 
intervention and airstrikes that ruined the country and enabled rebellions (Libya) or 
fomented coups and civil war (Syria). 

The central bank of central banks is the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). This 
formulates policy and control over global systems. 

One of the earliest central banks was the Bank of England which was established partially 
as a result of the Napoleonic Wars. This became part of the power structure that is the City 
of London (‘The Square Mile’), a sovereign country outside of British parliamentary and 
monarchical governance with its own laws, taxes, mayor, and sovereignty. It is dominated 
by the Rothschilds. The City holds power over the British parliament, even having its own 

 

8 Natural News, ‘Obama laid the groundwork for US media to become government-controlled propaganda 
tool’, 23 February 2024. 
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officer present in the Commons (‘The Remembrancer’) who is not part of any political 
party or parliamentary office. 

The financial and trade systems 
The same people that dominate central banks also dominate the financial and trade 
systems. These control the prices and distribution of gold, silver, other precious metals, 
diamonds, energy and commodities. They control the stock exchange systems, asset funds 
and the rest of Wall Street. Key Elite financial fund management companies include 
BlackRock, State Street and Vanguard. 

Other aspects of the Elite 

Charitable foundations 
These would include the Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation, The Carnegie 
Foundation, Open Society (George Soros), the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and 
many more. They produce policy documents to further Elite strategies9 and also fund 
various projects worldwide to implement policy, such as controlling vaccine programmes, 
facilitating illegal immigration or lobbying for climate change agendas. 

Think tanks 
There are many of these but principal ones would be the Council on Foreign Relations, the 
Bilderberger Group, the Club of Rome, the Trilateral Commission, the World Economic 
Forum and so on. These provide policies for governments to follow in certain fields, such 
as foreign policy, energy systems, environmental issues etc. 

Secret Societies 
These are clubs where key members of the Elite hang out. They also form recruitment 
groups to select people for higher things. They perform rituals and initiation rites as part of 
the Luciferian basis of the Elite cabal. They would include Freemasonry, the Jesuits, the 
Skull and Bones Group, Rosicrucianism etc. 

NGOs 
All these are organised to implement Elite strategies by using political pressure.  

There are high level political groups such as the UN (to supervise and arbitrate over 
nations) or the WHO (an arm of the UN to monitor and advise on health and disease) or 
the IPCC (another arm of the UN to formulate policy on climate change). Note that the 
leader of the WHO has no medical qualifications and is a former terrorist (allegedly). 

Below these are multiple smaller NGOs that are active in implementing specific aspects of 
Elite policy, such as GAVI or CEPI concerned with vaccine programmes. Another example 
is Common Purpose, a leadership training programme that recruits and conditions 
entrants, grooming them for positions of authority in the establishment, especially the 
police, the civil service, the NHS and the education system. 

Examples of control systems 

• BlackRock is controlled by Vanguard, being the largest shareholder. 

 

9 This was established by the Congressional Reece Report (Select Committee to investigate tax-exempt 
foundations and comparable organisations) in 1954. 
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• Vanguard is secretive but is owned by the richest families on Earth. Their investments 
are hidden. They include the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Bill Gates, the Warburgs etc. 

• NGOs and foundations transfer tax-free money to Vanguard. They control BlackRock. 

• Vanguard and BlackRock control about one fifth of the world’s economy. 

• BlackRock and Vanguard also own: Berkshire Hathaway, Citi Bank, Bank of America, 
Chase & Co., Goldman Sachs etc.10 

• BlackRock and Vanguard can control every country, corporation and institution. 

• BlackRock is closely connected to central banks and the Federal Reserve. They lend 
money to the Fed and advise it. 

• BlackRock and Vanguard are the largest donor and biggest controller of the WEF and 
the UN (plus the subsidiaries GAVI and the WHO). Thus they control Big Pharma and 
world health. 

• The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is the largest funder of the WHO (more than 
many countries). Note that Gates is a eugenicist. 

• Gates also controls GAVI. Gates thus has great influence over the world’s health. Note 
that Gates is unqualified in any subject. 

• The agenda of these rich creatures is set out in the Club of Rome’s (established by the 
Rockefellers) ‘Limits to Growth’ (1972) and ‘The First Global Revolution’ (1991). These 
propose the eradication of current society in order to build a totalitarian new world 
order. 

 

How far does this comply with Biblical data? 

Here is the basic eschatological template laid out in conservative Biblical prophecy. 

Key to understanding these prophecies 

• Satan = the dragon (Rev 12:9). 

• Satan works through human proxies to rule the earth and transform it into his image. 

• The first is the beast from the sea, the first beast. This is the political system of the 
global evil empire. ‘The dragon gave him his power, his throne, and great authority’ (Rev 13:2). 

• The beast from the earth, the second beast, the false prophet, develops a world religion 
to worship the first beast. He is like a lamb (like Christ) but speaks for Satan. ‘Then I saw 

another beast coming up out of the earth, and he had two horns like a lamb and spoke like a dragon. And 

he exercises all the authority of the first beast in his presence, and causes the earth and those who dwell in 

it to worship the first beast’ (Rev 13:11-12). 

• In principle these systems have been in evidence throughout history but are focused 
and central in the end. In the same way that antichrists have existed since the 
beginning (1 Jn 2:18). 

• Babylon, the great harlot, the great city, is the expression of the final empire in terms of 
character, being blasphemous, idolatrous and full of iniquity. 

 
The judgment of the great harlot who sits on many waters, with whom the kings of the earth 

committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth were made drunk with the wine of her 

fornication.’ So he carried me away in the Spirit into the wilderness. And I saw a woman sitting 

on a scarlet beast which was full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns. 

The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and adorned with gold and precious stones and 

 

10 Rumble video, Tim Gielen, ‘Monopoly: who owns the world’. 
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pearls, having in her hand a golden cup full of abominations and the filthiness of her 

fornication. And on her forehead a name was written: MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE 

MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. Rev 17:1-5 

 

Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she has made all nations drink of the wine 

of the wrath of her fornication. Rev 14:8 

 

The world will degenerate in terms of spirituality, truth and morality as time goes on. 
Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith, giving heed to 

deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy, having their own 

conscience seared with a hot iron, forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from 

foods which God created to be received with thanksgiving by those who believe and know the 

truth. 1 Tim 4:1-3 
 
But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: For men will be lovers of 

themselves, lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, 

unthankful, unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of 

good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God. 2 Tim 3:1-
4 
 

But evil men and impostors will grow worse and worse, deceiving and being deceived. 2 Tim 
3:13 
 

For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but according to their own 

desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves teachers; and they 

will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables. 2 Tim 4:3-4 

 

But there were also false prophets among the people, even as there will be false teachers 

among you, who will secretly bring in destructive heresies, even denying the Lord who bought 

them, and bring on themselves swift destruction. And many will follow their destructive ways, 

because of whom the way of truth will be blasphemed. By covetousness they will exploit you 

with deceptive words. 2 Pt 2:1-3 

 

The rest of mankind … did not repent of the works of their hands, that they should not worship 

demons, and idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and wood, which can neither see nor hear nor 

walk. And they did not repent of their murders or their sorceries or their sexual immorality or 

their thefts. Rev 9:20-21 
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Mankind becomes the image of Satan instead of the image of God – the man of sin. 
That Day will not come unless the falling away comes first, and the man of sin is revealed, the 

son of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above all that is called God or that is 

worshiped, so that he sits as God in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God … For 

the mystery of lawlessness is already at work … And then the lawless one will be revealed, 

whom the Lord will consume with the breath of His mouth and destroy with the brightness of 

His coming. The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan … and with all 

unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of the 

truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that 

they should believe the lie, that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but 

had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thess 2:3-12 

 

The end is a time of great contrast. It is the revealing of the saints in Christ as the man of 
God (Eph 4:13) and the manifestation of the wicked as the proxies of Satan, the man of sin. 
Note that the temple of God is man (1 Cor 3:16-17, 6:19; 2 Cor 6:16). Satan sitting in the 
temple is openly dwelling in mankind.11 

Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the 

number of a man: His number is 666. Rev 13:18 

 

The number of man in Biblical numerology is ‘6’. This is falling short of divine perfection 
(‘7’). Falling short of the mark is the definition of sin (harmartia).12 ‘3’ is the number of 
God as the Trinity. Triplets, things in threes, are things representing God (e.g. ‘Holy, holy, 
holy’). ‘666’ is man trying to be God. This is the original sin (Gen 3:5). The (definite article) 
Lie of Satan (Rm 1:25). 

The rest of mankind, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of the works of their 

hands, that they should not worship demons, and idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and wood, 

which can neither see nor hear nor walk. And they did not repent of their murders or their 

sorceries or their sexual immorality or their thefts. Rev 9:20-21 
 

Mankind at the end manifests: demon worship, idolatry, murder, sorcery, immorality and 
theft. 

Satan gathers the world into a final despotic empire (the kings of the Earth submit 
to the beast and harlot Babylon – two expressions of Satan). 

The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom as yet, but they 

receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast. These are of one mind, and they will give 

their power and authority to the beast. Rev 17:12-13 

 

The woman [Babylon] whom you saw is that great city which reigns over the kings of the earth. 

Rev 17:18 

 

For all the nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her [Babylon] fornication, the kings of 

the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth have become 

 

11 The Dispensational focus on a second temple to be built in Israel is a distraction by heretics influenced by 
the Elite cabal. 
12 Hamartia: to miss the mark; to err, be mistaken ; to miss or wander from the path of uprightness and 
honour, to do or go wrong; to wander  from the law of God, violate God's law, sin; that which is done wrong, 
sin, an offence, a  violation of the divine law in thought or in act. 
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rich through the abundance of her luxury. Rev 18:3 

 

The kings of the earth who committed fornication and lived luxuriously with her [Babylon] will 

weep and lament for her, when they see the smoke of her burning, Rev 18:9 

 

And I saw the beast, the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war 

against Him who sat on the horse [Jesus] and against His army. Rev 19:19 

 

This empire is designated as the ‘beast from the sea’ (the political expression of 
sinful rebellion against God); and ‘Babylon’ (the immoral character of idolatry, 
fornication, hedonism, narcissism, Satanism and wickedness). 

Then I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a beast rising up out of the sea, having seven 

heads and ten horns, and on his horns ten crowns, and on his heads a blasphemous name. … 

So they worshiped the dragon who gave authority to the beast; and they worshiped the beast, 

saying, ‘Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with him?’ And he was given a mouth 

speaking great things and blasphemies, and he was given authority to continue for forty-two 

months. Then he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme His name, His 

tabernacle, and those who dwell in heaven. It was granted to him to make war with the saints 

and to overcome them. And authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation. All 

who dwell on the earth will worship him, whose names have not been written in the Book of 

Life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. Rev 13:1-8 

 
And another angel followed, saying, ‘Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she 

has made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication’. Rev 14:8 

 
MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF 

THE EARTH. Rev 17:5 
 

Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and has become a dwelling place of demons, a prison for 

every foul spirit, and a cage for every unclean and hated bird! For all the nations have drunk of 

the wine of the wrath of her fornication, the kings of the earth have committed fornication with 

her, and the merchants of the earth have become rich through the abundance of her luxury. 

Rev 18:2-3 
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This first ever truly global empire will be full of iniquity and blasphemy.  
Then he [the first beast] opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme His name, 

His tabernacle, and those who dwell in heaven. Rev 13:6 
 

I saw a woman [Babylon] sitting on a scarlet beast which was full of names of blasphemy. Rev 
17:3 
 

The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and adorned with gold and precious stones and 

pearls, having in her hand a golden cup full of abominations and the filthiness of her 

fornication. And on her forehead a name was written: MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE 

MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. Rev 17:4-5 
 
For all the nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, the kings of the earth 

have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth have become rich 

through the abundance of her luxury. And I heard another voice from heaven saying, ‘Come out 

of her, my people, lest you share in her sins, and lest you receive of her plagues. For her sins 

have reached to heaven, and God has remembered her iniquities’. Rev 18:3-5 
 

There is a new world religion that worships Satan via the beast system. 
Then I saw another beast coming up out of the earth, and he had two horns like a lamb and 

spoke like a dragon. And he exercises all the authority of the first beast in his presence, and 

causes the earth and those who dwell in it to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was 

healed. Rev 13:11-12 
 
He deceives those who dwell on the earth by those signs which he was granted to do in the 

sight of the beast, telling those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the beast who was 

wounded by the sword and lived. Rev 13:14 
 
The man of sin is revealed, the son of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above all that 

is called God or that is worshiped, so that he sits as God in the temple of God, showing himself 

that he is God. 2 Thess 2:3-4 

 

It will wage war on the Christian church. 
When they finish their testimony, the beast that ascends out of the bottomless pit will make 

war against them, overcome them, and kill them. And their dead bodies will lie in the street of 
the great city which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified. 

Then those from the peoples, tribes, tongues, and nations will see their dead bodies three-

and-a-half days, and not allow their dead bodies to be put into graves. And those who dwell on 

the earth will rejoice over them, make merry, and send gifts to one another, because these two 

prophets tormented those who dwell on the earth. Rev 11:7-10 [The prophets represent 
the church as the faithful expression of the word of God. Two is the number 
of testimony.] 

 

And the dragon was enraged with the woman, and he went to make war with the rest of her 

offspring, who keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus Christ. Rev 
12:17 
 

It was granted to him to make war with the saints and to overcome them. Rev 13:7 
 
I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus. 

And when I saw her, I marvelled with great amazement. Rev 17:6 
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At the appointed time, The Lord Jesus will return in glory and destroy all the works 
of the Devil, all sinners, and burn up the Earth to purify it – which will be restored to 
its original beauty and glory as the home of the saints in fellowship with God. 

The lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord will consume with the breath of His mouth 

and destroy with the brightness of His coming. 2 Thess 2:8 
 
Now out of His mouth goes a sharp sword, that with it He should strike the nations. And He 

Himself will rule them with a rod of iron. He Himself treads the winepress of the fierceness and 

wrath of Almighty God. Rev 19:15 
 
Then the beast was captured, and with him the false prophet who worked signs in his 

presence, by which he deceived those who received the mark of the beast and those who 

worshiped his image. These two were cast alive into the lake of fire burning with brimstone. 

And the rest were killed with the sword which proceeded from the mouth of Him who sat on the 

horse. And all the birds were filled with their flesh. Rev 19:20-21 

 

For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, 

and with the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first. Then we who are alive and 
remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And 

thus we shall always be with the Lord. 1 Thess 4:16-17 

 

When the Lord Jesus is revealed from heaven with His mighty angels, in flaming fire taking 

vengeance on those who do not know God, and on those who do not obey the gospel of our 

Lord Jesus Christ. These shall be punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of 

the Lord and from the glory of His power, when He comes, in that Day, to be glorified in His 

saints and to be admired among all those who believe, because our testimony among you was 

believed. 2 Thess 1:7-10 

 

The heavens and the earth which are now preserved by the same word, are reserved for fire 

until the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men. … But the day of the Lord will come as 

a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away with a great noise, and the elements 

will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and the works that are in it will be burned up. … 

looking for and hastening the coming of the day of God, because of which the heavens will be 

dissolved, being on fire, and the elements will melt with fervent heat? Nevertheless we, 

according to His promise, look for new heavens and a new earth in which righteousness 

dwells. 2 Pt 3:7-13 

 
Notice some specifics 
The demand to reject meat and instead eat insects.  

Commanding to abstain from foods which God created to be received with thanksgiving by 

those who believe and know the truth. 1 Tim 4:3 

 
Demanding that people accept sheer lies about biological sex in the Transgender agenda, 
or denying the benefits of CO2. 

They will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables. 2 Tim 4:3-4 

 
They did not receive the love of the truth. 2 Thess 2:10 

 
The collapse of the church to teach doctrinal truth; the amassing of lies and deception in 
the church. 
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The time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but according to their own 

desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves teachers. 2 Tim 
4:3 
 
But there were also false prophets among the people, even as there will be false teachers 

among you, who will secretly bring in destructive heresies, even denying the Lord who bought 

them. 2 Pt 2:1 

 
The current worship of demons in multiple ways. The rise of sorcery, murder, theft and 
immorality. 

The rest of mankind … did not repent of the works of their hands, that they should not worship 

demons, and idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and wood, which can neither see nor hear nor 

walk. And they did not repent of their murders or their sorceries or their sexual immorality or 

their thefts. Rev 9:20-21 

 
The centrality of pharmaceuticals in Babylon. 

The light of a lamp shall not shine in you [Babylon] anymore, and the voice of bridegroom and 

bride shall not be heard in you anymore. For your merchants were the great men of the earth, 

for by your sorcery all the nations were deceived. Rev 18:23 

 
‘Sorcery’ is farmakei,a pharmakeia (Strong’s 5331) meaning primarily: the use or the 
administering of drugs; poisoning; and thence sorcery or magical arts; often found in  
connection with idolatry and fostered by it. Metaphorically it means: the deceptions and 
seductions of idolatry. At the end, the nations are deceived by pharmakeia. At the present 
time Big Pharma is deceiving nations into taking drugs and vaccines which cause harm and 
mass death. Excess deaths are the result of vaccines which people were deceived into 
taking for their health. 

For further study 

• Natural News, Ethan Huff, ‘Heavily censored Pfizer documents show that Covid began 
a five year mass depopulation agenda that will reach completion by 2025’, 28.12.23. 

• Deagal.com,  web.archive.org 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The Depths of Deception’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘A handbook on the global conspiracy’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘It’s all planned, duh!’ 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The current genocide of humanity’. 

• Paul Fahy, multiple papers on eschatology. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Bill Gates’. 

• Activist Post, ‘DNA-based identification and tracking system’, 28 January 2024. 

• US Patent Application Publication: US 2022/0002159 A1, 6 January 2022. This 
deploys graphene oxide nano-particles for cloud seeding. Graphene oxide in the 
bloodstream cuts arterial walls and causes huge blood clots which kill. 

• Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, ‘Bugs on the menu? Biden’s climate and ESG policies 
threaten food supply, think-tank warns’, 10 February 2024. 

• USA Watchdog (Greg Hunter), Martin Armstrong, ‘2024: The year from political hell’, 
17 February 2024. 

• Global Research, Peter Koenig, ‘Who owns the world?’, 26 February 2024. 
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A short summary of the parlous state of Britain 

As planned by Cultural Marxists 90 years ago, Britain is now wrecked. It does not function 
at all levels. The ruination of society will continue and worsen in 2024 so that many 
infrastructure systems will collapse completely causing harm and death. The system 
cannot be fixed. 

Many volumes could list all the ramifications of this decline, but here are a few that spring 
to mind. 

• The police fail to investigate (let alone catch) burglars, car thieves, store thieves, 
shoplifters, knife-wielding villains, armed crooks and so on – but they spend millions of 
pounds and a high percentage of hours chasing people that say hurty words on social 
media or use the wrong pronouns. Police application systems filter applicants to select 
those with narcissistic, sociopathic, characteristics. 

• Banks are laundering money for drug cartels. 

• Local banks are closing by the thousand to discourage the use of cash. 

• Town high streets are filled with boarded up shops and look like ghost towns. 

• Immigration of illegal economic migrants who do not intend to integrate into British 
society are arriving at a million per year (gross figure). Crime levels where illegal 
immigrants congregate have skyrocketed. Illegal immigrants are housed in 5-star 
hotels, given three meals a day plus spending money and offered houses. Meanwhile, 
the levels of homeless young people are rising and many service veterans are living on 
the streets. Councils are now compulsory purchasing people’s homes to give them to 
immigrants (in one case even though the owners lived there). 

• Teachers that refuse to use transgender pronouns or identify a person as a different sex 
are sacked and jailed. 

• Cows are labelled as causing a risk to the planet for their flatulence. 

• The NHS is in a state of slow self-destruction. It cannot get treatment and scans to 
millions of waiting patients, it runs out of supplies, it has ambulances waiting in car 
parks (my local hospital had 48 waiting this week and A and E had to close). Yet it pays 
millions for diversity managers and Directors of Life Experience. It makes staff attend 
three-day courses for conditioning training on DEI policies. It has a middle manager 
with a company car whose only job is to turn every tap on and off in every trust room. 
My hospital has a helicopter pad specially built but choppers cannot land on it as the 
wind speed is too high. 

• The judiciary is in a state of moral collapse. Victims are penalised and criminals get 
light sentences. 

• The armed services are in complete collapse and cannot defend Britain. 

• Schools and universities are completely infiltrated by Marxists who brainwash students 
with Socialist, Progressive propaganda. 

• The education system is now fully Woke. 

• Young people cannot enter the housing market as the cost of houses has skyrocketed. 

• For the first time in 100 years, the new generation is worse off than the previous 
generation.13 

• There is a national problem with the high suicide rate of young men. 

 

13 The Daily Sceptic, Noah Carl, ‘British living standards are going down and the Conservatives only have 
themselves to blame’, 16 February 2024. 
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• There are huge numbers of young people needing mental health treatment that cannot 
get it. 

• As an indicator of the state of Britain’s mores, Channel Four proposed a new show 
called ‘Virgin Island’ in which producers intend that the virginal participants will all 
have sex on air for the first time. There is already has a dating show where the fully 
naked participants are examined in detail to establish a match. 

• Children as young as five are being given explicit pornographic education including 
anal sex, oral sex and masturbation. Parents that have complained to courts have been 
overruled. 

• School children are being encouraged to change their sex by sheer choice, without 
parental consent. 

• Parliament is in collapse. Recently hordes of MPs walked out in disgust due to the 
behaviour of the Speaker. Vital issues of national interest cannot get scheduled for 
debate. MPs have demonstrated corruption, fraud and chicanery. No political party 
ever fulfils manifesto pledges. The civil service is now fully progressive and blocks 
policies it disagrees with, such as Brexit. Parliament has long ceased to represent the 
people. 

• Migrants have established power in towns and cities which they dominate; e.g. 
Birmingham, now bankrupt. Council tax is due to increase 21%. Some areas in the 
north are under Sharia law with Islamist vigilantes patrolling the streets. The police are 
too scared to enter these zones. 

• Radical Salafist Islamists have headquarters in mosques in central areas, like London, 
which are hotbeds of fundamentalist education, resources and promotion. 

• Free speech is everywhere being denied. Dissenting voices are censored, deleted, de-
platformed, smeared, jailed and sacked. 

• The BBC is a propaganda tool of the establishment and continually lies about political 
and Woke situations, such as climate change, wars, and Transgender issues. 

 
 

Warning 

Britain, as it now stands, is beyond reformation. The institutions are so corrupt and 
wrecked that they cannot be repaired. Many have been broken for decades. What is 
necessary for a sane future is to remove all the broken systems and rebuild all of society 
from the ground up. This cannot be achieved in the face of the controlling powers having 
vicious police forces and an army. 

There may be some small victories where local people can force councils to act lawfully 
(they routinely act illegally assuming power they do not have).14 Rachel Matthews and her 
colleagues are trying hard to force Colchester council to behave properly, to little success 
so far. Sandi Adams is doing the same in Glastonbury. But even if these efforts resulted in 
victory, it is a drop in the ocean of the state of broken Britain. 

More effectual would be to set up private communities that opt out of the state system 
entirely. Buying land and opting out of council control by using the AP1 section of land 

 

14 Councillors only have the legal power of an ordinary citizen and no more. They are merely servant-
representatives of local people to administer money for the local good. Councils are also, officially, for-profit 
corporations. 
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registry forms would enable no legal intervention. Thus a small village could be built that 
was independent. However, this takes huge amounts of investment which few can access. 

For further study 

• Epoch TV, Victor Davis Hanson, ‘Why are so many things going wrong at exactly the 
same time?’. 

• The Telegraph, Allister Heath, ‘For the first time in my life, I’m beginning to think 
Britain is finished’, 14 February 2024. 

• TCW Defending Freedom, Dr Campbell Campbell-Jack, ‘It’s over – prepare for a future 
without faith’, 10 February 2024. 

• Peter Hitchens, ‘The abolition of Britain’, (1999). 
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War 

You will hear of wars and rumours of wars. Matt 24:6 
 

For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. Matt 24:7 

 

Introduction 
The establishment is ramping up its war rhetoric to unprecedented levels of hysteria not 
known since the 1930s. The warmongering is so hysterical that it beggars belief. Things are 
being proposed that are unimaginable. For example: 

• Current UK Defence Secretary Grant Shapps has averred that the UK will soon be at 
war with Russia, China, Iran and North Korea. ‘We are moving from a post-war to a pre-

war world.’15 [In reality Britain has neither the personnel nor the munitions to fight even one of these 
countries. Note one simple fact: Russia manufactures ten times the number of artillery shells than all of 
Europe combined. 

• Liz Truss, when Foreign Secretary, declared that she would launch a nuclear strike on 
Russia, even though the result would be global annihilation.16 [This demonstrates the utter 

stupidity of politicians.] 

• Ben Wallace, when Foreign Secretary, stated that Britain would be at war by the end of 
the decade.17 He also failed to rule out that the West could become involved in a nuclear 
war with either Russia or China.18 

• A senior US general told the UK Defence Secretary (Wallace) that the British Army is 
no longer regarded as a top-level fighting force following decades of cuts. He stated that 
the armed services could not protect the UK and its allies for a decade.19 

• UK General Sir Patrick Sanders stated that conscription of British people will be 
required to fight a war with Russia.20 [Can you imagine young Woke people, who burst into tears 
over hurty words on social media, facing the toughest army in the world? Will Feminists still fight for the 
rights of women to be equal with men and die horribly on the battlefield? Russia has killed 500,000 
Ukrainian troops in the most brutal military tactics since WWII. Why would anyone sign up for that?] 

• Lukashenko has ordered Belarus to prepare for WWIII.21 

• German Health Minister Karl Lauterbach stated that German healthcare must be better 
prepared for military conflict.22 

• The Polish Prime Minister, Donald Tusk, stated recently that, ‘Europe is living in a pre-
war era … the times of peace are over’ (echoing what Grant Shapps said).23 

 
All the stops are being pulled out to ensure that the West is involved in a global conflict 
that could spread to many nations, not just Russia. 

The current generations of the British population are completely unprepared for this 
eventuality. They are nowhere near as hardy, tenacious and resourceful as the former 

 

15 The Independent, 15 January 2024, 
16 World Socialist Web Site, 25 August 2022. 
17 Express, 23 February 2023. 
18 Express, 29 July 2022. 
19 Sky News, 30 January 2023. 
20 Gateway, 24 January 2024. 
21 MailOnline, 20 February 2024. 
22 B92, ‘Germany expecting war’, 3 March 2024. 
23 RT, 9 March 2024. 
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generation that faced the violence and privations of WWII. My grandmother hid under the 
stairs nightly as bombs obliterated large areas of Birmingham around her but then opened 
her shop in the morning as if nothing had happened. 

Food rationing (or even no food at all), energy blackouts, conscription, no internet service,  
and more would utterly collapse the Woke young generation who have a fit if you use a 
wrong pronoun or if their mobile ‘phone stops working. No one is prepared for the terrors 
of war, having been 79 years since bombs dropped on Britain. 

Another explanation 
It is possible that a hot war is not the current objective (though it is in the long term) but 
the purpose is to cause fear in the population by ramping up the threat of war constantly. 
That is, a condition of ‘near war’. After the fearmongering about Covid, the population 
needs a new fear factor which is the threat of world war. 

Possible escalation of the Israeli warfare / Palestinian genocide 

The Israeli genocide programme (yes it is genocide and this has been openly stated by 
Israeli officials many times) is creating anger globally.24 In fact the true evil nature of Israel 
is now becoming undeniable, largely due to war crimes being boasted about by Israeli 
troops on Tik Tok with filmed evidence, such as killing children and then dancing in their 
bedroom or shooting refugees travelling on declared safe passages or bombing every 
hospital or shooting children trying to reach aid trucks. 

This wickedness has inflamed surrounding Islamic nations to boiling point. Israeli missile 
attacks on Iran, Syria and Lebanon has just made matters worse. It is not impossible that 
an all-out war could follow. Bear in mind that the last hot conflict between Hezbollah and 
Israel resulted in Hezbollah thrashing Israel. 

You need to keep in mind that the Israeli IDF is comprised of volunteers on three-year 
tours. The IDF is not the great, efficient army that Israeli propaganda purports it to be. It is 
good at killing Palestinian women and children but would crash against a professional 
army. If several Islamic nations prepared for war against Israel in a properly prepared, 
planned offensive, Israel would cease to exist (as Kissinger warned several years ago). 

Since this is the case, America is boosting it support of Israel with money and military aid. 
Advisors are already involved. This is again threatening a NATO vs Islamic countries in the 
Middle East. In the worst world this could mean a hot war on two fronts (Ukraine /  
Israel). All this is insane. The West should be calling for a cease-fire and saving lives. 

We must also remember that Israel has nuclear weapons and its recent behaviour leads us 
to conclude that it would use them without much worry. If sufficiently threatened, Israel 
could start a nuclear conflagration. 

 

24 Only someone following a prior agenda could deny this (as many commentators have). Not only do we 
have the statements by Israel officials to get rid of all Palestinians. Not only do we have witness statements by 
Palestinians, and even sympathetic Jews, of mass murder. Not only can we see the devastation of whole 
residential areas, hospitals and schools. But we have videos of the IDF uploaded on-line showing them 
committing atrocities and celebrating it; including killing children joyfully. We also have videos from 
warplanes showing the bombing of masses of civilians. You can find videos of children shot while trying to 
reach aid stations (most aid is being denied by Israel), or shot while trying to walk to a refugee centre. 
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There is also the recent cementing of an alliance between Russia and North Korea, which 
now has hypersonic missiles. If there was a two-front war, North Korea could get involved. 

Potential Russia vs NATO conflict over Ukraine 

Zelensky is on his last legs. He is politically and militarily exposed, which is why he is 
begging the West for more support and decrying the little that he has recently received. He 
is also hated by most Ukrainians, especially troops who have posted videos stating that 
they will kill him if they survive the battlefront. 

Although the West knows full well that Ukraine is already defeated, having lost two armies 
and hundreds of thousands of soldiers, the West cannot allow Russia to achieve total 
victory. Its doctrine depends upon Russia being severely weakened leading to regime 
change and Balkanisation. Instead Putin is stronger than ever and Russia (along with the 
expending BRICS) is in better shape than the UK, Germany or even America. 

In escalation, Britain is sending 20,000 troops to the Ukraine for a NATO military drill, 
which puts NATO in direct conflict with Russia.25 (Western troops, e.g. the SAS have been 
there for months but covertly enabling deniability, disguised as mercenaries.)26 Putin has 
already warned Western nations that escalation by NATO will mean war with the West. 

If the West continues this stupid policy instead of calling for a cease-fire to end the deaths 
and turning Ukraine into an economic basket case, there could be a hot-war between the 
West and Russia. With the parlous state of Britain’s armed services this would be a 
complete disaster.27 But why would you provoke an enemy that with one ICBM can utterly 
destroy the whole country? This is insane policy. 

Russian journalist Igor Korotchenko stated that if the UK sends any troops to Ukraine 
Russia should launch hypersonic (unstoppable) Kinzhal (Kh-47M2) missiles at the MOD in 
Whitehall and army bases and decision-making centres in London.28 

China has pledged to support Russia in the Ukraine.29 

Biden announced that he was sending long-range ballistic missiles to Ukraine.30 NATO 
affirmed that Ukraine had the right to strike targets in Russia.31 

The former Russian president warned NATO of an ‘apocalypse’.32 Full-scale war would 
leave Russia with no choice but to deploy nuclear weapons said Dmitry Medvedev. He also 
stated that if Ukraine received F-16s this would also trigger nuclear war.33 

 

25 Sky News, 15 January 2024. 
26 Dead bodies have been identified as Western military by the Russians. 
27 For example, the Navy is advertising for admirals on Linked-In. It has no supply ships working at all, not 
one. Without the Fleet Auxiliary no ship can be supplied and therefore cannot function. We effectively have 
no functioning navy. The army only has fewer troops than can fit into Wembley Stadium (70k). Munitions 
stores are ruining very low having given so much to Ukraine. 
28 Newsweek, 22 August 2022. 
29 RT, ‘Chinese defence chief promises support to Russia on Ukrainian issue’, 1 February 2024. 
30 Zero Hedge, 23 February 2024. 
31 European Pravda, 22 February 2024. 
32 RT, 7 February 2024. 
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After this, NATO F-35A Joint Strike Fighter jets were given permission to carry nuclear 
bombs. These armaments include the B61-12 thermonuclear gravity bomb.34 At the same 
time NATO began moving missiles close to the Russian border in Lithuania.35 

Moldova 

Moldova is currently mobilising its military. Clearly it believes that there is the possibility 
of an armed conflict with Russia when Ukraine falls. 

Transnistria, which is recognised as part of Moldova by most countries, contains many 
Russian speakers, has a history of connection with Russia36 and there are allegations that 
Russia could seek to gain military control if it secures Odessa. It attacked Odessa on 2 
March with a wave of drone and artillery strikes. After the Transnistria War in 1990 
Transnistria seceded from Moldova, which had no effective control over Transnistria after 
1992. After Ukraine sealed its border with Transnistria in 2022, it requested economic 
assistance from Russia in 2024. It also stated that Moldova was committing genocide in 
the region as Moldova shifted towards the EU. All this leads many to suggest that Russia 
intends to annex Transnistria to protect Russian people. This prospect terrifies the West 
and would pose a serious threat to Romania. 

Romania 

On 1 February 2024 Romania joined the growing list of NATO countries that have warned 
about the potential of going to war with Russia. This time it was General Gheorghita Vlad, 
Romania’s chief of defence. 

Finland sabre rattling 

Finland openly stated that it is prepared for an attack against Russia according to foreign 
minister, Pekka Haavisto.  

Finland is better prepared for war than Britain. In 2022 it had a wartime troop strength of 
280,000 with 870,000 trained as reservists. It never abolished conscription. It has one of 
Europe’s strongest artilleries and has stocked up on cruise missiles with a range of 230 
miles. It also spends 2% of its GDP on defence, higher than many NATO countries. It has 
ordered four new warships as well as 64 F-35 fighter jets and ordered 2,000 drones. It is 
also now part of NATO and has built barriers on its borders. 

NATO building an EU army to attack Russia 

NATO is cutting down bureaucracy to mobilise a European army in a ‘military Schengen’. 

NATO also affirmed that Ukraine will join NATO (one of Putin’s goals is to prevent this). 
This was stated by NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg on 24 February who added, ‘It 

 

33 RT, 22 February 2024. 
34 The Express, 8 March 2024. 
35 Newsweek, 8 March 2024. 
36 It became part of the USSR in 1940. 
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is not a question of if, but when’. Putin immediately warned that this would provoke a 
Russian war against Europe. He said, ‘You won’t have time to blink your eye when you execute 

Article 5, I don’t want it’. 

This would result in nuclear war and Russia’s hypersonic missiles (for which there is no 
defence) would obliterate Europe easily. Despite this insanity, Stoltenberg authorised 
Ukraine to use NATO missiles to attack Russian territory or ‘targets outside Ukraine’.37 
Although Ukraine has already targeted Russian cities (using British technical assistance), 
and even civilian centres, NATO has never before encouraged this publicly. 

Meanwhile, Macron suggested that NATO troops must be deployed to Ukraine to stop 
Russia. This is reckless language. 

Possible conflict over Taiwan 

With the history of America posturing about war with China over Taiwan, there could even 
be a three-front war. 

Upcoming elections in Taiwan have rekindled the rhetoric regarding the possible 
independence of Taiwan and China’s insistence that this will never happen. If the West is 
stupid enough to follow through with its previous statements, a war with China could lead 
to the end of the West. 

China recently deployed dozens of warplanes (33, including SU-30 fighters) and 6 navy 
ships toward Taiwan after US-Beijing talks. 13 warplanes crossed the median of the Taiwan 
Strait.38 

US government officials have warned that China is ready to attack American 
infrastructure,39 

Chinese media (an editorial from the CCP propaganda department ‘Global Times’) has 
warned that world war with NATO countries is likely, ‘NATO is pushing the Russia-Ukraine 

conflict toward a world war’.40 

Fears are growing that The Philippines could be dragged into a US vs China war over 
Taiwan due to its many US military bases. 

USA / UK vs The Houthis 

This is already a military incursion with airstrikes into Yemen by the US after restrictions 
on Red Sea shipping by the Houthis. The restrictions were originally to stop supplies to 
Israel. The Houthis had killed no one before NATO allies bombed Yemeni citizens. 

 

37 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, 26 February 2024. 
38 Fox News, 27 January 2024. 
39 Natural News, 9 February 2024. 
40 WND, 5 February 2024. 
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Despite air strikes by Saudi Arabia for years, with missiles supplied by the UK and the US, 
it did not manage to quell the Houthi problem; it just killed thousands of civilians. The US  
will be getting into more mire by this action. 

Russia has supported Yemen and Russian ships can pass through the Red Sea, as can 
Chinese cargo ships. Saudi tankers were also given permission through the Red Sea. US 
ships are now being attacked. American and British citizens have been ordered out of 
Yemen.41 All Israel-bound vessels are being attacked. 

Recently Houthis have clashed with the US navy, directly hitting a warship with a missile.42 
Another explosion struck near two US ships carrying cargo for the US government. 
Shipping giant Maersk has suspended operations in the region after militants fired on two 
of its vessels.43  

Houthi rebels also hit a British ship and set a commercial vessel ablaze on 26 January 
2024. British warplanes, ships and submarines launched dozens of air strikes against 
Yemeni forces. They later sank the British-owned cargo vessel Rubymar on 18 February. 

On 24 January the US navy attempted to escort two US-owned container ships through the 
Bab el-Mandeb Strait into the Red Sea. They were turned around after coming under 
Houthi ballistic missile fire. The US navy effectively lost a battle against rebels. 

In early February Houthis fired multiple missiles at Red Sea shipping.44 

Russia has now deployed a submarine into the Red Sea. 

Germany is preparing for actions against the Houthis and 24 nations are getting involved. 

In a press briefing dated 17 January 2024, the Pentagon Press Secretary Brig. Gen. Pat 
Ryder  said  ‘I am not aware of any US forces on the ground’ [in Yemen]. However the White 
House admitted on 17 December 2023 that there was a ‘small number’ of US military 
personnel deployed in Yemen to conduct operations.45 

The Houthis threatened to cut the Internet cables that pass through the Red Sea unless 
UK/US airstrikes are stopped. If successful this would terminate web services for half of 
the globe (from Spain to the Far East) and wreck international transactions and damage 
economies. The seabed in the Red Sea is as shallow as 100 metres at some points so divers 
with special equipment could carry this out. Also, depth charges could do the job. By the 
end of February the Houthis had damaged four global internet communication cables in 
the Red Sea.46 

A militia attack against a British warship, HMS Diamond, resulted in it being sent back for 
a refit.47 A cruise missile set it ablaze. 

 

41 The Times of Israel, 24 January 2024. 
42 RT, 24 January 2024. 
43 RT, 25 January 2024. 
44 RT, 7 February 2024. 
45 American News, 29 January 2024. 
46 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, 26 February 2024. 
47 Sputnik International, Military, 9 February 2024. 
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By 22 February the Houthis had destroyed two US $33 million drones. 

The Houthis have now gained drone submarines from Iran. This is added to their aerial 
and sea drones. 

At the end of February another ship was on fire near Yemen as the Red Sea became littered 
with disabled tankers.48 

By February there was a developing oil tanker shortage and disruption to global trade with 
the global economy being threatened.  Yemen’s attacks have caused a surge in export costs 
and lengthy delays. Over half (55%) of Britain’s exporters and manufacturers (53%) are 
facing problems according to the British Chambers of Commerce. 

US v Iraq 

The US recently deployed missiles against positions in Iraq. As a result Baghdad has called 
for an end to the US-led coalition and condemned the strikes. 

US nuclear weapons 

The US has re-deployed nuclear weapons (B16-12 bombs) into Britain at Lakenheath for 
the first time in 15 years. 

Israel vs Syria 

For years Israel has been deploying airstrikes against targets in Syria, often killing multiple 
innocent civilians; however, recently, Israel ramped up its attacks. It is chiefly targetting 
high-value human Iranian targets and weapons transfer stations. 

Pakistan vs Iran 

These countries have already exchanged missile strikes into each other’s territory. 

Iran, now a BRICS ally and thus an Indian ally, could potentially escalate into triggering a 
new India v Pakistan conflict. 

Somalia 

On 21 January the US launched airstrikes on Somalia against al-Shabah. 

Iran sabre-rattling 

Iran has deployed some of its new high-powered ballistic missiles (Kheiber Shekan) 
attacking ‘terrorist’ positions in Idlib, northern Syria.49 This is actually a threat to US 
illegal interests in this area by attacking US proxies. 

 

48 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, 22 February 2024. 
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This is clearly a sign to the US to back off. This also proves that Iran can now reach Israel 
with its new missiles. 

Israel responded by stating that Iran is now a legitimate target for airstrikes.50 

Iran has started mobilising troops. It has also tested ballistic missiles in preparation for a 
strike against Israel.51 

Iran also fired two ‘Fateh class’ ballistic missiles from a shipping container at sea.52 They 
successfully hit their targets in the central desert of Iran. This technology greatly expands 
Iran’s reach. 

US vs Iran 

The US and NATO accuses Iran of supplying the Houthis and Hamas, while hawks have 
pushed for war against Iran for many years. 

A recent article in the Financial Times suggested that a red line was Iran causing the death 
of US service men. This would provoke America into war. Within days three US soldiers 
were killed, and 30 injured, in a drone strike on a claimed northern Jordanian base (Tower 
22) very near the border with Syria. Local journalists (e.g. Vanessa Beeley) stated that in 
fact the affected base was an illegal US military base in Syria near the border. 

Iran denied involvement in this and many alleged that it was a false flag. The Islamic 
Resistance in Iraq (Shia militants) later claimed responsibility.  

Nevertheless, it has increased the likelihood of a USA / Iran war. Within minutes US 
hawks and Jewish Neocons were calling for Biden to ‘hit them hard’. Then a Pentagon chief, 
Secretary of Defence Lloyd Austin, called for retaliation.  

Days later the US hit 85 Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (Quds Force) targets 
in Iraq and Syria with missile strikes.53 This was an illegal action of war against Iranian 
personnel and countries allied to Iran that had not declared war on the US and had not 
threatened the US militarily (the attacked US base was illegally occupying Syrian territory 
and was a legitimate target). Biden promised further air strikes. 

North Korea, sabre rattling 

North Korea carried out a test fire of a new type of missile system, the Pulhwasal-3-31.54 

US officials believe that North Korea will soon launch a limited attack on South Korea. Last 
July a US submarine made a port call in South Korea, which has not occurred since 1981. 
North Korea immediately ramped up its missile tests near the border.55 After US war drills 

 

49 The Warzone, 16 January 2024. 
50 InfoWars, 24 January 2024. 
51 Washington Free Beacon, 14 February 2024. 
52 The Warzone, 14 February 2024. 
53 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, 3 February 2024. 
54 Sputnik International, 24 January 2024. 
55 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, 28 January 2024. 
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with South Korea, North Korea increased its preparedness for war according to the state 
Korean Central News Agency. Large-scale live-fire drills followed, within range of striking 
Seoul. North Korea media stated that it was preparing for ‘actual war’.56  

India 

India doubled its troop strength on the border with China.  Relations with Beijing have 
been strained since a deadly clash in 2020. 10,000 troops have been reassigned to the 
western sector of its disputed border with China.57 

NATO expansion and threats of war 

Note that NATO and America have threatened several BRICS nations: Russia, China, Iran. 
If matters escalated, this could threaten an East versus the West war; a world war (which is 
what the bankers want). 

Germany urges home bomb shelters and war 

Germany’s national draft emergency defence plan has assigned construction roles for 
citizens. Germans will be expected to turn their homes into bomb shelters if a major war 
breaks out according to the Bild newspaper. 

After this, German MP Roderich Kiesewetter demanded that airstrikes on Russian 
government buildings be deployed. 

Then we learned that German leaders were moved to nuclear bunkers.58 

After this it was proposed that military conscription is re-introduced next year, as is 
France. 

Summary of the collapse of the British armed services 

In any war with a professional foreign military Britain would lose and lose quickly. Here is 
why. 

• Its army is at the lowest levels since the Napoleonic Era. It cannot maintain recruits 
(many are leaving) at the fully-trained measly 72,500 that will be left by the end of this 
year. [Russia has just under 4 million troops.59 China has over 4 million. Iran has one 
million.] 

• The British armed services have become thoroughly Woke. Diversity targets are 
followed instead of merit. An official enquiry found that the RAF had unlawfully 
discriminated against the recruitment of white men and forced it to apologise. The 
Royal Navy now allows Satanists to practice Black Magic rituals on board. Women are 
over-promoted to satisfy Feminist agendas but the results have been dire. LBGTQ 

 

56 MailOnline, 8 March 2024. 
57 RT, 8 March 2024. 
58 Brighteon video, Emergency update, 6 March 2024. 
59 This comprises fully-trained soldiers, reservists and paramilitary troops. 
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agendas are followed. Millions have been spent on DEI policies when recruitment and 
munitions are at an all-time low. 

• The British Army is proposing to reduce security requirements to speed up DEI 
recruitment.60 

• The MOD has advertised for a new admiral post on Linked-In. 

• There is a woeful lack of equipment in general. 

• Giving Ukraine arms and munitions has left the UK in a deplorable state of lack.  
Artillery shells in particular are in short supply. 

• The British Navy is flying LGBTQ flags and is to make courses on climate change 
compulsory. 

• The Fleet Auxiliary has collapsed. There is not a single supply ship that can resource 
warships,61 thus our aircraft carriers cannot function without the support of allies. We 
effectively have no navy. 

• When the carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth set out for manoeuvres in February 2024, it 
immediately broke down in the Channel with propeller issues (again). However, it 
would have made little difference as F-35 warplanes cannot land on its deck anyway. 

• Days after this the other aircraft carrier, HMS Prince Charles, also failed to be able to 
get to the European war games due to mechanical breakdown. 

• Shortly after this a warship fired a Trident nuclear missile on manoeuvres but it flopped 
and landed in the sea yards away from the boat.62 This is supposed to our major 
defence against Russia. 

• The UK has so few sailors that it had to decommission two warships in order to man its 
new frigates. 

• All UK (and US) equipment is less effective and more expensive than its Russian 
equivalent (tanks, submarines, aircraft, missiles, defence systems etc.). What is the 
point of needlessly threatening Russia if British missiles can be easily shot down by 
Russian defence systems but Britain cannot intercept Russian hypersonic missiles? 
Russia even has a new orbital platform that can drop multi-megaton warheads out of 
the sky that cannot be stopped. America is in a panic about this. 

 
The current warmongering bluster is hogwash. Britain cannot effectively wage war on its 
own. However, the US is also in a parlous state and is also short of munitions. Threatening 
major military powers at the same time is total insanity. 

Aside 
The US military is almost entirely dependent upon China and Russia for a metal 
(antimony) used in military applications, such as explosives. China owns 53% of the 
world’s supply and processes over 80% of antimony ore. 

The US Navy is so desperate that it will now enlist applicants who have not graduated from 
high school or obtained a GED.63 

 

60 TCW Defending Freedom, Patrick Benham-Crosswell, ‘The army must take a bayonet to this diversity 
mania’, 14 February 2024. 
61 UK Defence Journal, 15 January 2024. 
62 The Sun, 20 February 2024. 
63 General Educational Development tests equivalent to a High School diploma. 
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The US is also very short of missiles and munitions having sent so much to Ukraine. 
Supply chain problems (exacerbated by Covid lockdowns) means that re-supply will take 
months. 

Warning 

War is always a useful means of achieving depopulation. World wars result in multi-
millions of deaths. The threat of war is also useful to the cabal because it engenders fear in 
the population and makes them compliant to government demands based upon security 
excuses. 

The threat of war is certainly going to ramp up this year but there is the danger of either 
several small wars or possibly one big one – which would be catastrophic. Putin recently 
threatened the nuclear option if NATO puts troops into Ukraine64 as demanded by Macron. 
Pentagon chief Lloyd Austin also warned of a direct Russia-NATO clash and told eastern 
NATO members to prepare to fight Russia.65 This could literally see nuclear warheads 
hitting London, which is inconceivable.  

For further study 

• UK Column News, in particular 19 January 24. (Regarding NATO.) 

• The Telegraph, Con Coughlin, ‘War with Russia is coming, Britain is determined to 
lose’, 25 January 2024. 

• The Telegraph, Isabel Oakeshott, ‘Britain will lose the next world war. It’s too woke to 
fight’, 26 January 2024. 

• UK Defence Journal, 15 January 2024. 

• YouTube, Redacted, Clayton and Natali Morris. 

• YouTube, The Duran. 

• Natural News, Belle Carter, ‘Ex-defence chief: Royal Navy warships are unsatisfactory 
and lack power to attack Houthis on land’, 8 February 2024. 

 

 

64 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, 29 February 2024. 
6565 RT, 29 February 2024. 
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Domestic collapse 

Many will be offended, will betray one another, and will hate one another. Matt 24:10 
 

Brother will deliver up brother to death, and a father his child; and children will rise up against 

parents and cause them to be put to death. Matt 10:21 
 

Potential social collapse due to millions of migrants into the 
West 

The influx of millions of illegal immigrants into the UK since 1997 is now threatening 
social breakdown, disorder, infrastructure collapse and local vigilante actions. Many 
communities have already protested local insertions of immigrants that would destabilise a 
village’s small population and have succeeded in stopping them. 

In Ireland the social collapse caused by hordes of illegal immigrants have led to serious 
riots in Dublin. 

Last year (2023) alone saw a million immigrants into the UK (700,000 net). That is the 
addition of a town roughly the size of greater Glasgow (957,620). Many claim that the true 
figure is much higher as previous statistics have been proven to be false. In a small city like 
Brighton/Hove (277,000) 15 of the seafront hotels now house migrants. 

Immigrants have their own private hospital transport system to segregate them (hide 
them) from the normal patient transport system, and are routinely offered refurbished 
houses. Meanwhile they enjoy 5-star accommodation, free meals and spending money. 

The EU Commission deliberately set out to flood Europe with illegal migrants. A former 
border chief, Fabrice Leggeri, has revealed that he was ordered to flood Europe with illegal 
migrants by the EU Commissioner for Home Affairs Ylva Johansson.66 

British homelessness 
British people are suffering a huge rise in homelessness. Military veterans are sleeping 
rough on the streets, often with serious medical conditions.67 Young men and teenagers, 
with no hope in this discriminatory society, are filling the streets. The government does 
nothing about this but puts illegal immigrants into posh hotels (which they often trash, 
such as in Skegness).68  

There have also been cases where immigrants housed in these hotels raped local women69 
as a result of their religious convictions.70 In Germany, after a million migrants entered the 

 

66 RAIR Foundation USA, 22 February 2024. 
67 The Lincoln Nite, ‘Veterans before illegals: Protestors to march through Skegness’. 
68 As a result some hoteliers refused £500,000 to house immigrants in their hotel. Yahoo News, ‘Owners of 
hotel turn down £500,000 to house migrants: it would put tourists off’, 24 November 2022. 
69 MailOnline, ‘Asylum seeker, 33, charged with raping a woman in Skegness park late at night was staying at 
taxpayer-funded hotel housing migrants on the seafront after arriving in the UK by dinghy just 40 days ago’, 
28 June 2023. 
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country, violent crime, sexual attacks and rapes skyrocketed. In some cases, such as in 
Cologne, there were mass rapes in one event. In America the border invasion has sparked a 
major crime crisis.71 Elon Musk stated, ‘I hope the public is waking up to this’. 

Discrimination against legal immigrants 
Legal immigrants, such as skilled workers in the NHS are discriminated against. They do 
things legally and face huge challenges, such as paying nearly £4000 each for 
naturalisation status after working for many years. Typically on low pay, they struggle to 
pay the huge rents for accommodation that is now the norm – yet illegal immigrants are 
put up in 5-star hotels and given pocket money. Why do we put down excellent legal 
immigrants that have worked hard for years but let illegal immigrants have free top 
accommodation, free meals, free health care and pocket money. 

Infrastructure collapse 
Due to the pressure on infrastructure caused by immigration, there is a dearth of services 
for British people. There are, in some areas, no houses to rent, no jobs, no doctor’s surgery, 
no local dentists, queues for services in hospitals, massive interpreter costs to the NHS and 
council services, and so on. Yet British people see immigrants put on the top of the council 
housing list when local people have waited 20 years to get there, but they are now 
downgraded. 

All of this is going to lead to a growing rebellion which has already erupted in riots in 
Dublin. Other countries are also seeing an escalation of confrontation resulting from 
excessive migration. 

Ghettos 
Illegal immigrants tend to gather amongst their own people that have already formed 
ghettos in large urban areas. There is no integration amongst British people (unlike legal 
immigrants that seek to be British).  

In some cases this has led to local foreign vigilantes, such as patrol groups enforcing Sharia 
law in the North of England. The police are too scared to enter these areas. In these 
intensive racially segregated areas it was easy for Islamic grooming / rape gangs to prey on 
young White girls for decades with the police doing nothing for fear of causing racial 
tension. Thousands of young girls, and children, were raped repeatedly and some were 
killed. Originally it was Sikh girls that were targeted but nobody listened to the Sikh 
protests. Then it was White British girls that were targeted and Sikh commentators said, 
‘We warned you but you did not listen’. Despite some arrests after media pressure, very many 
grooming gangs continue unabated. 

In a suburb of Stockholm (Rinkeby) immigrants have virtually created their own territory 
which police and ambulances fear to enter. Gunshots, grenades and firebombs are daily 
occurrences. Similar circumstances prevail in parts of France. 

Repeatedly we find that violent crime is being committed by illegal immigrants and 
supposed asylum seekers. The recent case of corrosive alkali fluid being thrown on a 

 

70 Islam is highly misogynistic. In Sharia law a woman is worth half of a man and a woman’s testimony is 
usually ignored by courts if it contradicts a male (such as a rapist). White western women are seen as whores 
to be used. 
71 Zero Hedge, 23 February 2024. 
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mother and her two children is a case in point. The perpetrator is a claimed asylum seeker 
who failed twice but was admitted the third time because he claimed to be a Christian, 
despite being a practising Muslim according to his friends. He was also guilty of a prior sex 
attack.  

The reason for this criminality is that immigrants from Wahhabi Muslim countries have a 
completely different standard of social behaviour and what constitutes crime. Those that 
integrate into British culture and adapt can be fine citizens; this was the case historically 
where immigrants wanted to be part of British society. This is often no longer the case. 
Immigrants settle in isolation from Britons and establish a counter culture with like-
minded people based on their historic social and religious values. For example a White 
kaffir woman is to be preyed upon without incurring guilt. Sex slaves are the norm. Under-
age sex with minors is also the norm and was modelled by Muhammad. 

As a result, gangs develop devoted to criminality, mostly sex trafficking, rape, and 
associated violence. The police fear these gangs and also fear being called racist – so they 
leave them alone. Whole areas are left lawless; and this is how the grooming rape gangs 
flourished. 

Economic benefits? 
Many defend mass migration into the UK by affirming that it has a beneficial economic 
result, such as filling the gaps in low-paid labourer demand and increasing tax payments. 
Economists have now repudiated this idea demonstrating facts that overall there is a net 
financial loss from immigration due to granting benefits, free medical care and so on. This 
is to say nothing of the massive growth of crime gangs that recruit unemployed immigrants 
that creates huge costs to the country. 

This was planned 
It is important to understand that this situation was planned from decades ago. The 
Kalergi Plan was conceived by EU founder Count Richard Coudenove-Kalergi to 
mongrelise European nations to eradicate them by excessive immigration from Africa, the 
Middle East and Asia. The strategy was to destroy White, Christian society, replacing it 
with a less intelligent (uneducated), compliant society. 

Coudenhove’s 1925 book, ‘Practical Idealism’72 includes the Elite’s strategy to ‘turn the 

European into a mixed race of Asians and Negroes ruled over by the Jews’.73 In 1922 he 
initiated the ‘Pan-European Movement’ to achieve the Elite strategy with the help of B’nai 
Brith, the Jewish version of Freemasonry and a Zionist supremacist lobby group. In 1932 
his new edition of his book affirmed the disappearance of European national races and 
classes to create a ‘Eurasian-Negroid race’; ‘Europe will against its own will … turn Europe into a 

mixed race of Asians and Negroes … through this artificial selection process’. 

Infertility 
As part of this process to crush Western White people, various methods are being used to 
make men and women infertile. This is being done through chemtrails, vaccines (note the 
Gates’ polio vaccine programme in Africa for example), medications, contaminated 

 

72 The original German edition can be found on the Internet but an English version was never published. See 
www.dailystormer.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Coudenhove-kalergi-Richard-Praktischer-
Idealismus-Adel-Technik-Pazifismus.pdf 
73 Daily Stormer, Sven Lomgshanks, ‘The genocidal EU plot and the Jews behind it’, 17 April 2014. 
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drinking water and foodstuffs. Just one example: Cheerios and Quaker Oats contain a 
chemical (chlormequat) that delays puberty and causes infertility.74 

Aside 
The importation of foreign immigrants, with no loyalty to British values and culture, is not 
just a problem for domestic issues but also foreign. Added to the Woke promulgation of 
anti-colonial propaganda, migrants will refuse to obey conscription to the armed services  
which has been affirmed to be necessary in the near future. In fact, foreign migrants that 
have no allegiance to Britain could likely side with Britain’s enemies in a future conflict. 

This is a serious issue. If Britain was at war with China, how would the huge number of 
Chinese immigrants react? The same goes for Iran, Iraq, Syria, Russia etc. In a war with an 
Islamic nation, the Qur’an would demand that Muslims fight in jihad against Britain.75 
Politicians clearly never considered this eventuality when they accelerated Islamic 
immigration to weaken Christian society. 

American illegal immigration 

300,000 illegal immigrants are advancing into Texas every month. In 2023 37,000 
Chinese nationals alone were arrested at the Mexico border.76 This has been termed an 
invasion. These are not refugees or asylum seekers but economic migrants. The wall that 
Trump had begun building was partially removed by Joe Biden allowing immigrants easier 
access into Texas. 

There is no checking of illegal immigrants and studies show that there is an associated 
increase in crime, such as drug trafficking and theft, where illegal immigrants proliferate.77 
Massive groups of military aged males from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, Nepal, 
and more have been filmed travelling through the Darien Gap in Panama to be flown into 
the US by Biden.78 7.5 million illegal immigrants have migrated into the US under Biden 
already during his presidency. 

The situation is so serious that Gregg Abbot, governor of Texas, has declared a national 
emergency regarding an invasion that requires military action to stop it. Border officers 
have been erecting a temporary wall of razor wire to discourage passage through the 
border. This provoked statements from Joe Biden threatening action against Texas. 
However 24 other Republican states pledged full support for Texas with many sending 
National Guard troops to support the Texas border. 

Many are now affirming that there is the possibility of a civil war in America over this issue 
alone. If the Federal government sends troops to attack state national guard troops, there 
could be civil war. 

 

74 Study by The Environmental Working Group published in the Journal of Exposure Science and 
Environmental Epidemiology. 
75 There are millions more Muslims in Britain today than when we attacked Iraq. They are also more 
radicalised than then. 
76 American Military News, 6 February 2024. 
77 End of the American Dream, ‘A pipeline of criminals into the United States’, 28 February 2024. 
78 Gateway Pundit, 29 February 2024. 
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It is a Constitutional requirement to protect national borders and the idea that defending 
the Texas border is anti-humanitarian is ridiculous. The governor is required by law to 
safeguard the border. 

Meanwhile a federal government spokesman stated that the government does not use the 
term ‘illegal immigrants’ to respect their dignity. At the same time New York governor 
Kathy Hochul opened the way to give state jobs to illegal immigrants.79 

Potential civil conflict or government suppression to stop a 
Trump victory 

The US establishment hates Trump so much that it promoted a hoax for years that he was 
supported by Russian interference and election rigging. In fact the actual rigging was by 
the Democrats; there is forensic evidence to prove this. There was also a report by a British 
intelligence officer to smear Trump which proved to be lies. But this is in the past. 

Now every avenue is being utilised to stop Trump from getting the Republican nomination 
and from gaining the presidency. All sorts of ruses are being used, from smear campaigns 
to court judgments by certain States. 

The result in Iowa shows that there is a strong support base for Trump already, which can 
override these attacks on him. 

Yet the cabal’s fear about a Trump victory is so strong that I fear anything is on the table. 
Clearly they will try all sorts of legal and semi-legal avenues to stop him, then they will use 
dirty tactics and more smear campaigns, but I fear more serious attacks are possible. If 
that happens civil war will break out, which is already on the verge. 

Multiple forms of factional oppression 

I have explained this many times so I will just list several factors here. As a result of 
deliberate Cultural Marxist programmes, society is now fragmented into multiple opposing 
groups which are being encouraged to increase in hostility towards each other. The plan is 
that society is completely destabilised and broken so that the social order collapses and a 
new order can be introduced – a Marxist order. 

• The Intersectional agenda. [A pecking order of social, discriminated against, victims.] 
This chiefly focuses anger against White, Middle Aged, Christians. 

• Fourth Wave Radical Feminism. Highly focused on misandry. 

• The Transgender agenda. 

• The TERF80 agenda. Feminists opposed to the Transgender agenda, which 
discriminates against women and threatens women’s safety. 

• The LBGTQ agenda (Queer theory).  

• The Black agenda (Black Lives Matter, Critical Race Theory). 

• The Green agenda (Net-Zero insanity, climate alarmism). Extinction Rebellion, Just 
Stop Oil etc. 

 

79 Townhall, 29 February 2024. 
80 Trans Exculsionary Radical Feminists. 
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• The Islamophobia agenda. Attacks on Christians and Jews. 

• The DEI81 agenda. This agenda results in discrimination. 

• The ESG82 agenda. Forces firms to adopt DEI and climate alarmism. 
 
Everybody becomes a victim of these groups at some point, in their career development, in 
the promotion of their job, in talking to strangers on the street etc. For example, quota 
systems supposed to promote diversity discriminate against merit in White males. 

Eventually the stress caused by the continual assaults of these factions will drive people to 
extreme reactions. 

The rise of mass Islamic protests 

This started as genuine demonstrations on behalf of the Gaza Palestinians who are 
suffering genocide and war atrocities by Israel. Many thousands of children have already 
been killed, often deliberately by snipers or attacks in their homes. The fury this has caused 
British Muslims is understandable and protests were logical. 

However, this has now developed into mass illegal activities such as: death treats, threats 
to burn houses to the ground, anti-Semitism, attacks on MPs, surrounding MP’s homes, 
attacks on the police, social disruption and so on. There is a groundswell of Islamic 
rebellion because the police did little or nothing at the beginning, despite laws being 
broken. This encouraged further action.  

There is a danger that, having felt their power, a deeper Islamic rebellion could arise that is 
more serious and more violent. If this happened in majority Muslim towns there could be a 
serious collapse of law and order requiring the ill-equipped army. 

Psychopathic behaviour is rising 

Commentators have averred that America is in the middle stage of a full-scale economic 
and social collapse and that this is evidenced by increasing psychopathic behaviour.83 

There is a dramatic increase in mass violence and theft fuelled by social media. Riots, 
looting and uncivil behaviour are now endemic in American cities. Ordinary people are 
now afraid to leave their homes. 

Grocery stores are leaving crime-ridden US cities in droves, creating food deserts.84 

 

81 Diversity, Equality, Inclusion. The policy driver of diversity. 
82 Environment, Social and corporate Governance. A means of assessing a company’s commitment to cabal 
policies. 
83 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, ‘Increasing psychopathic behaviour is a sign that society is on the verge of 
breaking down’, 17 January 2024. 
84 Natural News, Ethan Huff, ‘Grocery stores are leaving crime-ridden US cities in droves, creating food 
deserts’, 23 January 2024. 
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Warning 

Immigration is going to be one of the most important issues worldwide this year. Several 
nations are reaching boiling point regarding illegal immigration. Under Biden’s presidency 
7.5 million entered the US and crime waves are soaring as a result (interestingly, crime 
stats in Venezuela have decreased as migrants left the country). This is going to lead to 
social turmoil and is already changing the political landscape. 

For further study 

• ONS, UK population statistics. 

• Wikipedia, ‘List of urban areas in the UK’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Exiting the European Union’. 

• Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi (book), ‘Practical Idealism’ (1925). 

• Modernity News, Paul Joseph Watson, ‘EU suicide pact threatens to flood continent 
with 75 million more migrants, 16 February 2024. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Bill Gates’. [See data on vaccine programmes.] 

• Modernity News, Paul Joseph Watson, ’80 per cent of Americans consuming infertility 
chemical via popular cereals’, 16 February 2024. 

• Maggie Oliver (book), ‘Survivors: One brave detective’s battle to Expose the Rochdale 
child abuse scandal’ (2019). 

• Lincolnshire Live; ‘Skegness residents say housing of asylum seekers is destroying the 
town as council threatens legal action’, 6 January 2023. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Multiculturalism’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The Totalitarian Attack on Community’. 

• Gateway Pundit, ‘Thousands fill Dublin streets in protest against migrant invasion’, 6 
February 2024. 

• Collapse News. 

• Natural News, Ethan Huff, ‘Psychopathic behaviour on the rise as society descends into 
freefall collapse’, 23 January 2024. 
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Sexual identity crises 

Therefore God also gave them up to uncleanness, in the lusts of their hearts, to dishonour their 

bodies among themselves … For this reason God gave them up to vile passions. For even their 

women exchanged the natural use for what is against nature. Likewise also the men, leaving 

the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust for one another, men with men committing 

what is shameful, and receiving in themselves the penalty of their error which was due. And 

even as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a debased 

mind, to do those things which are not fitting; being filled with all unrighteousness, sexual 

immorality, wickedness. Rm 1:24-28 
 
You shall not lie with a male as with a woman. It is an abomination. Lev 18:22 
 
If a man lies with a male as he lies with a woman, both of them have committed an 

abomination. Lev 20:13 
 
Do not be deceived. Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor 

sodomites, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners will inherit 

the kingdom of God. 1 Cor 6:9-10 

 

The law is not made for a righteous person, but for the lawless and insubordinate, … for 

fornicators, for sodomites, for kidnappers, for liars, for perjurers, and if there is any other thing 

that is contrary to sound doctrine. 1 Tim 1:9-10 

 

As Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities around them in a similar manner to these, having 

given themselves over to sexual immorality and gone after strange flesh, are set forth as an 

example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire. Jude 1:7 
 

Background 

I have written extensively on this subject and most people are familiar with the issues. 
Here I will simply make some basic points and give recent information showing that this 
phenomenon is leading to mass insanity. 

Historical studies have shown that when a civilisation is based upon heterosexual marriage 
and the family unit, that society flourishes. When a civilisation becomes infected with 
fornication, homosexuality, transvestism, paedophilia and suchlike, that society collapses 
within decades. Rome and Greece are examples of this. We can imagine the outcome of an 
armed invasion when the British Armed Services are focused upon diversity, 
Transgenderism and other Woke ideas. Britain would collapse just as licentious Rome fell 
to the Barbarians. 

The basic principles of the LGBTQ+ movement, Queer Theory and Transgender activism 
rest upon irrational claims that defy logic, biology, genetics, reproductive facts and even 
essential common sense. When a society adopts such nonsense with legal sanctions, that 
that society is finished. This is what has happened to Britain and much of the West. The 
law and establishment consensus is supporting illogical, irrational concepts. 

Even secular ideology confirms that the LGBTQ+ agenda is irrational and contrary to a 
flourishing society. Secularism has evolutionary theory at its centre and this is based upon 
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the success of a species in survival. This means reproductive success. Lesbianism, 
homosexuality and similar predilections are contrary to evolutionary theory. If everyone 
was homosexual the species would die out in one generation. 

This is a key part of the cabal’s purpose – to inflict irrationality, delusion, deception, and 
all forms of nonsense upon society to destabilise it at its heart. 

Transgenderism 

The Transgender agenda is insane because it denies the foundations of biology. No one can 
change their chromosomes; if you have a Y chromosome you are a male human being – 
end. Fining and imprisoning people that refuse to identify a man who claims to be a 
woman as a woman, is a self declaration that that governance system has lost its mind and 
is irrational. Such insane governance must no longer be obeyed. 

The infection is now everywhere, even in the educational and medical establishments. The 
University of Sussex Hospitals NHS Trust (my hospital) recently declared that a Trans-
woman’s breast milk is just as good as a biological woman’s breast milk.85 

But this appalling agenda is being pushed very hard by the Elite cabal through the UN, 
WHO, WEF and national governments in the West. It is not stopping. For some time the 
logical extension of this propaganda has resulted in children claiming that they are cats, or 
women claiming to be reptiles or worse. We now have the phenomenon of people claiming 
to love inanimate objects and demanding formal societal recognition that this is normal. 

The pressure from lobby groups like Stonewall has resulted in laws that make 
misgendering someone a crime. People have gone to jail for refusing to believe that a man 
dressed as a woman is a real woman. Teachers have been disciplined for refusing to accept 
that a young pupil is really a cat, just because she only speaks in meows. 

Objectum sexuals 

Objectum sexuals (or Oses) are people who claim to love inanimate objects such as 
fairground rides, leisure centres, cars, and flagpoles. In America one man married a garden 
fence! A woman from Leeds aims to marry a ‘antique lesbian German chandelier’. Queer 
Theory activists not only demand that society accept this behaviour as normal but seek to 
make refusal to recognise this as a crime. 

The rational reaction of a normal person to Objectum Sexuals is compassion for someone 
who is clearly insane. Such folk have ceased to operate within the bounds of intelligent, 
rational function. In the past people who claimed to be God or Napoleon were hospitalised; 
this malady is no different. 

A subset of Obectum Sexuals are the ‘consolums’. These are people in love with video game 
consoles. An American woman has already married the video game Tetris.86 These have 
their own tribal queer flag. Activists for this group are already marshalling their forces in 
order to gain wider acceptance and legal recognition. The leading advocate of Objectum 

 

85 The Telegraph, 18 February 2024. 
86 Taki’s Magazine, 15 May 2023. 
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Sexuals is Amy Marsh, a US sexologist and author. She prefers to be known as ‘Avnas’, with 
zir chosen name. Ze identifies as a nonbinary femme. 

Another form of this insanity is ‘spectro-sexuality’ which is having sex with ghosts! Some 
other examples include: 

• A person in love with an apartment building boiler. 

• A transgender male who fell in love with a church organ. 

• Someone whose lover was an object in a museum. 

• Someone who loves buttons. 
 
It is noticeable that many of the people in this movement are actually diagnosed as autistic. 
Instead of treating them medically, their delusions are being ratified as normal. These 
people do not accept that the objects are inanimate but believe that they are alive. This is 
the basis of insanity. 

Transableists 

These are able-bodied men who identify as a disabled woman.87 Need I say more? 

Conclusion 

These agendas are clearly the continuation of the strategy of Cultural Marxists and others 
to bring society into an erratic, destabilised, irrational, sick state. In the same way that 
Hungarian society fell apart after Marxists destabilised Magyar society with fornication, 
paedophilia, free love, immorality and sexual perversions, so Western society is now in 
moral freefall making it easier for power-mongers to control the outcome. 

Warning 

Agendas like this seek to impose irrationality on society so that people can no longer see 
what is truth and what is lies. This brings confusion of thinking, destabilisation and 
ineffectiveness – all of which enables the Elite to bring in more power structures over 
society with little resistance. 

For further study 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Is there pride in being Gay?’ 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Wake up, already’. 

• The Daily Sceptic, Steven Tucker, ‘Should it be illegal to mock people who fall in love 
with inanimate objects?’, 14 February 2024. 

 

 

87 The Daily Sceptic, Steven Tucker, Meet the Transableists: able-bodied men who identify as disabled 
women’, 5 March 2024. 
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Social freedom crises 

Woe to those who decree unrighteous decrees. Isa 10:1 

 

No one calls for justice, nor does any plead for truth. They trust in empty words and speak lies; 

they conceive evil and bring forth iniquity. Isa 59:4 
 

Justice is turned back, and righteousness stands afar off; for truth is fallen in the street, and 

equity cannot enter. So truth fails, and he who departs from evil makes himself a prey. Then 

the LORD saw it, and it displeased Him that there was no justice. Isa 59:14-15 

 

The ramping up of establishment censorship 

The UK Online Safety Act 
This is nothing to do with protecting children from the internet (there are already laws for 
that) but rather the ability to heavily censor web sites, channels and providers to comply 
with information put out by the government. Any dissent will now be targeted by legal 
action and heavy fines. 

This is the establishment of GroupThink controlled by government and the eradication of 
dissenting views, no matter how accurate and factual they are. Government lies can be 
promoted and an individual’s truth can be eradicated by the act. 

EU censorship plans 
The EU is generating a new law similar to Britain’s On-Line Safety Act. 

eIDAS 2.0 is a revision of the original digital identity law that began in 2020. It changes 
how browsers deal with security and website authentication while launching an 
identification app (EU ID Wallet) for all Europeans. Providers and citizens have been 
warned by commentators that they could be endangered regarding their security and 
privacy.  

Repercussions of Article 45 include: 

• The law will give EU states the right to issue proofs of trust which web browsers will 
have to accept as truthful. Browsers will be unable to remove these certificates even in 
cases where they notice malicious activities or lies. 

• Governments will be able to intercept all internet traffic. 

• It installs a surveillance regime worse than China’s. 

• Even the most secure VPN app will be unable to prevent it. 
 

We are all in the larger security community shocked. I don’t think the 
European parliament knew what they were doing. … This is all super 
dangerous stuff, it’s amazing that such an idiotic rule has passed. 

Harry Halpin, CEO and co-founder of Nym Technologies. 

French censorship 
France is about to make it illegal to criticise mRNA vaccines. A new law (Article 4) will 
make criticism of mRNA vaccines punishable by up to three years in jail and a fine of 
45,000 Euros. 
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German censorship 
Germany has announced wide-ranging plans to restrict the speech, travel and economic 
activity of political dissidents in order to better control the thought and speech patterns of 
its own people.88 

Canadian censorship 
The Canadian version, the On-line Harms Bill (Bill C-63), calls for a new hate crime 
offence sanctioned by up to life imprisonment and a $20,000 fine. Of the seven categories 
of offence, one is ‘foments hatred’; just what does that mean? However, section 319 of the 
criminal court plus Supreme Court decisions, suggest that it includes anti-Semitism. 
Supposed ‘hate speech’ would also result in a fine of $20,000.89 

WEF control 
The WEF is opposed to human rights. Its spokesman Yuval Harari recently stated that, 
‘Human rights are fiction, just like God’.90 

AI censorship 
The US government is funding AI systems for patrolling on-line censorship. This can then 
be used to suppress, silence and shut down whatever speech they don’t like. This was 
discovered by the US House Select Subcommittee on the weaponisation of the Federal 
Government, interim report, 5 February 2024. The government is using universities and 
non-profits to develop this.91 

The cabal plans that AI not only completely controls all social media but generates most of 
the content. AI will become a powerful police tool to completely manipulate people 
through social media. This will be the main means of social engineering beginning now. 

The hatred excuse 
More and more people are being penalised on the fabricated basis of engendering hatred – 
though what this means is never defined properly. 

Activist Sam Melia was recently jailed for two years for the crime of putting anti-
immigration stickers on property. The judge accepted that the messages on the stickers 
were not illegal and were within the bounds of free speech. They included: ‘It’s OK to be 

White’. However, because the messages may inspire hatred to certain people (mostly Jews), 
Melia was imprisoned. So Melia was jailed for committing no crime at all. This was done to 
stop his activism.92 

Then a Spanish priest faced three years in jail for the hate crime of criticising Islamic 
extremism in a 2016 article.93 

Last year Russia prosecuted 400 people for statements made on social media. This is bad 
enough. However, the UK prosecuted 3,300. Which one is the more totalitarian? 

 

88 Substack, Eugyppius: a plague chronicle, 17 February 2024. 
89 He Epoch Times, 26 February 2024. 
90 Exposing the Darkness, 24 January 2024. 
91 Substack, Jack Metir, Survival Blog, 20 February 2024. 
92 Spiked, Brendan O’Neil, ‘The tyrannical jailing of Sam Melia’, 4 March 2024. 
93 The Daily Sceptic, 6 March 2024. 
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The development of full despotism in the EU 

Parliamentary democracy (not that it really existed in the EU) is now seen as a hindrance 
to governance and so plans are in train to restrict who can vote about new issues. 
Parliamentary representation is to be cancelled to be replaced by the decisions of five 
unelected bureaucrats. 

The EU recently blackmailed Hungary to comply with a vote regarding the Ukraine by 
threatening to collapse its economy if Victor Orban did not obey. 

Plans for AI to replace voters 

This is advocated by the WEF.94 

The fact-checker propaganda machine 

Various organisations have established themselves as ‘fact-checkers’. Some organisations, 
such as the BBC, have their own in-house fact checkers. 

What has been proved over and over is that these are merely safeguards for establishment 
propaganda and have nothing to do with actual truth. This was proved in the Covid hoax 
when fact-checkers insisted that Covid vaccines were safe and effective; facemasks were 
effective; social distancing was effective; test and trace was effective; and lockdowns were a 
necessary policy. All these ‘facts’ have now been proved to be completely wrong from 
multiple studies. However, many people that were fact-checked at the time were smeared, 
ridiculed, some were fined, some went to jail, some lost their jobs. 

The rampant Marxist attacks 

I will just list a number of items as I have explained this many times. 

Cultural Marxism 
This has, since the 1930s, been able to completely infiltrate all major institutions in the UK 
and elsewhere. It dominates education, the civil service, the police, the judiciary, local 
councils, the secret services, the NHS, the regulators and every aspect of life. Its purpose 
(like pure Marxism) is to destroy Christianity, the family unit, private property, capitalism 
and all the foundations of society to create destabilisation and chaos (from which a Marxist 
empire arises). 

The Fabian Society 
Similar to Cultural Marxism but more open. 

The Cloward-Piven Strategy 
This is a political strategy published in 1966 by Richard Cloward and Frances Fox Piven 
(professors at Columbia University School of Social Work). It aims to force political change 
leading to societal collapse through orchestrated crises. The aim is the fall of capitalism by 

 

94 Activist Post, ‘The WEF’s obsession with AI and brain chipping: ‘We can create an AI system where we 
don’t even need democratic elections’, Klaus Schwab. 28 January 2024. 
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overloading government bureaucracy with a flood of impossible demands, massive 
unpayable national debt, unfettered migration, and other crises, hastening economic 
collapse 

The plans of the World Economic Forum 
These are simply to create a new Communist society arising from the chaos of Covid. It 
includes Technocracy (complete digital control) and Transhumanism (human / nano-
digital cyborgs). 

The WEF famously reported, ‘You will own nothing and be happy’. This is Communism – the 
abolition of private property. Though you will own nothing, the Elite will own everything 
(they already own most things). However, the ‘you will be happy’ line is a lie; no one is 
happy under a Communist system of oppression and control. 

The plans of the Climate Alarmists  
This is a means to capture all global natural resources and also to control all human 
societies. The plans were developed in 1956 by the Rockefellers. 

Agenda 2030 
The UN’s plans for sustainable development are a smokescreen for a Socialist take-over of 
everything in society to create a serf state ruled by an elite. 

The control matrix 

The world is run by global interests, as I have alluded to in the background to this paper. 
Powerful entities issue commands and national governments apply them. 

However, many social policies don’t even have that filter but global strategies are enacted 
at the local level with no intervention by government. Eventually national governments 
will be abolished altogether. 

First, new policies are broadcast continually into the minds of the people by media, 
education and advertising, often using NLP techniques. This enables radical policies to be 
accepted without controversy. 

Then the globalists dominate local councils, by-passing the executive, parliament and party 
politics. No one saw this policy in a manifesto, no one debated it in the Commons and no 
one voted for it, yet it becomes a local regulation. 

Examples of this are: 

• The appalling graphic, pornographic, debased, sexual education materials given to kids 
as young as five in schools. 

• The policy of drag queens teaching kids in school with no qualifications. 

• The Transgender agenda. 

• Climate alarmism. For example, councils have declared a climate emergency (with no 
evidence) but the government has not. 

• The adoption of Pride artefacts by schools and councils (flags, bank holidays, parades, 
published materials etc.). 

• The installation of 5G antennae in all schools, hospitals and streets; despite no medical 
risk assessment. 
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This proves that global power structures dominate society and governments are powerless. 

Conclusion 

The Elite are chipping away at freedom in every department. Laws are being passed 
criminalising speaking against this or that so that any dissent to government policy (no 
matter how supported by facts) is illegal. 

We are now closer to George Orwell’s dystopian GroupThink than ever before. Truth is 
obsolete in real terms; it is now what the establishment says it is and woe betides any 
gainsayers. 

Warning 

The Elite plan is that there is no social freedom at all. It plans to control what you think 
through the AI control of social media, which will manipulate thought and control 
expressed speech. Those interested in freedom need to exit all forms of social media right 
now and mix more with real people in the real world. 

The propaganda published by all mainstream news channels will continue to worsen and 
all forms of dissent will be gradually deleted. There will be unity of content being 
published. Dissenters will be labelled as extremists (usually Far Right extremists) and 
anyone disagreeing with cabal narratives will be labelled as a hater, a ‘-phobe’ of this and 
that (e.g. ‘Trans-phobe’, ‘homo-phobe’, or ‘Islama-phobe’). 

The institutions will continue to develop in Woke extremism becoming more and more 
exclusionary. Rational independent thinkers will be unable to get jobs in institutions. Only 
utterly compliant people will be employed. Students in universities will become more 
dumb and more brainwashed to be ineffective in real society, unable to perform even basic 
tasks. 

Communism will gradually become more manifest in society as subversive strategies move 
into the open. The bedrock of free-market capitalism will be threatened and rocked with 
economic consequences. 

For further study 

• Videos by Neil McCoy-Ward. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The origins of Cultural Marxism’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘It’s all planned; duh’. 

• Andrew Arato & Eike Gebhardt, ‘The Essential Frankfurt School Reader’, Continuum 
International Publishing Group (1982) 

• Rolf Wiggenhaus, ‘The Frankfurt School: its history, theories and political significance’, 
The MIT Press, (1995). 

• Dr Helen Szamuely, ‘The big lie or many smaller lies? The career and impact of 
Communist propagandist Willi Münzenberg’, Libertarian Alliance, (2007). 

• Council of European Canadians, Claire Ellis, ‘The Socialist-Capitalist Alliance: the 
Fabian Society, The Frankfurt School, and Big Business: Part II’, 26 June 2014. 

• Jordan B Peterson, YouTube, ‘Postmodernism and Cultural Marxism’. 
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• Video interviews with Yuri Bezmenov (ex KGB). [Explaining Marxist stealth take-over.] 

• Rosa Koire, (book) ‘Behind the green mask: The UN Agenda 21’. 

• UK Column, 31 January 2024, report on Online Safety Act implications. 

• Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, ‘New report reveals Federal Government funds domestic 
censorship super-weapons against taxpayers’, 7 February 2024. 

• Techradar pro, Chiara Castro, ‘EU eIDAS: VPNs won’t protect Europeans’ privacy if law 
passes, experts warn’, 16 February 2024. 

• Interviews with Whitney Webb. 

• Brighteon, ‘Governments move to criminalise criticism of vaccines, climate change or 
Israel’. 
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Domestic crises 

There will be famines. Matt 24:7 
 

That they may lack bread and water, and be dismayed with one another, and waste away 

because of their iniquity. Ezek 4:17 

 

The engineered collapse of the food supply chain 

I have discussed this many times but new revelations make this even worse. The sort of 
problems we now face are caused by social engineering: 

• Encouraging farmers to stop producing food and re-wild. 

• The government buying up farms. 

• Imposing taxes and Green levies on farms plus environmental regulations all to 
discourage farming. [Hence the massive farmer protests in Europe.] 

• Net-Zero policies increasing costs on farming. 

• Demanding that farms diversify instead of growing crops. 

• Cancellation of farm subsidies. 

• Demanding that farmers use EVs. 

• Demanding that farmers use automated systems (‘controlled environment farming’). 

• Encouraging the use of robotic systems. 

• Demanding the use of GMOs. 

• Encouraging vertical farming using LEDs. 

• The Elite’s attack on farmers has now resulted in farming protests all over the world, 
beginning in The Netherlands, France and Germany. 

• The EU passed a Nature Restoration law which allows for massive land grabs and heavy 
restrictions on farmers. 

• Welsh farms must now dedicate 10% of their land to rewilding and a further 10% to 
planting trees. This would collapse many farming businesses. 

• Policies (e.g. sanctions on Russia) that created a massive rise in fertiliser costs. 

• Killing millions of chickens on false pretences (e.g. Covid). 

• Poisoning US chicken feed. 

• Killing tens of thousands of US cows. 

• Burning down multiple US cattle barns.95 

• Wildfires killing US herds.96 

• Farms being poisoned by contaminated fertilisers.97 

• Increasing taxation on farmers or increasing diesel costs. 

• Farmers not sufficiently Woke can have their bank accounts shut down without notice. 
The attack structure works through the UN’s Net-Zero Banking Alliance. 

• Spraying polymers into the air (stratospheric aerosol engineering).98 

 

95 End Time Headlines, ‘Multiple cattle barns burn to the ground in Rock Island, Illinois’. [Video.] 
96 End Time Headlines, Update: Texas wildfire causes catastrophic losses to cattle herds: farmers and 
ranchers are losing everything’. 
97 Natural News, Ethan Huff, ‘Lawsuit accuses Synagro of poisoning farms with PFAS-contaminated biosolids 
fertiliser’, 1 March 2024. 
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• Spraying multiple toxins in the air, such as aluminium or barium which pollute the soil 
with heavy metals. 

• The destruction of over a hundred food processing plants by fire, explosions and plane 
crashes. Another US huge chicken processing plant exploded and burned down as 
reported yesterday (29 January 2024). 

• Termination of US food transport contracts on road and rail. 

• Creating inflation (by printing money) so that food prices are massively increased 
(some items up over 50%). 

• Creating greater demand for food (UK inward migration last year alone was 1 million 
people). 

• Climate alarmists are now complaining that homegrown garden food is increasing a 
home’s carbon footprint.99 

• Videos show empty food stores in France and Belgium. 

• Collapsing the food supply chain during lockdowns. 
 
The claimed reason for this attack on farming is the lie about CO2 danger and climate 
change. As I have explained many times, this is a complete fabrication used to drive social 
control and steal natural resources. 

The impact of anti-farming and Net-Zero policies is catastrophic, as they will destroy food 
security. We need more farms to reduce our risk from the importation of food in an 
unstable world. Add to this the Net-Zero aims of eradicating shipping, closing airports, 
discouraging home-grown produce, and increased traffic problems then Britain will 
certainly face food shortages in the near future. 

There is no doubt that soon a food crisis will unfold, probably by the summer of 2024 and 
will continue until 2026. There is already a crisis in some developing nations. This was 
predicted and planned by the UN decades ago, These years were called, ‘the killing years’. It 
is already impossible to get certain items in supermarkets. 

The gradual imposition of non-food 
This is the promotion of insects for protein and synthetic laboratory meat following a ban 
on natural meat. For those who think that this is false news, consider that Welsh 
schoolchildren are already being fed insects today. Tyson Foods have recently launched an 
insect protein production plant to supply the global food chain.100 

These alternative protein forms are highly dangerous to health. Insects constrain parasites 
that are not always killed in cooking. They also have exo-skeletons made of chitin, which is 
extremely harmful to the digestive system. Eating insects will hurt you. 

Recent studies on synthetic meat have also shown that there are significant health dangers 
in consuming this Frankenstein rubbish. 

Why the promotion of this non-food and eradicating meat from diets? The answer is that 
the Elite know that meat consumption is extremely healthy. Some people have eaten only 
meat and found that they were healed from long-term problems (Jordan Petersen is a case 

 

98 Popularly known as chemtrails. This has been going on for decades and is openly admitted by the US in 
Congressional documents and the UK by the government. 
99 All News Pipeline, 13 February 2024. 
100 Brighteon, video report, 26 February 2024, ‘Tyson Foods ….’. 
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in point). Meat is good for you; natural saturated fat is good for you; but the Elite don’t 
want you knowing that. This is why they demonised meat from 1950 with the fabricated 
studies of Ancel Keys, which became accepted. This led to the fear of saturated fat and the 
take up of low fat diets (which is bad for you) eating seed oils, processed food, food stuffed 
with High Fructose Corn Syrup (which leads to diabetes 2), transfats and worse. 

The Elite do not want you healthy so good things (eggs, whole milk, butter, red meat etc) 
were demonised. In recent years people have started to realise the truth (e.g. Ketogenic 
diets) and so the cabal is now trying to eradicate meat from the shelves. 

The principle of trash consumption 

The strategies of the Elite can, in one sense, be reduced to the principle of feeding 
everybody with trash to damage and destroy every area of their life. Thus we see the 
following: 

Trash food: damage the body 
See elsewhere in this paper. Almost everything in a supermarket is essentially toxic unless 
it is organic (and you cannot even trust the label). This toxic food causes all sorts of 
maladies and especially cancer. Buying processed food also prevents people from learning 
the basics about preparing food from scratch, cooking properly, varying diet, 
understanding seasonal variation etc. Toxic food also diminishes IQ. 

Trash medicine: fail to effect proper health 
No medicine is 100% safe; all medicines have side effects. No doctor fully understands 
what happens when you prescribe multiple pills in a cocktail; the chemical reactions are 
not known, neither are the effect of these on the body. This often results in more illness. 
E.g. statins. These do no good whatsoever but cause appalling damage to the liver and 
cause muscle fatigue and many other problems. The principle for them (regarding 
cholesterol) is a lie; dietary cholesterol does not cause heart disease but a lack of 
cholesterol can lead to heart attacks (76% of American who died from heart attacks had 
low cholesterol). 

Trash water: damage the body 
Our water is not filtered properly, even though there is the technology to do this. Harmful 
particulates, and worse, are consumed by drinkers. Even worse, additives include chlorine, 
which is harmful to human health. Then there is fluoride about to be rolled out everywhere 
in the UK which causes nerve and bone damage as well as diminishing intelligence. 

Trash the air 
The air you breathe is no longer pure as God intended. It is being constantly polluted by 
multiple sources.  

In urban areas there is the pollution of car exhausts, industrial waste products, energy 
generation, transport of various types (the London underground has the worst air 
pollution). In rural areas there is the pollution created by wood burning stoves and garden 
fires (which create dioxins that cause cancer) and pollution by industrialised farming 
methods. 

Even in wide open spaces there is air pollution since chemtrails cover a very broad area 
pumping out 40 harmful chemicals that cause disease. 
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Trash moral input: damage the soul and the conscience 
This takes many forms:  

• Free hard-core pornography available on the internet, even to kids. 

• Trashy superficial films driving ethical agendas. 

• Trashy documentaries filled with lies and propaganda (especially from David 
Attenborough). 

• Trash news that drives social engineering that is based on government propaganda.  
 
Trash appliances 
Almost everything in the modern home has a toxic repercussion. This includes: cleaning 
products, soaps, upholstery, carpets, fire retardants, electrical appliances creating EMF 
radiation, wi-fi, and so on. Electricity SMART meters are extremely dangerous. 

Trash spirituality: deceive the soul 

• Trash formal religion that is harmful to true spirituality and Biblical principles. 

• Institutional established religion, which is full of hypocrisy and is spiritually dead. 

• Occultism, which is evil (it is based upon Satanic deception pretending to be innocent) 
and has a negative effect on the personality. In extreme cases it has often led to suicide. 

• Cults of many stripes. 

• Superficial mystical nonsense. Sadly many truthers fall for this sort of rubbish. 
 
Trash truth: prevent people from access to divine knowledge 
Feed people with lies in every area. In terms of news, education, human knowledge, 
philosophy, anthropology and social sciences. This leads to failure to have the right 
information to make solid judgments in life. Trashing spiritual truth (such as in bad Bible 
translations, false teachers, deceiving demons)  leads to heresy and a failure to understand 
the true Gospel or have any genuine knowledge of God. 

Animal experimentation 

The European Medicines Agency is pushing plasmid DNA vaccines for veterinary use.101 
Even the guidelines admit that this could cause cancer; but the result is changed animal 
DNA. In other words, a Frankenstein creature. What happens if humans eat treated 
animals? 

Fertility collapse 

Western societies have long been in a slow decrease of fertility so that many populations 
are no longer sustainable. Some people types, such as Japanese, face ultimate extinction in 
decades due to births not reaching the replacement threshold. 

In Britain, fertility is at an all-time low, prompting warnings that this could cripple the 
economy. Meanwhile, Muslim migrant populations have a policy of every mother 
producing multiple children. This will gradually see Islamic populations overtaking the 
indigenous British population, as it already has in Birmingham. 

 

101 European Medicines Agency, 236 January 2024, WEMA/CVMP/IWP/365817/2022, Committee for 
Veterinary medicine products, Guideline on plasmid DNA vaccines for veterinary use. 
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Some of the causes of this are malevolent and are part of the cabal’s eugenics programme 
against White people. Sterilising products are found in food, drinking water, and chemicals 
released in the air by chemtrails. For example, birth control hormones are present in the 
water supply. Some pesticides that contain compounds that cause sterility have been found 
in the water supply. Bisphenol A (BPA) and phthalates have also been discovered. Food 
has been proved to cause sterility (see earlier). Fertilisers have also been proved to cause 
sterility. 

Vaccine programmes have been proved to cause sterility and various organisations have 
taken this issue to court, such as against Bill Gates’ polio vaccine in India and Africa. 
However, you won’t easily find data on this on search engines because it is heavily 
censored. There is now ample evidence that the Covid vaccines have caused stillbirths, 
spontaneous abortions and sterility. The mechanisms of this are now established. 

Sterilisation is just one aspect of the Elite’s depopulation agenda. 

The increasing collapse of ‘sustainable’ energy projects leading 
to energy shortages (e.g. Net-Zero) 

I have explained why Green energy projects are not green, are not sustainable or efficient 
and pose real dangers, elsewhere several times. 

The chickens are now coming home to roost. 

• Early solar panels are coming to the end of their life span and cannot be recycled. There 
is an impending crisis of what to do with millions of solar panels that will pollute the 
soil if buried. 

• Solar panels are being destroyed by heavy hailstorms. 

• Solar panels in many homes have proved to be inefficient. Many solar firms have gone 
bust. 

• Wind turbines are rusting, cracking and collapsing. Several have blown over in high 
winds. 

• Turbines are contributing almost nothing to the grid; often less than 5% of the grid and 
in many cases zero. Yet they require electricity and diesel engines to power sub-
systems. 

• Turbine costs are off the charts and investors are not interested in them anymore, even 
with government subsidies of millions. A recent government offshore contract had no 
bidders. 

• Turbines, which last less than 20 years, cannot be recycled or easily disposed of. They 
are an environmental disaster. 

• Countries that heavily invested in Green energy have been unable to garner sufficient 
grid power in a cold winter. In some areas blackouts are common. Some countries have 
been forced to re-commission coal-fired power stations to survive. In Australia EV cars 
are being charged by systems that burn wood. 

 
Implications of Net-Zero (bringing anthropogenic CO2 emissions to absolute zero). 
As I have explained this often I will just give a few bullet points. 

• Eradicating all shipping (how will we get sufficient food?). 

• Closing all airports but three (Belfast, Glasgow, Heathrow) by 2030. Only one by 2050. 
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• Restricting air travel (say once every two or three years), eventually cancelling all air 
travel for citizens. 

• Eradicating all petrol / diesel cars (this will never happen). 

• Getting rid of cats and dogs as pets.102 

• Only allowing three new purchases of clothes per year. 

• Terminating domestic food growing in gardens. 

• Terminating the domestic livestock of chickens in gardens. 

• Ceasing the production of steel, cement and glass. 

• Building homes from pressed-mud and thatch. 

• Eradicating gas central heating. 

• Eradicating gas cookers and boilers. 

• Eradicating wood-burning stoves. 

• Heating homes by inefficient heat pumps that don’t work, make a lot of noise and cost 
over £20,000 to install. 

• Fining homeowners for imperfect insulation. 

• Trusting wind and solar to provide national energy (impossible). 
 
In general terms this is going to crash Britain’s economy, drive us into a pre-industrial age 
and cost trillion of pounds to achieve nothing useful. Needless to say, it unfairly damages 
the poorest people most. It also creates trillions of profits for large corporations. 

Social governance institutional fraud 

The systems that govern us are thoroughly corrupt and riddled with fraud. This has been 
proved by the investigations of a former police officer, Gary Waterman, who has irrefutable 
evidence of the scope of the fraud which is international in scope and trillions in value.  

This fraud includes:  

• The HMRC is fraudulent, therefore, paying taxes is aiding and abetting crime. 

• Banks are forging documents and engaged in fraud. 

• The police forces are engaged in fraudulent activity at the higher levels.  

• The Home Office is included in this fraud. Some of the systems supporting this fund 
were established under PM Theresa May. 

• Companies House is fraudulently recording incorporations data and covering 
fraudulent activity. Names, addresses and financial data are falsely recorded. Very 
many companies are trading unlawfully. 

• Real Estate practices are riddled with fraud.  

• Mortgage systems are fraudulent.  

• Council taxes are part of a corrupt fraudulent system. Councillors are linked to 
companies  that are part of this corporate fraud. 

• The SWIFT banking transfer system is connected to this corporate fraud.  

• Offshore bank accounts are connected to this corporate fraud. 103 
 
 

 

102 Redacted news. ‘Now Klaus Schwab’s cronies want to take your dogs and cats’. 
103 See YouTube, Richard Vobes, interview with Gary Waterman, Garythetruthsetsusfree@gmail.com, The 
fr‘Explosive evidence of government fraud’, 9 March 2024. 

mailto:Garythetruthsetsusfree@gmail.com
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The fraudulent system is linked to: companies located in the Twin Towers at the time of 
their collapse; the Maxwell family; Jeffrey Epstein, the PPE scandal, Green Seal, and much 
more. 

When the police officer reported this fraud to: the local police area, the Serious Fraud 
Office, and the Home Office, no one wanted to investigate. 

Your taxes, which you pay at higher rates than the rich, are being used to fund fraudulent 
corporations, which then produce weapons that are used in genocide. Your tax money, 
which was used to provide weapons and munitions to Ukraine and Gaza to kill civilians, 
utilises a system of corporate fraud by a corrupt government to make fraudsters rich. 

Everything in bureaucracy around you is riddled with corruption and fraud. Nothing is at it 
seems. 

Documents showing irrefutable evidence of this grand fraud can be obtained from Gary 
Waterman directly (who is on the run for his life). 

The increasing pressure to create 15-minute cities and LTNs 

Even supporters of these policies now realise that local infrastructure simply cannot cater 
for this project. 

For decades the establishment generated policies that led to large stores being sited on the 
outskirts of towns in industrial sheds requiring cars to travel to buy goods. This killed off 
all the local shops in towns: butchers, bakers, grocery stores, newsagents and small goods. 
Once people could walk to buy essentials, now they need a car. 

There just is not an infrastructure to supply 15-minutes cities where people do not travel 
outside their zone for fear of a fine. Most people do not have a local school, doctor’s 
surgery, pharmacy, post office, dentist, hospital etc. 

Trades and builders are going to need to cross zones all the time; so will their suppliers of 
materials, such as timber or concrete. 

Mobile jobs will also be in trouble, mobile hairdressers, mobile opticians, mobile 
therapists, gardeners, tree surgeons etc. 

The suggestions of people that push this agenda are facile in the extreme, such as getting 
people to use a tricycle or a boat. How would that work for a builder or even a hairdresser 
carrying a large hairdryer and stand? 

Delivery of appliances will also be affected. 

If the fines are added to customer’s bills, this will drive up inflation even more. 

But the real issue is the need of vital services and support groups that cannot take the 
chance of using the ring road and getting stuck in traffic jams for hours (which is what is 
already happening). This includes meals on wheels, children needing to care for elderly 
sick relatives, and so on. Will ambulances be exempt (they haven’t been so far)? 
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Even though the hazards are clear and obvious, the people in control are still pushing this 
project very hard. This means that life for everyone will be worsened and possibly put at 
risk. In Streatham (London borough) the LTN scheme caused so much congestion (raising 
air pollution) on the A23 that a three-mile bus journey took two hours. It had to be 
scrapped. 

We know that the real reason for this agenda is to enforce social control and trap people 
into specific zones where they can be surveilled. However, if this is universalised it will 
cause massive social harm. 

Transhumanism 

I have explained this many times. The Elite seek to create a new type of human being, one 
that is a chimera of man and machine; a cyborg. This is to enable continual surveillance 
and control. It is being achieved through the vaccination process whereby nano-digital 
particles are pumped into the blood stream, such as graphene particles. These self-
assemble into circuits and antennae enabling communication with external devices. 
Vaccinated people already identify as a MAC104 address on Wi-Fi devices. 

The Elite eventually seek to fully control thoughts and behaviour. This technology actually 
exists already in lab trials. So cyborg people (everyone vaccinated) will not only be 
surveilled every minute but will be directed by technology to think and behave in certain 
ways. 

Without further ado, the following speech says it all. 
The final goal is to eradicate humanity, as we know it. Once you 
understand the final destination, it becomes much easier to look back and 
identify the psychological conditioning, the biological tampering, the cultural 
grooming and the educational prepping that we have been subjected to for 
decades in preparation to making us accept a post-human future. 
 
It takes a lot of physical and psychological abuse to get an intelligent 
species like ours to agree to its own extinction. Most if not all that has 
transcended in the last 60 years was designed to get us closer to accepting 
such a dystopian reality. Whether you care to accept it or not, we live in a 
hyper-controlled matrix where our reality is meticulously planned, managed 
and executed in order to control and steer us in whichever direction they 
wish; and the direction is a post-human world. 
 
For this they first needed to destabilise, dehumanise and demoralise 
humanity through every means possible. The destruction of the nuclear 
family. Children being indoctrinated by the state. Abortion. The eradication 
of God and spirituality from education. Life in mega cities and toxic food, air 
and water. Social media replacing real human connection and interaction 
and engineered financial crisis and taxation. Endless wars and massive 
migration, stress, anxiety depression, drugs and alcohol. Constant 
fearmongering. Moral relativism as the new religion. And I could go on and 
on about how humanity has been influenced and forced to move away from 
all the things that give us strength, security, purpose and meaning.  
 

 

104 Medium Access Control. 
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A weak, immoral, disconnected, ignorant and unhealthy population is an 
easy target for the next stage, the creation of an entire generation of 
androgynous beings. Masculinity is under attack psychologically, culturally, 
and biologically. Women are being replaced in sports, entertainment and 
politics by men pretending to be women. And children are being 
indoctrinated in schools to think that gender is a choice.  
 
The Transgender Movement is not a grass root movement; it comes from 
the top. It has nothing to do with people’s freedom of expression, sexuality 
or civil rights. It’s an evil psyop with a clear agenda to get us closer to 
Transhumanism by making us question the most fundamental notion of 
human identity; our gender. If you don’t know who you are; if you already 
identify as hybrid between a man and a woman, you will become easily 
convinced to become a hybrid between human and machine.  
 
Gender ideology is the two plus two equals five from George Orwell’s 
‘1984’ dystopian novel. It’s the final test to see whether we will follow the 
most absurd party line towards our own extinction. But two plus two equals 
four, and no matter how you choose, dress, call yourself, change your 
physique will not change that. The sad reality though is that in the  
gaslighting process to get us closer to post-human future they have 
mentally and physically harmed an increasing number of children and 
young people; and it’s only getting worse. This must be stopped. 

Laura Aboli,105 Bitchute, ‘Philosopher’s stone.info pure blood’, speech on Transhumanism, 
28 January 2024. Also YouTube, Concerned Citizens Canada, ‘Laura Aboli on the 
Transhumanism agenda’. Speech from the Better Way conference 2023. 

Elon Musk has already implanted a neurolink brain chip into a person and has plans to 
massively develop Transhumanism, such as by exporting human consciousness.106 China 
has a plan for implanted brain chips (computer interfaces) by 2025.107 

During 2024 this process will increase and accelerate. This is why multiple vaccines are 
coming down the line with relentless coercion and scaremongering from health agencies 
and the WHO. To get to anti-vaxxers it is being proposed to put vaccines in lettuce and 
tomatoes.108 

Technocracy 

The global Elite are technocrats. They envisage a coming society that is dominated by 
technology; where robots, AI, algorithms, androids, cyborgs and nano-digital technology 
will run everything; humans become near obsolete. This is Klaus Schwab’s ‘fourth 
industrial revolution’. [See, ‘Economic Crises’ later] 

This doctrine, that technology can save us from inefficient and corrupt political leaders, 
has been around since the 1930s but it is still stupid. It is merely scientism; worshipping 

 

105 Aboli is an entrepreneur, interior designer, artist and actvist who founded the United Democratic 
International Movement for Awareness and Freedom. 
106 End Time Headlines, ‘Elon Musk has big plans to advance Transhumanism with Neurolink’. 
107 End Time Headlines, ‘China just unveiled a plan for brain chips to be implanted into skulls to rival Elon 
Musk’s Neuralink by 2025’. 
108 Rumble, Red Voice Media, ‘Putting vaccines in lettuce and tomatoes’. 
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science as the be all and end all which human experience has shown us to be a fallacy. 
Technology has now led us to the point where humans can destroy the whole earth and 
every living thing. 

The surveillance state 
We are moving swiftly to constant surveillance from every direction. This is centred in 
appliances and within the body. 

The Internet is an international net – something to trap you. The worldwide web is a web – 
something to trap and contain you. 

Internet of Things 
This is the inter-connectivity of telecommunications generated by appliances. Many 
domestic appliances are already installed with wi-fi transponders. This system ensures that 
every area of your life is reported back to the state for control and, if necessary, sanctions. 
Eventually this will be administered within a social credit system. This is already occurring 
in China. 

• Your SMART fridge will report if you have too much food present and you are therefore 
wasting carbon and energy.  

• All your food purchases will have microchips in the label so that your choice of food can 
be monitored. This is already happening. Eventually, you will be restricted from 
purchasing certain items above your allowance.  

• Your SMART television (many are doing this already) will monitor and report 
everything said in your lounge and all your choices of TV programmes and websites.  

• Your computer is already reporting on all your browsing history and copying your 
communications (emails, messages etc.) to GCHQ.  

• Your SMART ‘phone is fully monitored and all your communications archived by 
GCHQ.  

• Your SMART meter will report your energy usage and if it is too high you will be 
sanctioned. The state is able to turn this off remotely. 

• Your SMART boiler will report if you are using too much energy for heat.  

• Your car will check if your are driving too far or too fast, resulting in restrictions. 
 
When social credit and CBDCs are brought in, sanctions will include immediate fines, 
suspension of banking facilities, social restrictions, restrictions of food and food types (i.e. 
your protein will be insects alone), restrictions of mobility, remedial correction courses, 
and imprisonment. 

Internet of bodies 
This is total surveillance of every aspect of your life through implanted nano-technology. 
This began to be inserted via the Covid vaccines (the purpose of the fake pandemic) and 
each booster is an upgrading of the operating system based upon graphene oxide. The head 
of Moderna openly boasted that the shot was injecting a computer operating system.109 

 

109 ‘We set out to create an mRNA technology platform that functions very much like an operating system on 
a computer. It is designed so that it can plug and play interchangeably with different programs. In our case 
the program or app is our mRNA drug – the unique mRNA sequence that codes for a protein.’ Original 
sources for this have been deleted and it is only available on secondary sources. 
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Every body function will be monitored: heart rate, blood pressure, respiration, infection 
levels, pulse rate, various blood content levels and even mood. This will be connected to an 
internal digital identity, which will be the basis of your ability to function in the state. Want 
to buy food? You will need an internal digital ID before entering the store. This is already 
present in some supermarkets based on a ‘phone ID. Need medical treatment? You first 
need to show digital ID. 

Not long in the future the state will actually be able to programme your thinking and 
mood. Klaus Schwab has already boasted about this as part of his Transhumanism agenda. 

AI and robotics 
Artificial Intelligence systems are already being rolled out everywhere. Experts estimate 
that certain aspects of industry and society will be 95% run by AI systems within ten years. 
The government eventually will run the state through an autonomic system run by AI. 
Pakistan already has and AI criminal identification system in place.110 

The WEF intends to replicate a person’s brain so that the person’s physical body can die 
but the mind lives on as artificial intelligence. The person lives on as an avatar in the 
metaverse. The WEF’s metaverse is called ‘The Global Village’ and was launched in 
January 2023. It is a version of virtual reality. Klaus Schwab said that those who master 
the new technologies, including the metaverse, will have control over the world.111 

New AI technology tracks emotions based on biological systems such as vocal tones, facial 
expressions and data from wearable devices or even how people use their computers. It 
then predicts how a person is feeling. This has an impact in hiring and health care. It is 
being used in call centres, finance, banking, nursing and caregiving. 

Ex-Google executive Anthony Levandowski is founding a church where people worship an 
Artificial Intelligence God. A recent headline said, ‘Why humans will happily follow a robot 

messiah’. This is because scientists state that AI will be a billion times smarter than 
humans.112 

Technocrats smile with glee about this believing that it is a wonderful thing that will 
provide freedom and efficiency (clearly they have limited memories). My caveats would 
include: 

• What happens when there is a power blackout. Reliance upon sustainable 
energy supplies ensures that this will become a regular occurrence. 

• All computer systems breakdown often for a wide variety of reasons (chip 
malfunctions, breaking parts, too much heat, software malfunction etc.). Even with 
back-ups, trusting solely in computers is dangerous. 

• Sometimes computer software malfunctions in hidden ways that are 
overlooked; meanwhile massive errors occur endangering people’s lives. 
The classic example of this is the Horizon software from Fujitsu to manage the accounts 
of sub-postmasters (at a massive cost). This system was flawed from the start but at 
first the errors were unknown and later covered up. Meanwhile honest sub-
postmasters’ lives were ruined as accounting losses (that only existed in the digital 

 

110 Activist Post, 29 February 2024. 
111 News Addicts, Hunter Fielding, ‘Klaus Schwab pushes technology to replicate a person’s brain so they can 
die’, 2 March 2024. 
112 Harbinger’s Daily, Jan Markell. ‘Artificial Intelligence: are we summoning up demons?’, 6 March 2024. 
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ether) resulted in prosecutions, loss of livelihood and prison sentences. Some 
committed suicide. For many years the system errors were denied until finally exposed 
in a scandal through a TV drama followed by Parliamentary scrutiny. 

• Who inputs the data and protocols that run the AI? Garbage in, garbage out. 
Note the Google’s AI which portrayed historical figures (George Washington, vikings, 
knights in armour etc.) as black. 

• What happens when systems are hacked. Supposedly secure systems of banks 
and even the Pentagon have already been hacked leading to massive loss of data and 
money. No system is fully secure from hacking as the technologies develop in parallel. 

 
The UK NHS is already using AI and robotics and plans for the whole apparatus to be run 
digitally within a few years. Eye surgery is already being performed by robots with all 
surgery being planned to be by robots in time. 

Diagnosis is planned to be by AI completely, eradicating GPs. Diagnosis will be on-line and 
most treatment is to be completed at home. Only five conditions will result in 
hospitalisation (such as anaphylaxis, sepsis, pneumonia etc.) all other hopsital 
departments will close. Treatment outside the home will be done in community hubs, 
aggregations of several GP surgeries.  

Where AI has been introduced it has led to a worsening of treatment and care. For 
example, a doctor refers a patient for an MRI scan because they need one. Now the patient 
has to first complete an on-line form which takes up to an hour (remember this person is 
sick; and what if they have no computer?). Cases have arisen where the AI refuses the scan 
despite a doctor demanding one. What happens when the GP is taken out of the picture? 

Bill Gates has recently stated that AI has the potential for new global controls.113 Who will 
control the AI that controls the world? 

AI cloning can already take over a ‘phone call in real time without the speakers knowing.114 
The potential for fraud and manipulation is staggering. In Hong Kong an employee 
transferred 25 million US dollars to five bank accounts after a virtual meeting with audio-
video deepfakes of senior management. 

Elon Musk has stated that AI is the biggest threat to humanity. 2024 will see the massive 
growth of AI systems in society; I doubt that it will be pleasant. 

In January 2024 ChatGPT went rogue. It started spouting gibberish, Latin and making up 
words and could not be stopped.115 In another case, poisoned AI went rogue during 
training and could not be taught to behave again in a study that has been called ‘scary’.116 

AI pioneer Eliezer Yudkowsky has warned that humanity may only have a few years left as 
artificial intelligence grows increasingly sophisticated. He said that it looks more like five 
years than fifty years. 

 

113 The Expose, ‘Bill Gates wants to engineer AI so we can end polarisation and save democracy’, 1 February 
2024. 
114 Activist Post, 6 February 2024. 
115 Metro, 29 January 2024. 
116 Substack, Keumars Afifi-Sabet, 26 January 2024. 
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On-line servitude 
Researchers have stated that 90% of on-line content will be written by AI by 2025. What 
does this mean? 

You need to understand the Elite’s purposes in developing the Internet. 

The Internet was designed in order to make everyone dependent upon on-line services. 
Every aspect of Internet services was designed to create on-line addicts; whether this was 
gaming, pornography, podcasts, music, academics, dating or just looking at cats. By 
making everyone trust in on-line services instead of real life, the cabal could then control 
people by controlling their content. 

The first phase is now complete. Most people are utterly dependent upon the Internet for 
most things in their life. Who would have thought that finding a personal romantic 
relationship would now be dominated by Internet dating agencies. Even churches, that 
should be promoting real life experiences and normality, instead set up Christian dating 
sites on-line. 

In 2024 and the coming years the control of the Internet will be weaponised by the Elite 
for complete control over people. This will include constant surveilling, suggestibility and 
manipulation and worse. Internet sites will actively try to dominate thought patterns and 
change human behaviour through psychological manipulation. 

Now we know that social media websites were either set up by the secret intelligence 
services, or were later colluded into partnership with them. Facebook (Meta) is a classic 
case of a social media website set up to data-mine member’s information and later to 
influence choices, such as voting, or manipulate emotions and attitudes. In the coming 
months this will be supercharged. Mindless people addicted to staring at their ‘phone will 
become completely controlled drones through highly developed behavioural psychology 
manipulation. 

The Elite do not just seek to control citizens’ movements, through 15-minute cities and 
other projects, nor just follow their movements through facial recognition cameras, but 
they want to completely control their minds. This is done partly by the Transhumanism 
project but also by the complete control of the Internet. 

Chinese death vans 

This is being hidden from the West but is openly propagated within China to scare the 
population. It is a means of social repression. Vans travel to kidnap dissenters, put them in 
a van where they are executed by lethal injection or shooting. They have existed for a long 
time but are now openly referred to.117 In rural areas people are just thrown into a ditch 
and shot by police. There are videos showing this. Up to 2001 prisoners were shot en 
masse in public stadia. 

China became a model for draconian martial law as a response to a not severe flu – 
something no one believed could be possible in the West. Despite its lack of 

 

117 YouTube, Knowhy86, ‘Inside China’s disturbing death vans – they’re real, common and very scary’. 
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epidemiological evidence, the West copied Chinese severe policies. Chinese death vans are 
a warning to beware what the Elite has planned. 

Destruction of historical records 

The global Elite hate history because it teaches us so much. Thus the Rockefellers began 
the control of history education in 1908 and gradually completely took over all teaching of 
history by the late 20th century. School-leavers today have almost no understanding of 
history at all, apart from WWII, the Holocaust and some minor points, and even these are 
twisted. 

The destruction of history is continuing with a UK Ministry of Justice consultation to 
destroy original copies of Welsh and English wills going back to 1858. Wills will be 
digitised and the originals destroyed. This will inevitably lead to many documents being 
damaged or obscured (this always happens when someone has to laboriously digitise 
thousands of documents). Clerks become careless and parts of the document are not 
copied, hands obscure the lens, papers cover other papers and so on. Furthermore, 
digitised documents can be hacked, deleted, and corrupted. Inevitably data will be lost. 

Warning 

Food shortages are now almost certain, certainly in less advanced countries. The 
implications of Net-Zero are becoming ever more apparent as people wake up to the threat 
to society. Technocracy and Transhumanism threaten to destroy every social freedom 
mankind has ever known. Unless sustainable energy schemes are overruled there will be 
blackouts in winter as a matter of course. 

The imposition of trash into every area of life, especially food, will make people sicker and 
sicker but doctors will say that it is genetic or bad luck. If processed food is curtailed by 
some emergency, many younger people will be unable to cope, having never had to prepare 
and cook fresh produce. Many young adults today cannot even boil an egg let alone gut a 
fish. 

The increasing use of robotics and AI will mean that there will be massive unemployment 
beginning now. 4% of these will commit suicide (that is an accepted standard figure). 
Young unemployed people with no future in this technocratic society will be tempted into 
crime – the statistics of which will explode (it is already at shocking high levels). Those 
with nothing will start to steal from those that have. 

Society will begin to unravel as all these strategies start to coalesce. 

For further study 

• Paul Fahy, Climate change lies. 

• Paul Fahy, The fabrications behind climate change. 

• Paul Fahy, Climate change, eugenics, oil and tyranny. 

• Paul Fahy, Climate hypocrisy. 

• Paul Fahy, The imposition of institutional stupidity. 

• Paul Fahy, The Prevailing Insanity. 
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• Natural News, various articles. 

• Podcasts by Whitney Webb. 

• WND, ‘UN secretly working with banks to destroy American food industry’, 5 February 
2024. 

• New Paradigm, Paul A Philips, 4 February 2024,  Genetic harvesting = DNA being 
collected to target and control behaviour. An alliance between the NHS and Royal Mail 
has set up a DNA collection bank charity. 

• Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, ‘Bugs on the menu? Biden’s climate and ESG policies 
threaten food supply, think-tank warns’, 10 February 2024. 

• UK Column News, 14 February 2024, Sandi Adams’ report regarding farming. 

• The Guardian, Tom Lamont, ‘Humanity’s remaining timeline? It looks more like five 
years that fifty: meet the neo-Luddites warning of an AI apocalypse’, 17 February 2024. 

• MailOnline, Stephen Matthews, ‘Britain’s baby bust laid bare: fertility rate plummets to 
all-time low …..’, 23 February 2024. 

• National Catholic Register, Celeste McGovern, ‘Birth control in drinking water: a 
fertility catastrophe in the making’, 16 June 2015. 

• C40 Cities documents. 

• UK Fires documents (UK government sponsored). 

• Rachel Matthews, videos on her presentations to Colchester council. 

• Sandi Adams, video on her presentation to Glastonbury council. 

• Natural News, Lance D Johnson, ‘Chlormequat crop chemical is hormonally castrating 
males and denaturing females, subtly depopulating the Earth’,  4 March 2024. 

• Brighteon, ‘How AI is being weaponised against you’. 

• YouTube, videos by Garytruthsetsusfree. 
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Environmental crises 

He who builds His layers in the sky, and has founded His strata in the earth; who calls for the 

waters of the sea, and pours them out on the face of the earth -- The LORD is His name. Amos 
9:6 

 

Weather manipulation 

He who controls the weather will control the world. 

Vice President L B Johnson, Texas State University, 27 May 1962. 

Governments are trying to manipulate the weather via chemtrails. This has been openly 
admitted, even by the UK government,118 and US Congressional documents show the 
development of this since at least 1945. This is not a conspiracy theory, it is an openly 
admitted fact. President LB Johnson gave a speech in the mid-60s stating that the US 
would weaponise the weather. 

This practice has been used militarily since the Vietnam War when Operation Popeye 
sought to worsen the monsoon rainfall over the Vietcong supply routes (Ho Chi Minh 
Trail) from China. 

The Green agenda has also produced insane policies, such as Bill Gates’ plan to, ‘dim the 

sun’. The pandemic agenda has seen some nations (Spain, Australia, USA) spray vaccines 
from the sky. Projects include: 

• Dumping chemicals into the sea to change the ph. 

• Dump sodium hydroxide dyed with chemical compounds into the sea to create a 
‘carbon sink’ to draw CO2 out of the atmosphere. 

• Injecting reflective particles in the sky to dim the sun. 

• Blasting brine mixtures into the sky to create larger brighter clouds. 

• Spraying chemicals into the atmosphere. 
 
‘Geo-engineering’ is the term used to describe this process. It is achieved by stratospheric 
aerosol injection; that is spraying various chemicals and molecules out of aircraft at high 
levels into the atmosphere. The grid patterns resulting from these operations, which are 
clearly observed everywhere on a regular basis, have been nicknamed, ‘chemtrails’ (as 
opposed to ‘contrails’ – condensation trails). 

The sorts of toxins released by this process include aluminium oxide and barium, but 
dozens have been noted. It must be stated that these chemicals cause medical harms to 
people that breathe them in (aluminium causes dementia for example) but they also 
pollute the soil and water supplies. Rock pools at high altitudes, that should be pure water, 
have been found to contain the chemicals released by stratospheric injection which do not 

 

118 ‘SRM [solar radiation management] technologies reflect some of the sun’s energy that reaches Earth back 
into space. Examples include the brightening of marine clouds and injection of aerosols into the atmosphere.’ 
See bibliography, UK Government. 
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occur naturally. This policy can only be described as insane. Ten million tons of aluminium 
have been dumped on people according to experts.119 

Scientists that have been studying this for years are alarmed that weather systems are 
being made more severe and are targeted at certain locations. Those of us that are older 
have noticed that weather systems are not normal. Take, for example, the huge amount of 
rainfall in the autumn of 2023, followed by ten severe storms (including winds of 0ver 
95mph) into February 2024 and beyond. 

Purpose 
The maniacs in control have openly stated that they want to cause massive distress, fear, 
anxiety, and depression in the population. A downtrodden populous will give in to 
totalitarianism without a fight. The Elite do this through various means but one of them is 
extreme weather, such as continual rain for months, floods, and storm damage. 

There are many other purposes in this policy, including warfare, making people sick, 
forced vaccination, and destruction of farmland. 

The powers that be have warned that the weather is going to become more extreme in the 
future, which they blame on climate change but which really stems from weather 
manipulation. 

In 2024 we will see more extreme weather situations. 

Note the plans of Bill Gates to dim the sun. This unelected psychopath has the money to 
fulfil this plan. Calcium carbonate dust is to be sprayed into the stratosphere to reflect the 
sun’s rays. 

The destruction of trees 

This proves that the hypocritical people in control care nothing about nature but only 
money and their plans for control over everything. While gibbering on about the 
environment, climate change and the need to protect the planet, they are destroying trees 
by the thousands globally.  

The 5G rollout requires the destruction of thousands of street trees, the very things that 
create oxygen, wildlife habitats and beauty in dense urban areas. This is because the 
transmission of 5G signals cannot pass through dense leaves. In recent years Sheffield 
alone felled 5,000 street trees; but this is occurring in every tree-filled city and town. 

Bill Gates has a policy of destroying trees and burying them in the ground in order to 
defeat climate change. How that works is beyond me.  

Germany is about to destroy thousands of trees in a historic forest that was the setting for 
Grimm’s fairy tales. This is to make way for a forest of wind turbines. So a false Green 
solution to energy production involves killing thousands of trees.120 

 

119 Rumble, Allshallberevealed, ’10,000,000 tons of aluminium dumped on us and expert admits the 
consequences are unknown’,  
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The British Drax power station is fuelled by biomass pellets. These are formed by felling 
hundreds of years-old trees in Virginia and other US states; transporting them by trucks; 
processing them into pellets; transporting them to the coast; shipping them across the 
ocean; then transporting them to the power plant. The amount of CO2 created is far more 
than burning local coal or using nuclear generated power, but this is deemed as 
sustainable. 

The mining process for cobalt and lithium to make EV batteries is an environmental and 
humanitarian disaster. The cobalt mining involves child slave labour where unprotected 
processes result in sickness and death. Cobalt and lithium mining uses large amounts of 
water which becomes polluted creating sulphuric acid which destroys the local 
environment and pollutes the groundwater supply. Open cast mining destroys large 
swathes of land. In these processes, trees and shrubs are both destroyed and the ground 
polluted to ruin any further growth. 

It is ironic that the slight increase in CO2 after 1990 (from an all-time low) added over 20% 
of green areas to the earth – more trees. However, to protect the Earth from climate 
catastrophe, Green policies are destroying trees everywhere. This is the insanity of global 
leadership. 

5G 

5G refers to fifth generation telecommunications. 

All radio broadcasting carries medical risks. This has been known for over 100 years since 
birds died in large numbers at the base of radio or radar transmitters. It has long been 
proved that mobile ‘phones cause cancer; especially gliomas (brain cancer). It has also 
been proved in court that radio transmission antennae towers cause cancer to local 
residents. The problems associated with EMF121 radiation have been understood since the 
early 1930s. This does not just cause ill-health of a variety of types (or even death) but also 
damages genes that pass down the generations. The fascination of cell-phones with young 
people is going to affect reproduction for decades and birth rates have been dropping for 
years. 

Non-ionising radiation is always dangerous and increasing generations of broadband 
telecommunication systems only increase the risks. Thus 3G was worse than 2G; 4G was 
worse then 3G. However, 5G is exponentially worse than 4G, probably thousands of times 
more hazardous, due to its frequency range. 

During lockdowns 5G towers were erected all over the country with no public discussion, 
no parliamentary debate and no health risk assessment. This is not just appalling 
incompetence and malfeasance, it is psychopathic behaviour on the part of leaders. These 
antennae contain super-capacitors of a military grade. At low output power they will cause 
medical damage: nausea, nosebleeds, insomnia, migraines, headaches, respiratory failure, 
suppression of the immune system, nerve damage, death to vegetation and cancer. 
However, at high-level output (increased wattage) they can kill remotely. Yes, they are that 

 

120 The Daily Sceptic, Chris Morrison, ‘Germany begins felling 120,000 trees from fairytale forest to make 
way for wind turbines’. 9 March 2024. 
121 Electro-Magnetic Frequency. 
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dangerous. There are some areas (e.g. in north Shoreham by Sea) you can find four or even 
five 5G antennas in close proximity. These will cause massive medical harms to the local 
residents a few metres away. 

It has been proved122 and even accepted by the (US) NIH that the immediate symptoms of 
5G radiation are similar to those of Covid-19. In line with the Elite’s plan for global 
depopulation in the next two years, there will be a mass death event when the 5G 
telecommunication networks are fully switched on (booster stations in lampposts and 
antennae are still being erected) which will be blamed on Covid. 

Earthquakes 

There will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. Matt 24:7 
 

There will be great earthquakes in various places. Lk 21:11 

 

• A 5.1 earthquake hit near Oklahoma City on 2 February followed by two smaller ones. 

• Hawaii has been rocked by hundreds of earthquakes. There were more than 220 
earthquakes in just one 24-hour period at the end of January 2024. 

• On 9 February a 5.7 magnitude earthquake struck south of Hawaii near Oahu.123 

• An hour after the Oahu quake another hit near Malibu, California. 

• In mid-February 2024 California and Nevada experienced 945 earthquakes over seven 
days. On 12 February there were 13 significant earthquakes in 25 minutes.124 

 
It is true that earthquakes have existed forever and it is difficult to firmly establish that 
there are more than historically usual. However, recent examples appear to show 
something unusual in earthquake occurrences. 945 over seven days in two US states 
appears to be irregular. 

A summary regarding climate alarmism 

See my many papers for a full explanation of this nonsense. 

Climate alarmism is a lie – pure and simple; there is no climate catastrophe on the cards. 
The whole thing was fabricated by the Rockefellers in 1956 in order to establish control 
over the planet’s resources, make trillions of dollars and gain control over gullible people. I 
will simply list some points showing the truth. 

• CO2 is a miracle molecule. It is vital to life and the planet needs far more. It makes 
plants grow, which then produce food and oxygen. 

• In the historic past the planet was far warmer than today, such as the Medieval Warm 
Period or the Roman Warm Period when grapes were grown in York. These warm 

 

122 Radiation Research Carmen I Rios et. al., ‘Commonalties between Covid-19 and radiation injury’, 1 
January 2021. Journal of Clinical and Translational Research, Beverley Rubik and Robert R Brown, 
‘Evidence for a connection between coronavirus disease-19 and exposure to radiofrequency radiation from 
wireless communications including 5G’, 26 October 2021. 
123 Mail Online, 9 February 2024. 
124 Natural News, 15 February 2024. 
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periods were times of prosperity not doom. Prof. Mann’s ‘hockey-stick’ graph is a lie; 
his emphatic rise follows the ‘little ice-age’ which ended around 1805. 

• In the geological past times were much warmer than today. We are in an unusually cold 
period. Ice at the poles indicates the remnants of an ice age. 

• In the geological past Co2 was at much higher levels than today. Now the level is 420 
ppm, a slight increase about 300 ppm in recent decades. CO2 levels at 150 ppm would 
kill the plants on Earth and destroy mankind. In the period of the dinosaurs the level 
was as high as 4000-7000 ppm. The increased CO2 resulted in gigantic growth of 
plants and increased oxygen levels. Safety levels of CO2 are set at 5,000 ppm in CO2 
alarms and in nuclear submarines at 8,000 ppm. There is no danger of exposure to 
CO2. 

• High levels of CO2 result in prosperity of life; low levels lead to severe problems and 
death. 

• Net-Zero CO2 emissions as a target for society is stupid. Humans breathe out CO2 all 
the time. There can never be absolute zero. 

• Science has proved that CO2 atmospheric levels does not significantly warm the planet. 
It stabilises in the atmosphere. 

• In the past, rises in CO2 followed warming periods; it did not cause them. This is 
proved by ice and soil core samples. 

• There is no significant rise in global temperatures today. Met office claims are false 
based upon false data from weather stations situated near heat sources, such as 
glasshouses, urban heat sinks, and airport runways. The claim of 40 degrees C last year 
was based on an event that lasted one minute at Coningsby airport next to Typhoon 
fighter jets taking off using after-burners. 

• All the scare stories about environmental disaster are false. Polar bears are thriving, not 
facing extinction. The Great Barrier Reef is thriving. Ice is increasing at the poles. The 
Maldives did not sink underwater as the UN claimed it would by 2000; in fact its 
population is increasing. There are fewer wildfires than 100 years ago. Deaths from 
extreme weather events are lower than the historic average. Etc. etc. 

 
The global warming scare stories (or even global boiling according to stupid politicians) are 
to drive the Net-Zero agenda at a cost of trillions which will create poverty and strife 
among the poorer classes but raise wealth for the rich. But its main purpose is to develop 
control systems over society to subjugate the people and steal natural resources. 

Warning 

The cabal has determined to increase the use of geo-engineering and today governments 
are quite open about their use of such things as Solar Radiation Management (dimming 
the sun via chemtrails). In the case of the UK government’s strategies this means that 
coastlines are subjected to constant rain and cloudy skies, which make people miserable 
and stops people charging up their immune system. 

But the chief problem is going to be the effects of 5G, especially when the whole network is 
fully operational. In areas where it is currently working people are already suffering severe 
health problems. Some people have had to move house or transfer to a different school. 
The effects of EMF radiation are going to be massive. Millions of people are going to be 
harmed in multiple ways. The already degraded NHS system will not cope with a sudden 
influx of radiation damaged people on top of the turbo-cancer crisis, myocarditis crisis, 
blood clots and other vaccine damages. 
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For further study 

• Geo-engineering watch (Dane Wigginton’s website). 

• Exposing the Darkness, ‘It’s not climate change it’s geo-engineering / weather 
mollification’, see multiple videos, including the CIA director admitting plans for geo-
engineering. 

• Natural News, Ethan Huff, ‘Large-scale geo-engineering projects to alter Earth’s 
climate, once dubbed a conspiracy theory, are now expanding globally right out in the 
open’, 26 February 2024. 

• Natural News, Cassie B, ‘Untested projects to block sunlight from reaching surface of 
the earth touted by depopulation proponent Bill Gates’, 26 February 2024. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The Toxic Warfare’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Carbon Dioxide’. 

• University of Michigan study: Assessing the direct occupational and public health 
impacts of solar radiation management with stratospheric aerosols, 19 January 2016. 

• United States Senate, Committee on commerce, science and transportation. May 1978. 
[NB chapter 5, ‘The federal Government has been involved for over 30 years in a number of 

aspects of weather modification’.] 

• Homer E Newell, Federal Council for Science and Technology (Presidential report), 
Report to the [US] Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Studies, ‘A 
recommended national program in weather modification’, November 1966. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The current genocide of humanity’ (section on 5G and EMF radiation). 

• Bitchute, Interview with Barrie Trower (former military scientist and government 
advisor) by Claire Edwards (former editor for the UN). Barrie started studying 
microwaves in 1959. He has two degrees involving the effects of radiation on the body. 
He has been lecturing on the dangers of microwaves since 1972. See other interviews 
and speeches with Barrie on YouTube, Bitchute, Brand New Tube and other channels. 
Barrie does not use a computer! 

• Barrie Trower, paper: The King’s Speech’ (data supplied to the King of Botswana for a 
legal case, April 2010). 

• Clare Edwards, video: Questions and testimony regarding WiFi and 5G to the UN 
Secretary General. See Claire’s other videos and campaigns. 

• Capt. JG Flynn, Hidden Dangers (5G). ISBN: 978 1 7753945 1 8 2019. This references 
thousands of scientific papers (sadly it only gives links and not formal journal titles). 

• RadiationHealthRisks.com This is a vast source of vital information. 

• Mark Steele, Bitchute, various videos, speeches and presentations. 

• Bitchute, Nancy Drewberry, ‘5G battlefield weapon has been installed using false safety 
documents’, 25 February 2024. [Narrator Mark Steele.] 

• The Daily Sceptic, Gillian Jamieson, ‘Are we taking the risks of 5G seriously enough?’, 
26 February 2024. 

• Arthur Firstenberg, (book) The Invisible Rainbow: a history of electricity and life. 

• Dr Robert Young, ‘The effects of electromagnetic frequencies (EMF) on the blood and 
biological terrain’. 

• Dr Robert Young, ‘Independent science on the effects of EMF radiation on human 
health’. 

• Wall Street Journal, Eric Niiler, ‘Scientists resort to once-unthinkable solutions to cool 
the planet’, 14 February 2024. 

• Forbes, Ariel Cohen, ‘A Bill Gates venture aims to spray dust into the atmosphere to 
block the sun. What could go wrong?’, 11 Jan 2021. 
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• UK Government, Dept. for Business, Energy, & Industrial Strategy, ‘The UK 
Government’s view on greenhouse gas removal technologies and solar radiation 
management’. 
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Economic crises 

He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark125 on their 

right hand or on their foreheads, and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark 

or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Rev 13:16-17 

 

CBDCs 

The Bank of England is promising to start the introduction of CBDCs this year. The usual 
excuses of security and simplicity were used to support this but the real purpose is to 
monitor personal purchases and finances and suspend them when deemed necessary. The 
WEF also pushed for inter-operability of centralised currency to ensure global success.126 

This is already happening in China. Indeed, if you Jaywalk, CCTV facial recognition 
cameras will report you and your CBDC account is automatically depleted of the amount of 
the fine. You can cross the road wrongly and by the time you get home you have been fined. 

In China social dissent is also punished by the suspension of your ability to purchase 
anything, including food. So CBDCs are a means of punishing dissent automatically. In 
cases considered severe by the state, banking facilities are terminated. Half a million 
British people have already had their banking services terminated for political reasons but 
at least this involved warnings and opportunity to change banks. With CBDCs de-banking 
can be automatic and immediate. 

CBDCs will thus be used with social credit systems to punish dissenters who do not comply 
with government social policies. 

In addition, CBDCs allow the banks to constantly monitor all your financial purchases and 
financial status. This data is worth a lot of money. At the moment data gathering is a fast 
growing industry and data is the new gold. Much of a person’s data is already captured, 
such as by the NHS, which is then sold to data corporations for processing and use. Cash 
purchases was one of the last remaining islands of freedom in a data-driven society. CBDCs 
change that. 

CBDC doesn’t solve any actual problems, other than enabling central 
bankers to monitor all transactions. 

Neel Kashkari, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. 

The war on cash 

This is being pursued relentlessly by the establishment. It began in the Covid rubbish 
whereby paper money was deemed to be a means of transmitting a virus (it was proved 
that Covid was transmitted by aerosols not surfaces [fomites]). Card transactions were only 
accepted in most shops. This continued afterwards. 

 

125 The mark is not a chip or a brand. It is the mind and soul given over to follow Satan through the beastly 
system. 
126 Reclaim, 7 February 2024. 
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Banks also started to put pressure on savers wanting to withdraw large amounts of cash. 
They were subjected to an investigation at the counter where the clerk would try to 
dissuade them. The banks started closing local branches; thousands of bank branches have 
now disappeared to make cash withdrawals more difficult. In rural areas where banks have 
already gone, Post Offices were shut down to increase the difficulty of getting cash. 

More and more businesses have started to refuse cash. 

• Councils erected car-parking machines that only run on broadband or card facilities. 

• Asda is terminating cash transactions in 50% of its stores. 

• The EU has cancelled cash payments over 10,000 euros. 
 
The war on cash is an attack on personal freedom. When you pay by cash there is no record 
of your purchase or your identity. This reversed by CBDCs. 

The crashing of the car industry 

We know that the Elite cabal are at war with cars and human mobility, that much is 
obvious. But the mandate to get rid of petrol / diesel vehicles and buy electric ones was 
always a strange goal. 

One of the problems was that there was never going to be enough raw materials to make 
the batteries if everyone was to use an EV. In particular, cobalt and lithium are difficult to 
mine and supplies are limited (to say nothing of child slave labour and environmental 
damage). Another problem was that the power grid could never cope if everyone had to 
charge an electric car at the end of the day. Furthermore, millions (not hundreds) of 
charging stations would have to be built. Yet more stupidity – EVs create more harmful 
emissions than petrol cars.127 These problems are significant even if every other factor in 
the story was perfect.  

But the other factors are far from perfect. I have explained this many times and won’t go 
over them here, except to say that no one wants a car that is likely to explode and burn 
your house down and insurance companies are ceasing to insure them. Furthermore the 
toxic gas cloud that develops when an EV car has exploded will kill everyone in the 
environment. The toxic gas cloud is as dangerous as the fires. Experts have stated that the 
explosion, even of an E-cycle, is equivalent to six hand-grenades. You can find videos of 
explosions on-line. 

Drivers have now woken up to the many pitfalls surrounding EVs and they are getting rid 
of them fast. No one is buying new EVs and car manufacturers have huge fields full of EVs 
that they cannot sell. This represents billions of dollars lying waste. Some car firms are 
even facing bankruptcy for following government policy under threat of fines. Ford, GM, 
Volkswagen and Toyota have stated that they are cutting back on EVs; complete cessation 
is round the corner because their business model cannot sustain such losses. 

 

127 The Daily Sceptic, Will Jones,  ‘Electric cars release more toxic emissions than petrol cars, study finds’, 5 
March 2024. 
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Now the Elite knew this all the time but still forced car manufacturers to concentrate on 
EV production. Why? It seems that it was to crash the car industry.128 

De-industrialisation 
It has long been clear that the Elite want to de-industrialise the West. Out of the ruins of a 
post-industrial society they seek to build a new world order. Yes, they are that mad. 

Throughout history there have been few social / economic systems. In past millennia we 
chiefly saw societies based upon slavery or serfdom. Feudal systems proliferated until the 
last few hundred years. Slavery or serfs were required because production requires labour. 
Humans must work to build the products required or produce food. This left little time for 
anything else, except in periods of great surpluses (usually warm periods) where excess 
food was produced enabling wealth, trade and ability to build vanity projects. 

The industrial revolution changed all that. Suddenly power was achievable by steam 
engines, then petrol engines, gas and electricity. Since such machines work incessantly 
(with some maintenance) people were freed up to have spare time and money. Within 150 
years of 1800, working class people had things their ancestors never dreamed of: they 
owned houses, owned cars, went on foreign holidays, had a wide range of food to eat, 
owned household appliances to do their work for them, received an education, and so on. 

In short, the industrial revolution engendered freedom and mobility for people. The 
capitalist system (flawed as it is) took 95% of the world’s population out of misery and 
starvation. 

Now the global Elite are Marxists and are determined to eradicate capitalism. They also 
seek totalitarian collectivism that crushes the population into submission. The freedoms of 
the industrial revolution must be cancelled so that the people are subjected into a neo-
feudalism. 

The means of doing this are the supposed gains of the digital revolution, the fourth 
industrial revolution, whereby people are replaced by technocracy. The technocrat’s dream 
is a world run by robots, AI, algorithms, digital nano-bots and technology. Yuval Harari 
(WEF) has openly stated that robots and AI developments mean that people are no longer 
necessary. 

In the industrial revolution machines multiplied human efficiency but people were still 
necessary. Car manufacturers may have used robotics but many people were still 
employed. With the new generation of robots and AI this is no longer the case. Only a very 
few people are required. Elon Musk reckons that robots and AI will take over most human 
functions within 20 years. 

So the Elite cabal can crash industrial societies and replace them with technocratic systems 
– meaning that people become superfluous. Thus depopulation will not damage 
productivity. People will only be necessary to do work that robots cannot do, such as clean 
a sewer or rig an electricity grid. 

 

128 I acknowledge a debt here to YouTuber ‘Geoff Buys Cars’. 
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Summary 
In the light of this the crashing of the car industry makes eminent sense. It achieves the 
double object of: 1) de-industrialisation of this industry, 2) terminating the mobility of 
people. 

The mandate for EVs was possibly a ploy to crash the car industry. 

Global economic collapse 

I have been warning about this inevitability for years but now the Elite cannot stem the 
bleeding for much longer. The Western banking system is built on mountains of debt in a 
giant Ponzi scheme, which can no longer be ignored. America is in so much debt ($31+ 
trillion) that it can never be repaid; a default is also inevitable. In due course the nation 
could not pay the interest with taxation. 

In the past, economic crises have ended as a result of a war, such as WWII that killed off 
the continuing effects of the Great Depression. It was not Roosevelt’s New Deal, it was war. 
Even so, GDP did not return to its previous high until the mid-1950s. 

The world is also seeing a switch of economic influence from the West to the East. The 
ever-increasing BRICS nations are now becoming dominant and the dollar is being 
replaced as the default currency for energy trade. 

Despite government denials for months, economists and even the Financial Times, 
declared that Britain and America were in a genuine technical recession being two quarters 
in consecutive contraction of GDP (America denies this based upon changing the definition 
of the word). This now confirms what I have been saying since last year.129 However, 
eminent economists are saying that we are already in a depression.130 That is, GDP has 
significantly fallen and is not returning to its previous levels. Jim Rickards believes that 
this crisis will last 35 years. 

The dollar’s days are numbered as the world’s default currency and many central banks 
will fail just as many independent banks have recently collapsed, including dozens in 
America. The Aozora Bank of Japan saw shares fall to their lowest ever level and warned of 
a year of net loss of 28 billion Yen. This was due to its exposure to US office loans. Many 
banks are essentially bankrupt already.  

The Deutsche Bank is more in debt than the GDP of Germany. Jamie Dimon claimed that 
debt could destroy the US economy. Deutsche Pfandbriefbank (PBB) is bracing itself for 
the worst decline in commercial property values in 15 Years and is at risk from bad 
debts.131 

Janet Yellen admits that there is a major risk for banks as commercial real estate crisis 
unfolds.132 

 

129 Sky News, ‘UK enters recession after steeper than expected fall in GDP’, 15 February 2024. 
130 E,g Jim Rickards, Plain Finance Reborn, ‘5 minutes ago: Jim Rickards shared terrifying prediction’, 2 
March 2024. 
131 CNN Business, 8 February 2024. 
132 YouTube,  
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Warnings have been issued about an impending supply shortage of oil adding that the 
world energy market is out of balance.133 

The US commercial ship industry has collapsed.134 In 2023 China had 1,749 large ocean-
going commercial vessels under construction; America had five. 

Economic journals published in February 2024 showed that companies all over the world 
were making huge redundancies of employees, many ditching over 30% of staff. This even 
included asset firms like BlackRock and CitiGroup. The suggested cause is the take up of AI 
coupled with recession. 

I do not need to expand on this as most people are fully aware of the situation.  

What this means is more likelihood of a world war. It is not only geo-politics driving 
conflict but the necessity of a major war to clear the broken economic system. A new 
system will rise from the ashes when the war is over. 

Warning 

Do not own an EV or E-cycle under any circumstances. Ensure that you keep away from 
such if they are charging somewhere near your journeys (e.g. a car park or petrol station). 

Try to use cash as much as possible to hinder the deployment of CBDCs. 

Do not trust banks. Diversify your assets. Invest in gold and silver. Pay off your mortgage if 
possible. 

Prepare for a global economic crash. It will be far worse that that of 2008. Store what you 
need to survive, as I have explained before. 

The coming economic crisis is inevitable and we cannot prevent it. Exactly how bad this 
gets is anyone’s guess. The people behind BlackRock and Vanguard are planning how to 
manipulate this crisis and use it to bring in a new order of things. War may well be a part 
of this process. 

For further study 

• YouTube, Geoff Buys Cars. Multiple videos on the EV situation. 

• YouTube, videos by Neil McCoy-Ward. 

• Bitchute, videos by Greg Hunter (USA Watchdog). 

• Trends Journal (Gerald Celente). 

• RT, ‘Debt could destroy US economy – JP Morgan boss’, 28 January 2024. 

• Whitney Webb, podcasts. 

• YouTube, Epic Economist, ‘Bank collapse imminent: 90% facing risk of failure’. 
 

 

133 RT, 19 February 2024. 
134 Forbes, 8 February 2024. 
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Medical crises 

I will send the sword, the famine, and the pestilence among them. Jer 24:10 

 

There will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. Matt 24:7 

 

Disease X 

The WHO and others are pushing the fear of a proposed new disease that will cause a 
major pandemic 20 times worse than Covid called ‘Disease X’. This is largely in order to 
scare nations into accepting the appalling WHO Pandemic Treaty. 

Pandemics were planned by the Elite as a means to enforce global control over 
populations. Fear of a plague means that people can be easily pushed into accepting 
martial law, lockdowns, facemask mandates, social distancing, vaccine ID mandates and 
mandatory drugs. With social compliance created through fear, powers can gain complete 
Socialistic control over a whole nation effortlessly. 

Can a viral or respiratory pandemic ever occur? 
Many scientists think not, such as Dr Mike Yeadon. 

The natural course of a so-called viral epidemic, especially a respiratory epidemic, 
resembles an asymmetrical bell curve. A sharp rise in infections followed by a slow 
reduction until the disease becomes endemic in society and is tolerated with few deaths. 
This is because the virus needs to develop to be less lethal over time or it would kill off its 
host population and thus die. By mutating into weaker strains it survives (cf. so-called 
Omicron version of Covid). Thus a pandemic, where a virus continued to create fatalities 
and not grow weaker, would not survive. 

Thus the idea of a viral pandemic is flawed. This is not to say that there could not be a 
bacterial plague. 

Spanish Flu 
The Spanish Flu was not a pandemic. It was not Spanish and it was not flu. The epidemic 
began through a new bacterial meningitis vaccine created by the Rockefellers. The original 
infections were in the army in America where it was tested; these infected people were then 
sent into the trenches of WW1 in Europe. The vaccine was then rolled out in the 
populations of Europe in a depopulation plan similar to the Covid hoax. Where people in 
rural areas refused the vaccine the disease hardly existed. Where there was a high take up 
of the vaccine in urban areas there were many deaths; however, individuals did not pass it 
on from one person to another. Scientific tests proved this lack of human transmission. 
Poor living, nutrition and sanitation standards in the trenches and in industrial urban 
areas contributed to sickness and death. 

Scientific manipulation 

This is a huge subject that we can only touch upon here. 
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One of the objectives in the Russian attack on Ukraine was to obliterate, with incendiary 
bombs, a number of chemical and biological weapons research laboratories that were 
operated by US officials. Even Victoria Nuland agreed that these existed, but stated they 
were for good intent. The US military outsourced its bioweapon programme to avoid 
lawsuits because it is illegal in the US. Escapes from these labs led to outbreaks of certain 
new diseases, such as from genetically modified mosquitoes that are plaguing local 
countries for the first time. 

Bill Gates planned to use GM mosquitoes to vaccinate people in America. GM insects have 
already been released in other countries with bad results, e.g. in Georgia. Released GM 
mosquitoes have caused surges of disease, such as Dengue Fever.135 

One insidious plan is to create genetically modified parasites, using CRISPR gene editing 
technology, is to create super soldiers. The aim is to create a defence against biological 
weapons. This was announced and funded by DARPA in 2021.136 

The effects of genetically altering insects, worms, parasites and other animals is not 
known. Nobody can possibly guess what will happen years down the line. This is insane. 
This is a medical catastrophe waiting to happen. 

Sudden death  

People are dropping dead all over the world. Hundreds of healthy, athletic sportsmen have 
dropped dead on the field in the middle of games. People have collapsed and died while 
presenting on air on live TV; ironically, some of these were vaccine activists. Children and 
young people have died of heart attacks in unprecedented numbers; a cohort not 
susceptible to this disease. Huge numbers are acquiring myocarditis after the shots.137 

The UK is currently experiencing a 22% rise in excess deaths among 1-14-year olds.138 This 
is shocking and unprecedented. These people should not be dying of heart attacks. 

There is also a significant rise in sickness and disability.139 

Embalmers and funeral directors are finding huge, long, white fibrous clots in the arteries 
of corpses. These are unlike any former clots and fill the blood vessel and appear rubbery 
like calimari. These never seen before clots began to appear after the vaccine rollout. 
Funeral directors like John O’Looney have reported the findings to coroners and state 
bodies – no one is interested in investigating the cause. Most are too scared to dissent from 
the government narrative. 

The establishment pretends that it doesn’t know the cause of this but multiple studies and 
statistical analyses are now proving that what we all knew, the cause is the Covid vaccines. 

 

135 InfoWars, Jamie White, ‘Dengue Fever surges by 400% in Brazil after Bill Gates-backed gene-edited 
mosquitoes released’, 26 February 2024. 
136 Global Biodefence, ‘Protective bio-systems: parasites to fight chemical and biological weapons’, 2 October 
2021. 
137 European Heart Journal, Anders Hviid et. Al., ‘Booster vaccination with SARS-Cov-2 vaccines and 
myocarditis in adolescents and young adults: a Nordic cohort study’, 15 February 2024. 
138 Exposing the Darkness, ‘Edward Dowd: UK has a problem: excess deaths are up a staggering 22% among 1 
to 14-year olds, 1 February 2024. 
139 ONS, Census 2021, Sickness absence in the UK labour market: 2022. 
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As time goes on it is becoming more and more provable that this is true. This trend did not 
start until the vaccine rollout. In fact there were no significant excess deaths in 2020 
during Covid.140 High excess deaths began with the vaccine rollout and continue. 

A study has found that excess deaths since 2022 are primarily in the vaccinated, based on 
official data.141 A pathologist has reported that there is a 52% increase in cancer risk for 
ages 15-59 in those who were vaccinated.142 Cambridge University scientists stated that 
25% of vaccinated people now have VAIDS.143 

There is no doubt that mass deaths and injuries stem from the vaccines. The only question 
is whether this is deliberate or accidental. I have long averred that it is a genocide, but 
more doctors and scientists are coming to this conclusion. 

There is no other interpretation in my mind that this is deliberate murder, 
deliberate killing. The entire gene-based (mRNA) vaccine agenda is a 
deliberate poisoning and killing. 

Dr Michael Palmer (Doctors For Covid Ethics). USA Watchdog, 28 October 2023. 

Dr Mike Yeadon, a former Pfizer VP, at first could not believe that the vaccines were meant 
to cause harm. After a great deal of research, he is now crusading, with a global voice, that 
the vaccines are a bioweapon to deliberately bring about genocide. 

Dr Sherri Tenpenny has identified 40 mechanisms of harm in the vaccines, such as the 
mechanism that leads to cancer or myocarditis.144 Yes, that is 40 different mechanisms to 
damage the body fatally over time (myocarditis, for example, will take five years to kill, but 
it may be much sooner).145 This proves beyond any doubt that the vaccines are a 
bioweapon intended to depopulate the Earth. They kill by stealth over time. 

Dr Brian Ardis has brought to attention many evils in the Covid and vaccine crisis 
including: 

• The harms caused by Remdesivir. This led to needless deaths in hospitals. 

• The harms caused by giving morphine and Midazolam to care home patients. This led 
to murder of elderly people, which was blamed on Covid. 45,000 people died in British 
care homes in the spring of 2020 in a few weeks due to the morphine / Midazolam 
murders. 

• The presence of snake venom (cobras and Chinese Krait) in the vaccines. 

• The benefits of nicotine to counter Covid (and many other maladies). Is this why there 
is massive state pressure to stop smoking and why tax hikes have made cigarettes so 
expensive? 

 

 

140 Institute of Actuaries (UK). The short spike in deaths in spring 2020 was entirely due to Midazolam and 
Morphine being given to elderly patients in care homes, which killed them. 
141 The Daily Sceptic, Will Jones, ‘Excess deaths since 2022 primarily in vaccinated, official data suggest’, 5 
March 2024. 
142 Steve Kirsch newsletter 5 March 2024. 
143 Exposing the Darkness, 4 March 2024. 
144 Brighteon video, Mike Adams and Sherri Tenpenny, ‘Dr Tenpenny reveals the comprehensive list of 
vaccine injury mechanisms that explain all the injuries and deaths’, 28 February 2024. 
145 The Daily Sceptic, ‘Dr Jonathan Engler, ‘Mild myocarditis post-vaccination can result in sudden death, 
Japanese autopsy finds’, 29 February 2024. 
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He explains how snake venom enzymes (openly admitted in vaccine patents and in 
scientific papers) damage the body in various ways.146 These are also present in various 
virus vaccines, such as Gardasil (HPV vaccine) or flu shots. 

Iris Figueroa collated vaccine ingredients into a list and contacted US poison control.147 
They confirmed that individually these items were poisonous and administering them to a 
person would constitute a crime. The list includes: Formaldehyde (oncogenic), 
Betapropiolactone (oncogenic), aluminium hydroxide / phosphate / salts (neurotoxin), 
mercury (Thimerosal - neurotoxin), Polysorbate 80 / 20 (takes ingredients through the 
blood – brain barrier; oncogenic), Glutaraldehyde (toxic), Foetal bovine serum (cow foetus 
cells), human diploid fibroblast cells (aborted foetus cells, foreign DNA), African Green 
Monkey kidney cells (carries SV-40 cancer cells), acetone (organ damage), E.Coli 
(pathogen), pig DNA, and many more. 

There is no doubt whatsoever that the Covid vaccines (and many others) are designed to 
harm and kill people, often by cancer but also several other mechanisms. The global Covid 
vaccine scam is a bioweapon intended to depopulate the Earth. Its purpose was to kill 
people slowly over time (such as by degenerating the immune system so that it cannot fight 
off cancer). 

Months ago I wrote that 20 million people had died from the Covid vaccines. This was 
based upon calculations founded on government statistics148 and logical extensions 
supported by scientific papers. Since then numerous others have come to similar 
conclusions. Steve Kirsch has affirmed that 17 million have died. Another paper states that 
Britain alone suffered one million deaths.149 Data now shows that one million vaccinated 
British people died in 23 months (less than 61,000 unvaccinated in the same period). Dr 
James Thorp has claimed that 585 million people were killed or injured by the Covid 
vaccines.150 There are over 3000 papers associating death and injuries from Covid 
vaccines. 

Andrew Bridgen MP (Leicester) has relentlessly tried to get the House of Commons to 
openly debate this critical issue, to no avail. He has, however, managed to get a short 
private debate in a closed chamber.151 He continues to try to expose this scandal with 
growing support. Dissenting medics have written open letters to the government calling for 
a proper investigation and a halt to the Covid vaccine boosters.152 

In order to try to hide the excess deaths the ONS recently changed how these were 
calculated and arbitrarily vaporised them. Various commentators have analysed this and 
exposed the scam.153 Seven UK MPs then requested comprehensive data transparency from 
the ONS. 

 

146 See, for example, interview with Charlie Ward, Rumble video, The Charlie Ward Show, ‘Dr Brian Ardis: a 
hero for millions of people with Charlie Ward’, 21 February 2024. 
147 Telegram, World Doctors Alliance, 
148 US VAER, UK Yellow Card, EU EudraVigilance data. 
149 Covid Unmasked. 
150 X, @jathorpmfm,  (James Thorp MD) 
151 Hansard, Excess death trends, Volume 743: debated on Tuesday 16 January 2024. 
152 Such as the recent letter by HART to the UK Health Secretary. 
153 Substack, The Naked Emperor (Ivor Cummings), ‘The ONS changes how excess deaths are calculated’, 20 
February 2024. YouTube, Katie Hopkins, 21 February. 
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One has to wonder why a wave of unprecedented sudden deaths, especially amongst young 
people, is not leading any establishment body to worry that something is wrong. Far more 
people have died in the vaccine period than in the Covid period. The Covid period caused 
worldwide panic and unprecedented government interventions for nothing.154 The vaccine 
period has resulted in silence in the face of a major crisis. 

The Cancer crisis 

I have explained many times how the Covid vaccines cause cancer development through a 
variety of ways: immune system suppression, graphene oxide, spike protein production 
and so on. The level of cancer cases is spiralling out of control. One cancer specialist called 
this a ‘time bomb’.155 There is a huge increase in new cancers, especially in people below 
50-years old. The American Cancer Society warned that there has been a new surge of 
cancers in the US in the last year of over 2 million with many occurring in younger 
patients.156 

There are numerous reports in the literature of cancers arising within days of the vaccines 
being administered.157 

The WHO has averred that worldwide cancer rates are expected to nearly double by 
2050.158 The American Cancer Society also reported that cancer rates are breaking new 
records, soon to exceed 2 million (5,500 diagnoses a day). In 2024 the projected figure is 
over 611,000 deaths from cancer in the US, more than 1,600 per day. 

The WHO pandemic treaty 

Many have written or commented on this so I do not need to analyse it too deeply. Suffice 
to say that this is a power grab by the WHO (a part of the UN). It is nothing but an attack 
on the national sovereignty of nations. It seeks to impose certain global measures 
(lockdowns, facemasks, social distancing, vaccines, vaccine mandates, vaccine IDs etc.) to 
combat a future pandemic. It alone claims to be able to identify a pandemic and be 
authoritative to declare the need for measures to combat one.  

This is despite the WHO being utterly incompetent in the last so-called pandemic. It made 
mistake after mistake. Why should anyone trust them? 

Furthermore, the WHO has proved to be corrupt. Its leader is medically unqualified and 
was a former terrorist. It is heavily financed by globalists like vaccine entrepreneur Bill 
Gates and other industries that profit from pandemics. 

 

154 The infection fatality rate of Covid was 0.039%. Over 99% of people survived. Public Health England 
declared that Covid was not a serious highly infectious disease on 19 March 2020. 
155 Free Speech Union, Dr Angus Dalgleish, ‘The Covid Booster cancer time bomb’, 8 February 2024. 
156 The ASCO Post, ‘American cancer society annual report shows cancer mortality still declining but cancer 
incidence is projected to top 2 million’17 January 2024. 
157 Frontiers, Front. Med. 25 November 2021, Pathology, Vol 8 – 2021, Serge Goldman, ‘Rapid progression of 
angioimmunoblastic T cell lymphoma following BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine booster shot: a case report’, . 
158 Natural News, 22 February 2024. 
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The treaty also normalises bioweapon development and vaccine experiments, incentivising 
the sharing of gain-of-function data. This is building a bioweapon police state. In this 
scenario, the source of lab-leaks would be impossible to identify.159 

The WHO is merely a medical front for the Elite cabal agenda being worked out through 
the Rockefeller-controlled United Nations. 

Famine of medications 

Certain medications are already becoming difficult to source in Britain and the US. Even 
hospitals are running out of supplies. 

One in five Americans have been impacted by drug shortages a report has warned. This is 
being caused by manufacturing problems, supply chain issues, and natural disasters. 
Conditions affected so far include cancer treatment, diabetes 2,and epilepsy. 

Vaccines via the air 

In the Covid crisis certain countries like Spain, America and Australia released Covid 
vaccine drugs from the air in chemtrails. Now Australia has approved the licence 
application from PaxVax allowing them to release a GMO vaccine consisting of live 
bacteria into Queensland via chemtrails.160 

Warning 

The attack on human health is relentless and will increase in 2024. This will drive the 
depopulation agenda, the main strategy of the Elite. 

For further study 
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• Paul Fahy, ‘It’s all planned, duh’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The Flu Vaccine’. 

• Substack, ‘Dr Cartland describes horrific vaccine injuries’. 

• Biontech, SEC filing details, 30 March 2021, document date 31 December 2020. Admits 
side effects that could prevent approval. 

• PubMed, iScience, 2021 Dec 17;24(12):103479, Sonia Ndeupen et. Al., ‘The mRNA-LNP 
platform’s lipid nanoparticle component used in preclinical vaccine studies is highly 
inflammatory’. 

 

159 Natural News, 25 February 2024. 
160 Australian Government, Dept. of Heralth and Aged Care, , Office of the Gene Technology Regulator, 
‘Dealings involving intentional release’; Details on the applications and licences for Dealings involving an 
intentional release (DIR) of a GMO into the environment’. 
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Religious crises 

Beware of men, for they will deliver you up to councils and scourge you in their synagogues. 

You will be brought before governors and kings for My sake, as a testimony to them and to the 

Gentiles. Matt 10:17-18 
 

They will deliver you up to tribulation and kill you, and you will be hated by all nations for My 

name's sake. Matt 24:9 
 

Watch out for yourselves, for they will deliver you up to councils, and you will be beaten in the 

synagogues. You will be brought before rulers and kings for My sake, for a testimony to them. 
Mk 13:9 

 
You will be betrayed even by parents and brothers, relatives and friends; and they will put 

some of you to death. And you will be hated by all for My name's sake. Lk 21:16-17 
 

They will also persecute you. Jn 15:20 
 

They will put you out of the synagogues; yes, the time is coming that whoever kills you will 

think that he offers God service. Jn 16:2 

 
There will be a rise in the persecution of Christians and growing support for Satanism and 
immorality as society completes it reversal.  

Currently, Christianity is the most persecuted religion in the world. A single Muslim can be 
assassinated (as in New Zealand) and it becomes world news. However, hundreds of 
Christians can be murdered every week in central Africa and no one is interested. More 
than 340 million Christians (one in eight) face high levels of persecution and 
discrimination because of their faith according to the 2021 World Watch List.161 90% of the 
deaths were in Africa. The list for 2024 shows 365 million Christians are suffering severe 
persecution.162 According to the BBC persecution of Christians is at ‘near genocide levels’.163 
80% of persecuted religious believers are Christian.164 

Growing persecution of UK Christians 

Attacks on preaching the Gospel 
Multiple street preachers in Britain have been arrested for hate crimes or disturbing the 
peace just for preaching Gospel truths. The list is long; it includes: Oluwole Ilesanmi 
(London), Michael Overd (Bristol), John Dunn (Swindon), Ryan Schiavo (Orpington), 
John Sherwood (London) etc. 

Attacks on praying 
A woman in Ireland was arrested for praying silently in a no-prayer zone around an 
abortion clinic. 

 

161 The Guardian, 13 January 2021. 
162 Vision Christian Media, 2 February 2024. 
163 BBC News, 3 May 2019. 
164 Parliamentary Interim Report on Christian Persecution; led by Philp Mountstephen (Bishop of Truro). 
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Jennie Cain was suspended as a primary school receptionist after asking friends to pray for 
her when her 5-year old daughter was upbraided for talking about Jesus in school.165 

Nurse Caroline Petrie was suspended for offering to pray for a patient.166 

Attacks on displaying or quoting Bible verses 
A British café owner was arrested for hate crime for displaying Bible verses on a screen in 
his café. 

A new Canadian law (Bloc Quebecois Bill C-367) under proposal will enable Christians to 
be jailed for quoting the Bible.167 

Attacks on Christian education 
Church-run schools in Assam, India, have been told to remove all faith-related symbols 
and images of Jesus.168 

Hate crimes 
The On-line Safety Act will enable non-Christians to prosecute believers, that comment on 
Biblical subjects or who quote Biblical passages on-line, to claim that they are offended or 
hurt by this and thus prosecute the authors. This can result in several years in prison. 

Attacks on singing 
A woman, named Harmonie London, was arrested for singing ‘church songs’ outside a 
church. When the female special police officer was denounced, the Metropolitan Police 
Commissioner, Mark Rowley, defended her actions.169 

Attacks on conversion 
A foster mother was struck off because one of her charges is convertion from Islam to 
Christianity.170 

Attacks on private religious belief 
A theology professor in Derbyshire, Dr Aaron Edwards, was fired from Cliff College 
Methodist Bible University for sharing religious beliefs about marriage on social media.171 

Attacks on Evangelicalism 
For many years the EU has formally designated Evangelical churches as cults. In America 
some sheriff authorities have been trained to see Evangelicals as far right potential 
terrorists. British police have been trained to designate Evangelical Christians as 
perpetrators of hate crimes. 

Attacks on Christian demonstration of piety 
British soldiers have been told to avoid Christian elements in Acts of Remembrance on 
Armistice Day.172 This results from DEI173 policies – revealing the true purpose of diversity 

 

165 The Guardian, 23 February 2009. 
166 The Guardian, 23 February 2009. 
167 LifeSite,20 February 2024. 
168 Enf Time Headlines, ‘Church-run schools in India reportedly ordered to remove all Christian symbols’. 
169 TCW (The Conservative Woman), 4 February 2024. 
170 The Guardian, 23 February 2009. 
171 Persecution.org, 2 February 2024. 
172 The Telegraph, 10 February 2024. 
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agendas. Elite diversity does not mean true diversity but discrimination. The relevant 
document is ‘Policy guidance – Instructions on Inclusive Behaviour’ (June 2022). Inclusive 
means excluding Christianity. 

Attacks on the Christian foundations of Britain 
MPs and judges have openly stated that Britain is no longer a Christian country. 

Growing persecution worldwide 

This is just a small sample of facts. 

• The Indian Hindu nationalist government has fostered attacks and harassment of 
Christians and Muslims. Foreign funding of Christian-run hospitals, schools and 
church organisations has been blocked. 

• Christians in India are being attacked under anti-conversion laws.174 

• In China Christian symbols have been replaced with pictures of President Xi Jinping 
and national flags. 

• In Kaduna, Nigeria, villagers received one-sixth of food rations allocated to Muslim 
families. 

• Christians are being killed regularly in Nigeria; thousands are already dead. A new 
report stated that 8,000 Christians were slaughtered by Islamic militants in 2023 with 
many atrocities. There had been 150,000 deaths since 2009.175 

• After the illegal Iraq War, the persecution of Christians that followed has resulted in 
Christianity becoming almost extinct in Iraq. 

• ‘Christianity is at risk of disappearing … in the [Middle East] region.’176 
 
The types of persecution being experienced includes: bombing of churches, bombing of 
hundreds of Christians (e.g. in Sri Lanka), outlawing of Christian meetings (even in private 
homes), denial of burial rites, murder, violent attacks, rape, torture, kidnapping as sex 
slaves, forced conversion, crucifixion, burning alive, etc. Lower-level persecution includes: 
banishment, refusal of employment, denial of citizenship rights, denial of access to health 
care, forced indoctrination courses, state inspection of church meetings, closing churches, 
banning Bibles, and so on. 

The rise of Satanism 

Global religion 
The cabal plan to introduce a new global religion based upon Satanism. It has been 
working on bringing religions together for decades, such as through the ecumenical 
movement. This is part of the new worldwide government where there is a global taxation 
system, a global currency, a global government, and a global religion. 

In 1994, in a World Goodwill Newsletter, the UN reported the creation of a UN interfaith 
organisation called the Temple of Understanding, seeking to make the UN a spiritual body. 

 

173 Diversity, Equality and Inclusion. 
174 New York Times, 22 December 2021. 
175 Lifesite, 21 February 2024. 
176 Parliamentary Interim Report on Christian Persecution; led by Philip Mountstephen (Bishop of Truro). 
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In 1995 the United Religious Organisation was founded under the UN’s auspices. It 
stressed the unification of all religions. 

UN pioneer Richard Muller, ‘father of modern education’, wrote in the foreword to his World 
Core Curriculum, ‘The underlying philosophy upon which the Robert Muller School is based will 

be found in the teachings set forth in the books of Alice A Bailey.’ Bailey was a head of the 
Theosophical Society and forerunner of New Ageism, which sought to synthesise religions 
with Satanism. Bailey linked New Ageism to the UN: ‘the effects of the UN in the formulation 
of a world plan can be seen in the planning and prepartion of the New Age. From the very start of 

this unfoldment, three occult factors have governed the development of these plans’. 

We must move as quickly as possible to a one-world government, one-
world religion, under a one-world leader. 

Robert Muller (United Nations), author of the World Core Educational Curriculum. 

No one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make a pledge 
to worship Lucifer. 

David Spangler, Director of Planetary Initiative, United Nations. 

To achieve world government it is necessary to remove from the minds of 
men their individualism, loyalty to family tradition, national patriotism and 
religious dogmas. 

Brock Chisolm, former Director of the WHO, Christian World Report, March 1991. 

Current rise of Satanism 

• The British Navy allows Satanist sailors to conduct satanic rituals on board navy ships. 

• In America a man named Michael Cassidy was arrested and charged with a ‘hate crime’ 
for knocking the head off Satanic statue that was on display in a government building in 
the Iowa capital.177 

• Satanists from the Satanic Temple have lobbied in Iowa for permission to allow them to 
target children in schools.178 

• The Satanic Temple is preparing to enter Florida schools under a new state law about 
volunteer chaplains.179 

• The Channel Island of Jersey has statues of Satan as the horned god in parks. 

• A Democrat senator promoted Satanism in the Arizona state capital, Phoenix.180 

• Paganism is the fastest growing religion in Britain. 

• The Vatican contains multiple cases of satanic images. One room where the pope is 
enthroned has a huge ceiling in the shape of a serpent above the pope’s head. 

• The Theosophical publishing firm, that has connections to many Elite figures, is called 
‘The Lucis Trust’ but it was originally called ‘the Lucifer Trust’. 

• The 2021 UK census data shows that there has been a rapid rise of Satanism. There was 
a 167% increase between 2011 and 2021. In 2021 15 babies were named ‘Lucifer’, a 
name which did not appear until 2016. The census also revealed a rise in animists and 
paganism. 

• The centre of Devil worship in Britain is Bungay in Suffolk with Devon being second.  

 

177 Natural News, 1 February 2024. 
178 Breitbart, 1 February 2024. 
179 The Independent, 29 February 2024. 
180 PM, 7 February 2024. 
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• There is a rise in sacrificed animals sprayed with a pentacle sigil being dumped on 
church grounds or even dead cats found hanging from flagpoles. 

• Witchcraft shops are now common in many towns. 

• Wicca (the modern Gardnerian181 reformed version of witchcraft) is on the rise in 
Britain. 

• Several villages have witchcraft museums (e.g. Bourton-on-the–water, the Cotswolds, 
or Boscastle, Cornwall). 

• New churches of Satan are springing up; e.g. the Satanic Temple UK, the Church of 
Rational Satanism, Order of the Nine Angles etc. 

• People on the fringes of the Environmental Movements are turning to Gaia worship (a 
type of pagan witchcraft based on the Mother Goddess of the Earth). 

• People on the fringes of radical feminism have turned to witchcraft and especially Gaia 
worship. 

• Many music concerts are including Satanic imagery and themes in large venue shows. 
This has been documented in many nations. Some are very obvious and lack subtlety. 
However, some are less obvious and mainstream. Boyzone band member and Christian 
Shane Lynch has accused Taylor Swift of embedding evil messages in her music and 
performing Satanic rituals in her concerts. He referred to hoods, masks, demonic 
rituals, pentagrams and fire ceremonies.182 Swift was recently seen in a black basque 
with a swirling serpent design surrounding her body. Lynch previously criticised 
Beyonce and Sam Smith, whose occultic behaviour had been attacked by many 
commentators. 

 
Aside: objection to including various occult groups with Satanism 
Some occultists may object to me including witchcraft, Wicca, Gaia worship and by 
extension white magic, divination and spiritualism, with Satanism. 

Firstly, I am not saying that all occultism is outright Devil-worship. Black magic would be 
linked with Devil worship but other forms of occultism would deny such. Practitioners of 
such things as Wicca may well believe that they are continuing historic nature worship and 
seek humanitarian good. I accept that this may be the practitioner’s sincere position. 

My contention is that all occultism is actually, at root, Satanic; in the same way that 
Socialism is, at root, Marxism. 

Theologically 
There is only the true God, the Creator of the universe, and Satan, the Devil, is the opposer 
of God in rebellion to the divine order. Everything in human life reduces down to this 
dichotomy. 

Thus a religion is either good or evil, godly or Satanic. There are no nuances or shades of 
meaning. Black magic is open devil worship; white magic is submission to Satan under the 
deception that it is not. Both are based upon deception and selfishness – seeking to 
manipulate nature for one’s chosen end. Seeking paranormal power to fulfil your desire 
(whether altruistic or evil) is rebellion against the law of God and a failure to submit to 

 

181 Wicca was manufactured by Gerald Gardner in the late 1940s based on a variety of sources including a 
local witch (Dorothy Clutterbuck), Freemasonry, Rosicrucianism and Malaysian Shamanism. 
182 End Time Headlines, ‘Taylor Swift comes under fire for Satanic rituals’. 
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God’s will. Witchcraft and divination are specifically condemned by God (Exod 22:18; Lev 
20:27; Deut 18:10-12; 1 Sam 15:23; 2 Kg 21:6). 

Therefore, all forms of occultism, and all aspects of human motivation to perform occult 
actions, are based upon following a Satanic agenda against God. 

Historically 
All the forms of occultism (summarised under the heads of magic, spiritualism and 
divination) arose from the same root of Nimrod’s idolatry against the true God. This 
idolatry established the basic pattern for a pantheon of pagan gods, such as the sun god 
(Nimrod deified) and the moon goddess (Nimrod’s consort, Semiramis, deified). This 
fundamental pagan religion was centred in his empire based upon the Chaldean183 cities of 
Babel (Babylon), Erech (Uruk), Accad (Akkad), and Calneh (the first post-deluvian 
empire).184 This was further developed in the original Babylonian Empire and the 
Akkadian Empire.185 

Over the centuries all forms of occultism arose from the essential pagan rites and 
principles based in Babylonia. Different developments added to this such as Hermetism 
coming from Egypt or fire worship developed by Zoroastrianism. 

The purpose of Satan in all this was to cement and codify rebellion against God. All the 
forms of occultism are part of the same deception perpetrated by Satan to delude people 
into rebelling against God and enhance their own pride and selfishness. 

Conclusion 
There is no mild, humanitarian, innocent form of occultism; it is all part of the same 
historic Satanic plan to promote deception and sin. 

The growth of occultism in the evangelical church 

For many years I have been explaining how the church has been infiltrated by various 
movements that all intended to promote aspects of occultism under the guise of spiritual 
developments.  

Most common was mysticism being widely pushed through claimed spiritual gifts that 
were stated to be supernatural and divine. In fact congregations were being gulled into 
passivity and suggestibility using repetitive chanting, droning loud music and authoritative 
demands from a trusted leader. This then led to expressions of physical phenomena, such 

 

183 Chaldea is the southern portion of Babylonia, Lower Mesopotamia, lying chiefly on the right bank of the 
Euphrates, but commonly used of the whole of the Mesopotamian plain. The Hebrew name is Kasdim, which 
is usually rendered ‘Chaldeans’ (Jer 50:10 51:24,35) 
184 Gen 10:8-12, ‘Cush begot Nimrod; he began to be a mighty one on the earth. He was a mighty hunter 
before the LORD; therefore it is said, "Like Nimrod the mighty hunter before the LORD." And the beginning 
of his kingdom was Babel, Erech, Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar [Southern Mesopotamia, Babylon] 
From that land he went to Assyria and built Nineveh, Rehoboth Ir, Calah, and Resen between Nineveh and 
Calah (that is the principal city).’. 
185 The original ancient Middle Eastern empires were as follows: Nimrod’s first empire, Phoenician 
civilisation (2500-64 BC), Akkadian Empire (2334-2154 BC), Neo-Sumerian Empire [3rd dynasty of Ur] 
(2112-2004 BC), Babylonian Empire (1792-626 BC), Middle Kingdom of Egypt (1550-1077 BC), Hittite 
Empire (1460-1180 BC), Elamite Empire (1210-1100 BC). For comparison, the Mayan civilisation lasted from 
2000 BC to 1697 AD. 
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as falling backwards to the floor in a trance (being ‘slain in the Spirit’), variously claimed to 
impart healing, divine comfort, conversion or communion with the Spirit. In fact, it is 
simple occultism and shamanism common in many heathen religious activities and 
disciplines. 

Occultism has impacted the church throughout history, usually through some rogue 
movement which became elevated for a time before collapsing to nothing (e.g. Montanism, 
the Cevenols, the New Light Prophets). At other times it was through a revival that 
descended into chaotic emotionalism and then demonic activity (e.g. the 1859 Irish 
Revival, the 1801 Cane Ridge revival).  

The modern origins of a concerted stealth attack of occultism was in the mid-19th century, 
beginning with the syncretism of PP Quimby. He actively sought to combine Christianity 
with eastern pagan religious ideas, Mesmerism and outright occultism, claiming to activate 
healing techniques. Heretical nonsense was fundamental to these ideas, such as sickness 
and death do not exist; they are only mental aberrations to be overcome by positive 
thinking (claimed to be faith). His ideas led to numerous new religious groups such as: 
New Thought, Unity, Christian Science and Religious Science. 

This atmosphere had an impact on the Holiness Movement in America and the Higher Life 
Movement in England. These, plus the Welsh Revival of 1904, influenced the development 
of Pentecostalism and its many rogue sub-movements – especially the outright occult 
Latter Rain aberrations of the late 1940s and the Healing Movement of the 1950s. The 
chief occult heretic in this period was William Branham whose teachings are truly off the 
wall and wicked. These then led to the Charismatic Movement after 1960 and the 
developments out of it. 

The Charismatic Movement proved to be a Trojan Horse to bring into mainstream 
evangelicalism all sorts of occultism under new guises. These include: guided imagery, 
channelling, visualisation, necromancy, magic, spiritualism, divination, and so on. Aspects 
of pagan religions were also imported such as Kundalini yoga or Qigong.  Aspects of occult 
sects (such as the Shakers) were brought in (e.g. marching round the room to drive away 
demons). These were pushed by sub-movements such as: the Signs and Wonders 
Movement, the New Apostolic Reformation, Word of Faith and so on. New doctrines were 
made up to substitute for occult practices, such as: Inner Healing, healing of the memories, 
the word of knowledge, or the New Dimension. Some practices became commonplace, 
such as speaking in tongues that were gibberish186 – commonly found in witchcraft, 
mysticism, magic and eastern religions. 

The level to which heretics sank (they cannot be true Christians) is seen in the practice of 
lying on the grave of a claimed healer (such as Kathryn Kuhlman) in order to be ‘anointed’ 
with the power of this person. This is called ‘grave-sucking’. In fact, this is necromancy. 
This is the height of stupidity and submission to Satanic deception. 

The manipulation of deluded leaders being used by Satan is seen in the expression of 
claimed healers (usually in the Word of Faith movement) to make people fall over from a 
distance, by blowing or waving a hand. This evidences complete control and manipulation 

 

186 Biblical tongues that operated at the beginning of the early church to authenticate the Gospel were 
genuine languages spoken by someone untrained in that language. This testified to that language group. 
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of a deceived and passive audience. It is common in occult circles, Mesmerism and eastern 
religions. It is also observed in stage hypnotism. 

This is just a simple summary of the situation. The attack of occultism on the church by 
Satanic means largely began in the 19th century, but it went up a gear after 1960 and into 
overdrive after the demonic Toronto Blessing in the mid-90s. It is now endemic. All true 
believers should run a mile from churches involved in this deception. 

Satan has captured most of the evangelical churches. 

Warning 

The Christian church is, generally, completely hijacked by Satanic deception. In many 
cases it is already Babylon – filled with idolatry, narcissism and blasphemy. Only a very 
few local churches have escaped this degradation. 

This deceit will continue and worsen. The aim is to so compromise the churches that they 
can be assimilated into a new world religion that unifies all faiths by sophistry. Just as the 
ecumenical movement reduced unity to a shared experience of being baptised in the 
Spirit,187 so other aspects of the faith will be re-defined to accommodate inclusion with 
heathen doctrines. For example reincarnation will be re-defined to be accepted as 
resurrection. The personality of God will be re-defined in order to be accepted by 
Pantheists, such as by giving nature a personality. Christ will be identified as Krishna or 
Buddha or Guru Nanak. The millions of Hindu gods will be explained as emanations of 
God. Islam already calls Christ the Word of God. 

Satanism will increase in all avenues of society becoming more and more accepted. 
Satanism will gradually be openly accepted as a true religion comparable with Christianity. 
The growing numbers of pagans and Satanists in society will give Satanic temples 
authenticity. 

The side effects of a growing Satanism will be ignored but will increase. Aspects of this will 
be paedophilia, sexual abuse of children and ritual murder of minors. The Elite will 
become more open about their Luciferianism and this will be explained away by false 
academic propositions. 

More and more governments will pass laws to make evil good and good evil. Truth will be 
outlawed and lies will form the basis of society. 

For further study 

• Barnabas Fund. Data on Christian persecution and relief projects. 

• The Open University, Graham Harvey, Journal of Contemporary Religion, 10(3), p283-
296, ‘Satanism in Britain today’, (1995). 

 

187 I.e. if you and I have both been baptised in the Spirit then we are one, even if we hold very different 
doctrines. Dogma is subservient to the shared experience of the Spirit. This was the argument to unify 
Evangelicals with Roman Catholics. 
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• MailOnline, ‘Devil’s Island: growing number of Brits are practising Satanism with 
5,000 members in England and Wales – while Wicca and Shamanism see boom since 
2011’, 21 January 2023. 

• Greg Szymanski, ‘The UN’s occult purpose revealed by their own writings’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Britain’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘What does it mean to be British? 1’. What does it mean to be British? 2’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Charismatic Catastrophe’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Occult inroads to the Charismatic Movement’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Nailing Charismatic Theology’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Unholy Alliances’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The Origins of Pentecostalism’. 
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Signs in the heavens 

Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not 

give its light; the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 

Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, Matt 24:29-30 
 

And there will be signs in the sun, in the moon, and in the stars; and on the earth distress of 

nations, with perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring; men's hearts failing them from fear 

and the expectation of those things which are coming on the earth, for the powers of heaven 

will be shaken. Lk 21:25-26 

 
I will show wonders in heaven above and signs in the earth beneath: blood and fire and vapour 

of smoke. The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming 

of the great and awesome day of the LORD. Acts 2:19-20 

 
The earth has gone through many cataclysms; these are recorded in soil and ice core 
samples, which give us a signal of geological history. Some are recorded in ancient history 
and legends. The Bible also tells us about astronomical changes such as the long day (Josh 
10:13) or the sundial reversing (2 Kg 20:11; Isa 38:8). 

Those in recorded memory are fearsome enough, such as the Krakatoa eruption of 1883. 
So much debris was forced into the atmosphere that there was no summer that year and 
famines ensued. However, the geological past saw much worse cataclysms, such as the 
reversing of the Earth’s poles. Major events changed topography, such as the Arctic and 
Antarctic changing from once being verdant or the thrusting up of the Himalayas creating 
major mountain ranges. Marine strata and fossils have been found at high altitudes and at 
the North Pole. 

These events happen in cycles and are usually the result of astronomical changes, chiefly 
affecting the sun or a comet. The indications are that we are approaching a major series of 
extraordinary events in the next ten years that threaten mankind. It is possible that entire 
countries will move their position on the earth. Remember that this has happened before; 
Greenland, now tundra, was once named for grasslands and trees. 

We need to discuss this in more detail. 

Pole change in the sun: the solar maximum 

The magnetic poles reverse in the sun over a cycle of eleven years. This causes various 
anomalies for a while, chiefly solar storms. These storms send masses of solar winds and 
debris to the Earth, initially noticeable by intense aurora borealis events. Sometimes the 
solar radiation is severe causing disruption and damage to telecommunication systems. It 
can also affect animal life and the health of humans. 

The next reversal is this current year into 2025. Scientists are warning that it could be a 
severe event. The problem today is that everyone in the developed world is utterly 
dependent upon radio telecommunication systems for everything, even controlling their 
central heating. Nations rely upon radio connectivity for state governance, communication, 
defence, infrastructure and economic issues. If this is severely disrupted then it not only 
means inconvenience to domestic users but it will lead to massive economic repercussions 
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to nations when stock market systems crash. Almost everything in social life would be 
affected by a breakdown of on-line systems. 

The Carrington Event 

In September 1859 there was a serious astronomical event, a geomagnetic storm, that 
many people considered indicated the end of the world. Bright red skies enabled people to 
read newspapers at midnight. Birds began the dawn chorus at 1am. People started to go to 
work hours before dawn thinking that it was daytime. Aurora Borealis events happened 
around the world. Other unusual lights appeared in the skies, such as bands of white light. 

These events were caused by an unusual series of solar flares (a coronal mass ejection) over 
about one week, casting out radiation and energetic particles which overpowered the 
earth’s magnetic field which usually stops these from getting through. [The weakened 
areas of the magnetosphere at the poles is what causes Aurora Borealis events.] 

The flares caused severe disruption to telegraph systems. These began to work even when 
the battery was disconnected due to electrical surges in the atmosphere. Some telegraphers 
received electric shocks from Morse tappers. Other stations and cables caught fire. 

The astronomer that recognised and observed the cause in the sun was studying and 
recording sunspot activity at Redhill. His name was Richard Carrington. As astronomers 
confirmed his diagnosis he was honoured by the phenomenon being named after him. 

In 1859 the world had very little infrastructure based upon electricity and so the world was 
not significantly affected. However, today the world is dominated by electrical and radio 
systems and so a Carrington Event would have catastrophic consequences. It is affirmed 
that such events occur every 150 years, meaning we are overdue one now (some sources 
say 500 years). Less intense events happen every 50 years. Signatures in tree rings and 
core samples show that bigger events have occurred in human history, such as in 775 and 
993. 

Today a Carrington Event could set Earth’s civilisations back centuries. Credit cards 
wouldn’t work. Mobile phones would stop. All computer systems would break down; no 
on-line systems would work. Unless everything was shutdown prior to the event (there 
would be a maximum warning of 24 hours) much infrastructure would be destroyed. 
Aircraft could not fly. Navigation systems would not function. If power grids were not shut 
down it could take ten years to restore the grid system. All government systems could 
crash. It is estimated that the cost to America alone would be up to $2.6 trillion. 

There is every likelihood that a Carrington Event could occur within the next few years. 

Reversal of the Earth’s magnetic field 

This has allegedly occurred several times and is associated with tsunamis, earthquakes and 
volcanic eruptions. Rapid reversals occur in as little as 80 years. 

Magnetic reversals trigger ice-ages, according to recent hypotheses. Low field strength also 
increases UV rays. 
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The Earth’s magnetic field is vital to protect us from solar flares and cosmic debris. If this 
field is weakened, disrupted or temporarily reversed and unstable we would be at the 
mercy of solar storms.  According to NASA the Earth has lost 10% of its magnetic strength 
since the 1800s. However, we are now losing 5% per decade.188 The southern magnetic 
pole has already left the continent of Antarctica. 

Cosmic dust is a real problem. This is created, for example, by recurrent nova. It is now 
understood that we have failed to observe most of the supernovas in even just our own 
galaxy. There are many such explosions happening all the time, such as triggered by binary 
star connections. All these feed explosions of dust. Occasionally our own sun flares up 
(super flare or a micro nova) and emits dust and radiation.  If clouds of cosmic dust and 
energetic particles penetrate our atmosphere they will cause cataclysms on the surface of 
the Earth. Such catastrophes occur every 10,000 years and one is connected to the global 
flood. They destroy civilisations. 

Cabal response 

What does the Elite know? What is certain is that the mega-rich are developing deep 
underground bunkers in various parts of the world, such as New Zealand and Hawaii. 
Insiders are saying that food and water to last ten years are being stored. In the face of a 
cataclysm, surviving underground would be the best option. Mark Zuckerberg has spent 
$187 million on a 1,600-acre patch of land in Hawaii. It incorporates a 5,000 square foot 
underground bunker complete with its own energy and food supplies. Clearly, those with 
money are making preparations.189 

Historically, the Elite academic establishment has rejected catastrophism and smeared its 
proponents, especially Velikovsky. This was to safeguard Uniformitarianism,190 which is 
crucial to establish Evolutionary Theory. However, recent astronomical research and 
scientific discoveries are now confirming many of the former hypotheses. 

A Biblical response 

The Bible would support the science of catastrophism. The global flood alone is evidence of 
such a cataclysm. 

However, regarding events connected to the end (eschatological catastrophism) we can say 
that cataclysms before the end are unlikely. There may well be signs leading up to a huge 
catastrophe but an extinction-level event is not going to happen before the end. At the very 
end, we know that there is going to be a cataclysm: 

But the heavens and the earth which are now preserved by the same word, are reserved for fire 

until the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men. … But the day of the Lord will come as 

a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away with a great noise, and the elements 

will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and the works that are in it will be burned up. … … 

 

188 ESA/SWARM (2010). 
189 End Time Headlines, ‘Bible prophecy is coming true as claims billionaires build huge underground 
bunkers’. 
190 A denial of catastrophism, claiming that geological processes have always been the same as observed today 
– a slow process. 
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the heavens will be dissolved, being on fire, and the elements will melt with fervent heat? 

Nevertheless we, according to His promise, look for new heavens and a new earth in which 

righteousness dwells. 2 Pt 3:7-13 
 
And I will show wonders in the heavens and in the earth: Blood and fire and pillars of smoke. 

The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the 

great and awesome day of the LORD. Joel 2:30-31 

 
The destruction of the Earth is contingent upon the return of the Lord Jesus in power and 
glory. After the Final Judgment the Earth is restored for the community of saints in 
fellowship with God. So, the Earth will not suffer an extinction-level event before this time; 
however, more minor cataclysms may occur; indeed, they are likely. 

Warning 

Jesus warned us to look upwards at the end (Matt 24:27-30, 25:13, 26:64; Mk 13:33; Acts 
1:11), to watch and be prepared during evil times. There will be signs in heaven at the end 
and believers should be the first to notice such things. These should be an encouragement 
that Jesus is about to be revealed and the end of all things is at hand, just as Jesus 
promised. 

For further study 

• YouTube, Suspicious Observers, The Earth Disaster Documentary. 

• Chan Thomas, ‘The Adam and Eve Story: The history of cataclysms’, (1993). 

• Immanuel Velikovsky, ‘Worlds in Collision’ (1950); ‘Earth in Upheaval’ (1955). 

• Space, Andrew May, Daisy Dobrijevic, ‘The Carrington Event: history’s greatest solar 
storm’, 24 June 2022. 

• YouTube, videos by Astrum. 
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What can be done? 

They may successfully do evil with both hands -- The prince asks for gifts, the judge seeks a 

bribe, and the great man utters his evil desire; so they scheme together. Mic 7:3 
 
He pours contempt on princes, and causes them to wander in the wilderness where there is no 

way. Ps 107:40 
 
He pours contempt on princes, and disarms the mighty. Job 12:21 
 
He takes away the understanding of the chiefs of the people of the earth, And makes them 

wander in a pathless wilderness. They grope in the dark without light, And He makes them 

stagger like a drunken man. Job 12:24-25 

 

There is no hope for national leaders; they are corrupt, sold out to evil and completely 
incompetent. Hoping that the government system can be reformed is folly. Bothering with 
political parties is a waste of time. 

There are two different strategies to be considered. The first is how to deal with the current 
situation which will last for some time (2026 if the Elite have their way; 2030-2050 if they 
follow their plan). This is before the full expression of the final evil empire. The second is 
what to do when the new world order is fully expressed. 

Stage One 

The goal here is to reverse the direction of the social engineering strategies being imposed 
upon society. Replace lies with truth. Replace maladies with health. Replace factions with 
unity. Replace hatred with love. 

These goals should be continued until the development of a new world order makes it 
impossible to continue. 

Watchmen 

Watchmen were guards appointed by the authorities to patrol and identify trouble. They 
were set on the walls or mountains to seek potential threats to the city from a long distance 
or to walk the streets to identify internal problems. 

The watchmen that go about the city. Song 3:3 

I have set watchmen upon thy walls. Isa 62:6 

The watchmen upon the mount Ephraim. Jer 31:6 

 
In short, watchmen were signallers to identify trouble and threats from enemies and warn 
the people to prepare them. 

In these days we need watchmen to do the work of identifying the real problems that 
threaten society and warn the people who do not see the threat. 
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As always there are false watchmen who lie, so care is needed about whom you trust. 
Identify trustworthy watchmen by examining their past record. Do not trust someone who 
calls themselves a watchmen as a badge of respect. We should call ourselves, ‘workers’ (2 
Tim 2:15), ‘servants’ (Col 1:7), ‘labourers’ (Philem 1:24). 

In various formats the Elite cabal is taking action to prevent what they call misinformation 
and disinformation. In other words they are scared about the rise of truth to confront their 
evil narratives. The more that watchmen can get the truth out into the open, the more we 
can shine a light on the evil of the people in power and dismantle their narrative. 

The power of the Lesser Magistrate 

The Protestant Reformation, which brought liberty to the West, was also known as the 
Magisterial Reformation. This is not meaning a great or authoritative work but literally as 
the reformation of the magistrates (rulers) – the lesser power under princes, kings and 
emperors. 

There is not one sphere of authority in society but several: the family, the church, the local 
rulers and the state. One should not seek power over another to pervert it. This is Biblical 
civics. Today we see the state taking over and perverting all the other forms of authority, 
and a higher cabal having power over the state. 

If you see the oppression of the poor, and the violent perversion of justice and righteousness 

in a province, do not marvel at the matter; for high official watches over high official, and 

higher officials are over them. Eccles 5:8 

 
The idea of a state church was universal in the 16th century and hard to overturn. However, 
the magistrates or lower authorities stopped the emperor from crushing the German 
religious reformation because the lower authorities protected it (Electors191 in Germany 
and magistrates). Eventually it was agreed that those provinces where the lesser 
authorities affirmed Protestantism would remain Lutheran and those that chose 
Romanism would remain Catholic. 

Thus the lower authorities under the Holy Roman Emperor changed the whole political 
and religious landscape of Europe because they held fast to their principles. 

This was particularly tested in Magdeburg after Luther died which was besieged to make it 
reject Protestantism – but Magdeburg held strong. The lesser magistrates refused to accept 
the Emperor’s demands and gained freedom for others too. 

This led to the doctrine of the Lesser Magistrate which began in Magdeburg but was later 
developed by divines, such as Theodore Beza, and especially John Knox. This doctrine 
holds that when the superior power (normally to be obeyed) acts treacherously or 
unlawfully, it is to be resisted by the lower power to uphold God’s law. Samuel Rutheford 
also defends this in ‘Lex Rex’ (‘the law is king’ or ‘the law reigns’).192 

 

191 Princes that elected the emperor. 
192 ‘The law and the prince: a dispute for the just prerogative of king and people.’ 
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A powerful illustration of this doctrine is the resistance of the Calvinist MPs in England 
who refused the totalitarian grasping of King Charles I (who claimed to be the law and to 
rule by divine right) who ended up being tried for treason and beheaded. They believed 
that law of God superseded the higher authority. Another example is when the lesser 
authority of the barons resisted King John which led to the Magna Carta. 

In normal circumstances, the Christian is to submit to the higher authority as under God. 
For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to evil. Do you want to be unafraid of the 

authority? Do what is good, and you will have praise from the same. For he is God's minister to 

you for good. But if you do evil, be afraid; for he does not bear the sword in vain; for he is 

God's minister, an avenger to execute wrath on him who practices evil. Therefore you must be 

subject, not only because of wrath but also for conscience' sake. For because of this you also 

pay taxes, for they are God's ministers attending continually to this very thing. Rm 13:3-6 

 
But what happens when the higher ruler is not doing good but is acting treacherously? 
Well the Christian is not to rebel and react with violence. However, the lower authority 
who is placed there, also to supervise God’s law in society, must act against the disobedient 
higher authority. He interposes, stands in the gap, between the evil higher power and the 
people in order to establish God’s law (‘I sought for a man among them who would make a wall, and 

stand in the gap before Me on behalf of the land’, Ezek 22:30). This is what happened at 
Magdeburg. The Christian must then obey the law and submit to the obedient lower 
authority, even when it contradicts the higher authority. The Scottish queen stated that she 
feared the prayers of John Knox (a pastor and reformer) more than any army. 

This principle of the Lesser Magistrate is being worked out in certain provinces in America 
(e.g. Michigan and Illinois) to reject the totalitarianism of the federal government. At the 
end of the day, the government can only rule down to the grass root level if all the 
authorities under it comply. When a local power refuses (e.g. a state governor, local town 
councils, county sheriffs etc.) then it has no power and either has to back down or get 
violent. 

This is a major technique to release areas from bondage to Elite demands ruled through 
governments. If all the local powers interposed against global Elite policies, they would 
cease to have any power. 

Non-compliance 

Christians cannot react with violence to illegal and ungodly legislation – but they can 
refuse to comply. If everyone refused to comply with unlawful, draconian measures then 
the establishment would collapse. 

In the illegal Covid policies I refused to comply. I never wore a facemask.193 I did not 
submit to social distancing. Friends visited me openly from other areas. I fellowshipped. I 
refused PCR tests (which caused much trouble in hospitals). I went into the countryside 12 
miles from home with a friend. I attended a café on the beach for lunch. I also know a local 
vicar that never closed his church – nothing happened. 

 

193 Except one case where my children forced a mask on me to walk ten feet in a pub to get to a table for a 
meal. Even then I bitterly complained to the staff for this nonsensical measure. 
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When powers act contrary to God’s law (and the British Constitution) it is the duty of 
believers to disobey. 

Build local communities 

Decentralisation of everything destroys the power of globalist centralisation of power. No 
matter what the UN dictates, if your local community is centred around localism, 
community, fellowship, and caring, then the agendas of the cabal cannot function. 

Set up co-ops 

• Grow your own food. This can be done even in a very small area, such as vertical 
growing of potatoes in tubes of chicken wire and straw. 

• Those with large gardens could establish smallholding farming. 

• Start storing all types of seeds (they will soon be outlawed and centralised). 

• Start to learn about foraging to find natural sources of food. 

• Trade your surplus of food locally in co-operative markets. 

• Learn storage, smoking, curing, fermentation and pickling techniques to store food for 
the winter. 

• Share local skills, such as sharpening cutting edge tools. 

• Provide some produce for the poor. 

• Develop training for children in gardening techniques on the job. 

• Set up local seminars for teaching skills and sharing truth. 

• Provide a truthful news service. 
 
Home schooling 
It is vital to get kids out of the brainwashing education system. Those that are able should 
teach their children at home. Where possible, community centres should be set up to 
enable local teaching seminars and shared experience events. Hope Sussex is a great 
example of this. 

It is absolutely fundamental to protect the learning of children and avoid the poison of the 
state system. 

Holistic medicine surgeries 
Those doctors that are able should establish holistic health surgeries which frequently have 
far better treatment than the NHS. 

For example, a friend was diagnosed with type-2 diabetes and was put on a regime of drugs 
and tests, which often result in a deepening crisis and amputations. Instead, my friend 
sought a holistic healer for advice and by chance came across the excellent Barbara O’Neil 
(who was banned from Australia, her homeland, for helping people get healthy). He 
followed her advice to just take cayenne pepper in a drink every morning. Within three 
weeks his diabetes had been reversed and the doctors were amazed. [Cayenne pepper is a 
very powerful healing herb that has many applications for health, including eyesight.] 

Medicines 
Learn what our ancestors understood and find out what medicines are available in nature 
for free. Buy books explaining this before they are forbidden. Keep a store of essential 
items and learn how to store them properly.  
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Communications 
The complete control of the internet has begun with the recent On-Line Safety Act. In time, 
there will be no freedom on the internet for any dissenting view whatsoever. 
Communication will also be hindered by surveillance of emails, texts, messages etc. 

To prepare for this, start to consider the following in your local community. 

• CB radio communication. 

• Issuing of paper documents, such as a local newsletter.  

• Find old-fashioned printing machines of various sorts to run off multiple copies (e.g. 
monotype letterpress, spirit-based copiers). 

• Make silk screens for posters. 

• Local couriers to provide an urgent message service by hand. 
 

Economics 

• Invest in gold and silver. Gold is useful for large investments but it is not liquid. Silver 
is much more liquid and useful for local purchases. Have various weights of silver 
coins. Currently an ounce (e.g. a UK Britannia) is worth about £30 (it varies), 

• Diversify your savings. 

• Hold multiple bank accounts. 

• Get hold of paper documents for your property. 

• Until it is banned, hold a store of cash. 
 

Churches 

Meet in homes 
Faithful churches (there are so few) should start to take measures now to prepare for the 
coming persecution. Public meeting places should be abandoned (they should never have 
been used anyway) and churches should meet in homes. Break down congregations into 
home units that are not house groups but independent local churches. 

Start training leaders now to become elders in these home churches. There should be at 
least two equal elders working as a team. 

Teach the people Biblical church doctrine to prepare them for fellowshipping properly in 
the way that God intended – in open koinonia; body ministry. Churches have been run so 
badly for decades that this training is necessary. See my many papers on church matters 
for assistance in this. 

Do not advertise or boast publicly about these home churches. They must operate 
underground in secret. The church is a mystery to the world. Make sure that converts are 
genuine before they join a local church. 

Until it becomes impossible, several churches could assemble together in a larger unit to 
discuss pressing issues and thrash out solutions, as in Acts 15. Recognised didactic 
teachers could address such groups. 
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Establish charity community services 
The end is a time of deep contrasts. The upper echelons of society will be rich and live in 
luxury and affluence but the lower echelons will be serfs living in poverty. The local 
churches should all devote some of their time to establishing aid programmes for the local 
community. This could be food banks, or giving away food packages to known local poor 
and needy folk. Some might establish soup kitchens for the homeless (this number will 
massively increase). 

Whatever is the need in your neighbourhood, the church should seek to address it as best 
as possible. It may be giving counsel to people suffering from various issues – always an 
opportunity for the Gospel. 

Identify local elderly people that are Christians but are unable to attend church meetings 
through frailty and ill health. Establish a visitation service to encourage, assist and provide 
the Lord’s Supper for such folk. 

Provide whatever support is necessary for local young families in the assembly. These will 
face severe pressure in the end. 

Withdrawal 

For those with money there is the possibility of completely withdrawing from the current 
society and retiring to isolated locations; preferably doing this in conjunction with others 
to found little villages in remote areas. 

Ideal would be places, such as in Mid-Wales, where there is a local fresh water supply 
(stream, well, spring) within a woodland setting away from main roads. 

What is essential, if you can afford it, is to get out of large cities, which will be where the 
worst events will happen in the near future. New York is already on the verge of complete 
collapse as are many other American cities. The more that the Elite seek to push everyone 
into urban areas, the more we should resist and get into the country. 

Stage Two 

In this period freedom will have been severely curtailed and options become much more 
limited. 

The Underground 

In every totalitarian society there is always a functioning underground in opposition to the 
established government. During the ten persecutions of the Roman Empire the early 
church met underground, literally, in catacombs under Rome and other cities. Elsewhere 
they met in forests and caves. In the Dark Ages under Romanism, dissenting churches met 
in isolated villages such as mountainous areas or places distant from large cities. Under 
Nazi domination Europeans established the resistance. 

Churches will definitely have to meet in secret in hidden locations as they will be outlawed. 
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Those living in towns and cities will have very few options. As we saw in the Covid crisis, 
the police can immediately turn into a criminal Gestapo and violently attack any kind of 
dissent. In Australia the police invaded a domestic house in the early morning and arrested 
a pregnant woman in her pyjamas in front of her kids, handcuffed her and dragged her 
away. Her crime? She had posted an invitation to a demonstration on social media. 

Secrecy 
Essentially, everything will have to be done in secret: praying, Bible reading, dissenting 
talk, searching for truth etc. Those living in isolated rural areas will have more freedom, for 
a while.  

Food 
Until it is proscribed (leaders are already criticising this) growing your own food may be 
possible if you have stored seeds before they are globally licensed and genetically modified. 
Add good quality food that you have grown to whatever food the cabal will allow you to 
buy. 

Natural medicines and foraging for food could be a strong boost for your health when food 
from stores will be utterly toxic and protein will only be sourced by insects. 

Communication 
All safe communications will have to be by analogue methods; all digital systems will be 
fully surveilled. 

For further study 

• UK Column, Mark Anderson, interview with Matt Trewhella regarding the doctrine of 
the lesser magistrate. 

• Magdeburg Confession (1550). 

• Works of John Knox. 

• Works of Theodore Beza. 

• Paul Fahy, multiple papers on church matters. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘Some forgotten NT truths about the church’ (booklet). 
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Conclusion 

We are surrounded by some very serious problems that are escalating in intensity. For 
example, the threat of World War III is now very seriously possible. 

Far from affirming that those with common sense and truth will win this year, the fact is 
that humanity is facing its worst dangers in millennia. People need to start understanding 
this and doing what they can. When people who know what they are talking about aver that 
most of humanity will not make it past 2025, we need to take note. 

For instance supporting Andrew Bridgen’s work in Parliament could help to expose the lies 
about the Covid vaccine and stop further mRNA vaccines being rolled out. This would save 
lives. Exposing the truth about the Israeli genocide in Palestine could help our government 
stop supporting this genocide. Mass calling for an end to unnecessary deaths in Ukraine 
could help produce a cease-fire instead of fanning the flames all the time. Exposing the 
corporate and banking fraud going on at all levels of society could help to bring about more 
equitable and legal systems to help the poor. When military conscription arrives, refuse to 
enlist. When illegal diktats are deployed, refuse to comply. 

There are things that can be done. 

But most of all you should prepare yourself in every way possible. This starts by learning 
the truth about all that is going on and stopping yourself from being a victim of deception. 

The vital matter is to focus upon the truth. Only the truth can allow us to really understand 
our times and give us the background to make correct decisions. In the end the truth sends 
us to Christ – he is the absolute truth. Making the right decisions requires first getting 
right with God. 

Glossary 

• 5G: fifth generation telecommunications technology based on dangerous non-ionising, 
microwave radiation frequencies. 

• AI: artificial intelligence. 

• BIS: Bank for International Settlements. 

• CBDC: Central Bank Digital Currency. 

• CEPI: Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations. 

• CFR: Council on Foreign Relations. 

• CIA: Central Intelligence Agency. 

• DARPA: Defence Advanced Resort Projects Agency (US). 

• Davos: A town in Switzerland where the WEF meets annually. 

• E-cycle: an electric bicycle. 

• EMF: Electromagnetic field or frequency. 

• EV: electric vehicle. 

• GAVI: the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation. [Now usually ‘the Vaccine 
Alliance’.] 

• ICBM: Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile. 

• IDF: Israel Defence Force. [IOF: (Derogatively) Israeli Occupation Force.] 

• LTN: Low Traffic Neighbourhood. 
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• MI5 /6: short for the British secret intelligence services. 5 serves domestic issues, 6 
focuses of foreign issues. 

• Neocons: US neo-conservatives. A political group, comprising mostly Zionist Jews, that 
holds controlling power in the US federal government. E.g. Donald Rumsfeld, Dick 
Cheney, William Kristol, Scooter Libby, Victoria Nuland, Richard Perle, Paul 
Wolfowitz. 

• NIH: US National Institutes of Health.  

• NLP: Neuro Linguistic Programming. 

• SEC: US Securities and Exchange Commission; oversees the security industry to protect 
investors and markets. 

• ULEZ: Ultra Low Emission Zone. 

• UN: United Nations. 

• UV: Ultra Violet. 

• VAIDS: Vaccine acquired immune deficiency syndrome. 

• WEF: World Economic Forum. 

• WHO: World Health Organisation. 
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